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ENTERTAINMENTS.
M. C. M. Al.
Free Course of Lectures.
FIFTH Lecture in this Course before the
Association will be given in the library

M. C. M.

Cy-The public

On

A Mild Ramonstrance.
A communication from General

The Capital Stock of the Company,
v- wbich is all paid in, is
$ 1,000,000.0(

Dow,
published in another column, explains and
defends the proposed amendatory act to the
prohibitory law which he and others have
brought to the attention of the Legislature.
B ere additional legislation necessary, Gen-

are

follow*.:

as

Cash

on hand and in Bank, in hands
of Agents and in course of transmission..
Real Estate.
United States Stocks and Bonds—
State, County, and Municipal Securities
Bank Stocks.
School District, Corporation and
Water Bonds.
Railroad stocks and Bonds.
Loans on Collateral.
Loans on Real Estate.
Interest and Rents accrued

invited.

fon31_

CITY

TOMUEl’~Ml

HALL,

BOSTON

THE

IDEAL
In

OPERA

Assets,

$598,004.0*3
135.000.0C

188,937.5C

193,750. OC
638.606.0C

56,812.5C
136,500.0(
10,631.52

Cash

Capital.$1,000,000.01
Reserve for

105,526.83
1,096,414.13

$3,072,163

02

W. D. LITTLE k CO.,

TOUR,
JAY RIAlL’S

4th.

Powerful Double

celebrated

Donkey Jerry,
MAMMOTH

BLOODHOUNDS,

Blackville Jubilee Band and the Magnolia Minstrels

PRICKS 25 and 35.

Col. Russell H.
the

distinguished Author

and

COURSE^
Conwell,

Traveler, will deliver

great lecture
HEROISM F OA PRIVATE LIFE.”
Voung Men’s Christian Association, on
his

at the Hall of the

Friday Evening,
o’clock.

eod&eowlyr

46

•

stores and at the door.

Feb. 4.

For sale at the Bookfeb2 dtd

GRAND ARMY
Sat nrduy &

BEVERAGES.

and Weakness
do Fern lies.

a^me

peculiarly

Capital.
Net Surplus.

500,000
400,306

441,114

76
00
35

Presli Grround Coffee.

j|

OLD GOVT. JAVA,
“Ayerbrnis***” brand. The very best
ported. Rich flavor and full strength.

im-

SAMOS.
Anew

THE

6 & 6.

FAMOUS LECTURE,

FULLER, Pros’t. THOS. If. LORD, Sec’y.
J. S. WINSLOW & €©., Agents.
dim
jan20

high flavored

and

strong

By Rev. ARTHUR

H. WAITE,
Evangelist, assisted by
HARRY HERRHAN,
Artist

jan2G

eodly

coffee, combining the strength of MoUniversally liked.

ILL&CO

MALEBERRY JAVA.

Arabian Coffee.

A

SA VANILLA.
A smooth rich flavored coffee
to this market by us.

FINE

rich, strong delicious coffee.

Similar to Java in
as such.

Grocers

|

flavor,

and

sold by most

1_

Reference:—H. KOTZSCHMAR.

No. I RIO.

dtf

The choicest

|

grade of Rio Coffee, very strong.

NO. 2 RIO.
Prime

|

strength.

coffee, carefully

selected

full

and

I_

MISS SEWALL’S

Girls,

The

Pure coffee of

Made from Cereals, adapted to persons
ble to use genuine coffee.

good drinking quality.

begins FEBRUARY 10th. For
circulars, apply to the Principal, 78

new term
or

janl7eod4w

una-

Instruction in English ami Classical Studies.

New

Portland

Theatre.

C0LC0RD,

143 Pearl Street.
dtf

jan24

ONE NIGHT

FEB. 7tlu

ONLV._IIONDAV,

HAVBRLY’S
COLOSSAL

COLORED CARNIVAL
—AND—

MISS

6 FOR $9.00.

French and

4 Companies of Shoutera,
3 Corps Jaw Bone Choristers.
Natural Singers, Natural Dancers, Natural Humorists, Natural Performers of all kinds,—introducing
acts, cotton field sketches, fiat boat frolcs. barnyard performances, song and dance acts,
burlesque jig acts, camp-meeting refrains, levee abfebl dtd
surdities, superb choruses.

ftlantation

-Fraternity

Dances!

643

~TI A.

CITY

—

TV

Ain OF THE

Portland

—

Fraternity.

General Committee.
T. C. Hersey, Esq., President Fraternity.
Samuel J. Anderson, Esq., Vice President.
E. A. Noyes, Treasurer.
Mr. S. E. Spring,
Hon. Geo, Walker,
Mr. I. P. Farrington,
Hon. a. E. Stevens,
Hon. Geo. P. Wescott, Mr. Geo. S. Hunt,
Hon. Jacob McI.ellan, Mr. H. N. Jose,
Mr. Geo. W. Woodman,
Hon. Wm. L. Putnam,
Hon. I. Washburn, Jr., Mr. Chas. McLaughlin,
Mr. John N. Lord,
Mr. W. I. Thom,
Mr. J. S. Winslow,
Mr. Nathan Webb,
Mr. CHar. E. Jose.
Mr. J. P. Baxter,
Mr. S T. Pcllen,
Mr, I). W. Fessenden,
Mr. Lewis Pierce,
Mr. M. P. Emery,
Mr. W. F. Miluken.
Committee on Entertainment*.
Fred R. Farrington, J. H. Drummond, Jr.,
Wm. H. chcmacher,
Wm. Senter, Jr.,
P. T. Griffin.
E. C. Jordan,
Tickets for the oourse of six
admitting
Gen Ion.an and Ladies, $5.00; to be obtained of the
committee on Entertainments. Evening tickets, $1.

over

Gilbert’s Assemblies,
Every Thursday Evening.
tyi'lnw
and

in

Raquct

Waltzing, the

meets

every

“German’:

Tuesday Evening
dtf

jam;
STATE OF JIAiltE.

11

m

in the county of Cumberland, adjudged to be at
insolvent debtor on petition of raid debtor, whicl
petition was filed on the twenty-fifth day of Janu
date interest on claim
ary, A. D. 881, to which
is to be computed:
to or by saiil.debtoi
debts
of
any
the
That
payment
and the delivery or transfer ot any property by hin
forbidden
are
by Uw;
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, t
ehoi se one or more assignee
prove their debts and
of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvent'
Court Room in Port
Probate
Hie
at
he
holilen
to
land .in MONDAY, the Seventh day of February
A I) 1881. at ten o’clock ill the forenoon.
Ghcn under my hand the date first above writtex

Deputy Sheriff,
vcncy for sai

,iau2t)&feb2

as

Messenger of the Court of Iiiso

loiinty of Cumberland.

sympathy for the rumseller
by imposing upon the
one extraordinary punishment or
lavishing
upon the other excessive sympathy. Gush,
as well as undue
everity, should be avoided.
AVe might at empt to suppress murder
by
rebuilding the gibbet^bnt the attempt

Under Preble House,
jan2G
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Eagle

585 & 587

Exchange St., Portland,
in person

or

to

Rook

NITRIC

COPARTNERSHIP.

MAINE SAVINGS BANK,

Copartnership Notice.

THE

nnc

annual

meeting

DH..

HENRY FOX, Clerk.

ROBaERS,

THE NATURAL PHYSICIAN, OF

NO. 8 DEERING PLACE, PORTLAND.

ACIDS

Has Made Nome Wonderful Cure**,

and

the fl*roof is here:

;

Mrs. L. of Deeriug. wh<*se arm was paralyzed, and
who had been treated twenty-one months, and given
up as incurable, Dr. Rodgers has treated the Lady’s
arm sixty days and she has now full control over
it.

I

Mrs. C. who has been suffering from Dropsy for
nine months, and ha-* had from ten to fifteen quarts
of water drawn at one time every twenty-four days,
has been treated by .,r. ttodgers, ninety days, has
been fully restored to health, without the aid of

CO.,

LIQUOM

—FOR SALE

HHiFOKISNT
doc31
* K v

I ms

fit

rea

sl

IJL

n

II
oc!8

Kl
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SA

Another

PACKAGES,

importers

P»HTI,.i»D MF.
dtf
make ;i*.-noy with
w. t. soule & co., iiw
La Sail© Street, Chicago,
111. Write for particulars.

Grp Dcnicrs*

i

I
"

lady

of

Peering,

cured of Tumors.

Mrs. >{. f Saco, after being treated twentv-nino
months by her
wasgiv u upas Licurable.
Her trouble was Nervous Prostration, and General
Debility. Although this old lady was seventy years
of age, to-day she is feeling as strong and well as she
felt twenty years ago.
I Names and residences of the above persons can be
j had at th ? office, and hundreds of others.
examine the human
I will
frame,
; giving every ache and pain, lor one dollar,
i
The Dr. can bo seen at any time during the day or
evening at

physician

BY—

R. STANLEY &. SOM,

tapping.

\

kiudtf, iu the

of all

eodly

|

$1.75

Owen, Moore & (Jo.
jan29
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Monday, Jan, Ql.

H. W. Simonton & Co.

*

clairvoyautly

J

I

No. 3 REEKING PEACE.
jaul
dlf

NO. 4 DEERING

eod2w

jan.31

1st. PREMIUM
—

iirm from January
Mil.ofPERCEY
our

j

Portland,

B. ROLFE is admitted
1, 1881.

a

member

TWITCHELL,‘CHAPMAN & CO.

Jan.

24, 1881.

jan24d2w

1

$1000 REWARD
Sores of

buncles, Felons, Bolls
Ulcers, Abscesses,
long standing. Erysipelas
Salt
Soft
and
Ulcerated
Piles,
Rheum,
Corns, Chil
blains, Inflamed Joints, Frost Bites, etc. Mrs
&
fails
to cure
Julyo Myer's Drawing Healing Salve
■

Ma lam,-—About the 3rd of Dec. 1879,1 was taken wi h a
welling in my foot which settled into dry
Gangrene. I was told that I had not 24 hours to live.
My wife catching at the last straw, applied your
salve: it kept the Gangrene from spreading any furtl crandsav dmyliie. lain 78 years of ago, and I owe
the few remaining years of my life, entirely to you.
Yours etc.
Win. Wood,
45 Buckingham Street.
Boston. Jan. 20, 1880.
Mrs. Myers: Dear Madam—Having been afflicted
for several years with piles, and having tried turner;
ouk remedies without avail, l was persuaded to try
drawing and healing salve,and am happy to say
as met with complete success
EDWARD F. KENNEY,
No. 9 Knapp St., Boston, Mass.
W. SF„ IP*»iJ!sp> A Co.. V» ItoltMiir Auetil**

Sour

dly

aim

Ship Timber

DBl FINE,

&

Plank,

DECK FLANK,

Timber mid Plow Kcura*, Ticoa»ile;
Treenail Wedges aurf Plaukiag d edge*,
Pine nnd Reuilocb SSnildiug Laiaber? Box Hoards, Hhiuglex Ac.

Car

It. C.
OO'J

AT

—

Portland, 1800.
State Fair, 1870.
N. 3ES. Fair,1877.

Lamson

Boston, Dec. 13, *80.

Mrs. Julye Mvers,

Oak Piles,

BLOCK,

offer at greatly reduced prices for ten
days, their entire stock, consisting of
Ladies’ Under Clothing, Infants’ Wardrobes, Hamburg Edgings and Iuscrtiugs,
W'orsted Work and Fancy Goods of all
kinds.
SPECIAL BARGAINS.
Duchess Laces,
Boys’ Ulsters,
Children’s Cloaks, White Skirts.
Woolen Dresses,
Fancy Baskets,
“
Nainsook
Whitby Necklaces &
Hoods, Mittens and
Bracelets,
Sash Ribbons,
Leggins,
Infants’ Cloaks,
French and English
Euibr’d Flannels,
Nainsooks,
A Choice Lot of Fans.

Notice.

of

jan25 dtd

IMPORTED

ORIGINAL

both great bargains equal to
gloves in any market.

are

ANNUAL CASH SALE

formed a
it
copartnership under the style of AMOS. L.
MIL! ETT & CO., for the purpose of carrying on
the jobbing and retail grocery business. Will occupy our new store, 581 and 583 Congress street,
about February 15th. Until then will be found at
the old 8land, 688 Congress street.
AMOS L. M1LLETT.
FRED W, THOMPSON.
febl dlw
Portland, Me., Feb. 1st, 1881.

10S middle Street.

the Maine Steamship
Company, for the choice of officers and trausaction of any other business that may legally come
before them, will be holden at their office, Franulin
Wharf, on WEDNESDAY, the 2d dav of February,
1881, at 10o’clock A. M.

to

Office 7IS Kilby St., Boston.
Also lor sale, Aqua Ammonia, Blue Vitriol, Aceti
uovl7WF&M3m
etc.
Acids,

WOES &

any

TI7 E the undersigned have this day

Maine Steamship Company.

Crlnnber’a Salt and other Chemicals,

MERR'MAC CHEMICAL

These

50
40

M.AII<nE.

THE

TuThStf

AND

the market, 60

JORDAN,

Alfred,

Miiine.
tt

would be a failur

The Pisess desires the extirpation of intemperance in the use of alcoholic drinks,
well as iri some other
things. It knows
that much in that way has been done in
Maine. It hopes much more will be done.
It does not believe that more

stringent leg-

islation will effect the desired object. General Dow says that there are now in Portland 130 rumshops. AVe doubt if that
figreached before. The increase
has been made under the most stringent
legislation ever enacted. The more law we
have the more rum shops we are cursed
with. In the State of Maine there has been
ure was ever

me iastwenty years, an alarming
increase in crime—that kind of crime which
is usually and correctly attributed to the

uumig

abuse of alcoholic

Genuine “Trefousse,” in Men’s one
button Kids, Elegant Shade for Street
and Evening, $1.00.

Congress Street

Annual Meeting of this corporation will be
held at their banking room, on WEDNESDAY,
the 9tli day of February next, at 3 o’clock p. m.
SAMUEL ROLFE, President.
A. G. ROGERS, Secretary and Treasurer.
febl
dtd

Oil Vitriol,
MURIATIC

ONLY.

28 cent
m

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

No.

Me,

promptly attended

Particular attention paid

DAYS

Genuine Harris Seamless Kid Gloves
in Black,
Brotvns, Slate and Light
Shades, $1.00 pair.

..

PORTLAND,

Specialty.

Pamphlet Printing.
JylO

FEW

35c

French Sweet Chocolate.30c
Double Vanilla
for frosting.55c

AND 235 MIDDLE STREET.

Exchange,

a

A

lb

Geo. C. Shaw <fe Co.,

MARKS,

Printing

.40c

comparatively a new article in this market. It is very much liked on account of its convenience of preparation, a teaspoonful mixed with a cup of hot water or milk and it is ready for use. Put up in 1 lb, handsomely decorated tin cans, 65 cents per can.

Card, and loll Printer,

Fine Job

SPECIAL SALE
FOR

Josiah Webb & Co.’s.
No. 1 Chocolate.

eod3w

jan!2

Printers’

a

preparations.

is

The holders of policies in the St. Nicholas Fire Ins. Co. of N. Y. are hereby notified that the said company has re-inMired all of its outstanding risks in the
German American Ins. Co. of New York,
and all cancellations, transfers and endorsements on said “St. Nicholas” policies will be made by us.
DOW, COFFIN & LIBBY,
Agents of German American Ins. Co.,
42 Exchange Street.

Book,

desire

who

the rum-drinker

as

Socce^or* to Hill A Co,

Me.
eod3m

Portland,

WM. M.

people

of

Opposite

Falmouth

PORTLAND,
I'p Hue Flight Only.

eep21

Hotel,
MAINE.

when purchasing a Corset desires to
get one that is easy and comfortable to tlief ortn,
perfection in lit, and at same tlmu durable in
qualitv. All these good features are tombine
in TliiJam Foy’n < omfor< lisp Cornet.
It is constructed on scientific principles, enabling
the wearer to bend or recline in any position
w ithout
breaking or wrinkling the waist or
hips of the for set
Also cooibims the advantage of having a Fascist
Removable ■>. able Busk (which never breaks)
We rcioiaut-u
tlii* Dorset to oar Cum
and
tire
now
lo.nei'H,
;
prepared to fill
order* for them in any qunuaiticH in w hile
or colored.
Respectfully,

Every lady

ISUTLEit,

347 Middle Street.
jan28

liquors.

And during the

twenty

years many “acts additional” have
been tacked to the old
prohibitory law.
There is much talk in this State of the in-

of divorce. It has been greatly increased, and in the vast majority of cases
crease

the

pleas urged by petitioners have been
“drunkenness and desertion,” “adultery,”
“failure to support the family,” and other
vices which are usually and properly supposed to come from the unwise use of liq.
uor.
Divorce statistics do rot speak loudly
in favor of the amendments to the
prohibitory law.
It is because the Pkess wishes to
bring
about sobriety that it says these
things. It
believes that we have law enough if it be
enforced.
The penalties are now sufficiently heavy.

If hanging could not suppress murder heavier fines and longer terms

of imprisonment cannot suppress rumselling. The Pkess also has a profound
belief in the moral suasion at which the
more radical prohibitionists sneer.
It has
been demonstrated that the way to make a
man a Christian is to convert
him, not to
lock him up in a torture-chamber and subject him to the rack and screw of the In-

quisition.
While freeing its mind the Pkess has
thing to say. It believes there is
too much coddling of drunkards.
They- as
well as the drink-sellers ought to be brought
to book. Society here has taken the
part of
another

the kindly policeman who twines arms with
a street disturbing
drunkard, leads him
home, opens the door with a latch key dexterously extracted from an otherwise empty
pocket, and tucks him into bed unless an
abused and patient wife relieves the guarJ!__r

iiwui

tuc

UCbCSSUj

U1

UU*

ing that act of charity. Fellows of that
kind (the drunkard, not the policeman)
ought to. be shut out of society and made
the objects of general condemnation. Let
them and the rumsellers share the shame.
Let us not listen too readily to the plea of
ungovernable appetite. If we admit that,
we must not only acquit
the urchin who
steals an apple from an exposed fruit-stand
—which might be just—but we must subject the fruit-seller to a thousand dollars’
fine and a year’s imprisonment for exposing his wares—which would be unjust
That original fruit-dealer, the Devil, is yet
unchained, and the descendants of Adam
are

still under

the

future,

its

coming.

ban.

The Millennium is in

and we do not believe the legislation asked for by General Dow will hasten

dtf

Madam Foy’s Comfort Hip Corset

A. B.

hungry. But it
punishment loads to

lish laws aud hang them?
Experience
teaches us that mild laws have aided
justice
aud harsh laws have
impeded its execution.
The method to do away with intemperance
or

FRYE’S COCOA EXTRACT

To the Holders of Policies in tlie
St. Nicholas Fire Insurance
Company of NeNv Voi It.

■

of the heavier

...

MANUFACTURED BY

January 2titb, A. D. 1881.
Cumberland, rs.
HIS is to give notice that on the twenty-tittb da'
of January, A. D. 1881. a Warrant in Insol
veiicy was issued out of the Court of Insolvency fo:
said County of Cumberland against the estate of
THOMAS A. OAKS, of Portland,

necessity with thousands

use some

OTHER PREPARATIONS.

NOTICE.

Orders by mail

every day and evening. 135 Middle StLAMSON
Woodman, True & Co.’s.
BROS Agents for all the best Bicycles.
dtf
jan22

OPEN

a

Cocoa in Vi lb tin boxes,
Epp’s
Wallace’s Cream Chocolate in 1 lb eaithern jars, the finest Chocolate preparation
Alfcethrepta, a Homoeopathic preparation, 1 lb boxes,
Mack’s Milk and Chocolate, 1 lb boxes,

MAINE COALINE COMPANY,
Proprietors, Portland.
H. H. RICKER & Co., Selling Agt's. for the State.

111

unable to

Chocolate.40c lb

AND UNIVERSAL CLEANSER.

Street,

aro

50c
Single
Prepared Cocoa.
.4< c
Cracked
Cracked
35c
35c
Cocoa Shells.10c
Cocoa Shell.10c
Broma— —.
45c
Broraa.45c
Breakfast Cocoa, V2 lb Unboxes .28c
All the above preparations come in % an<l 1 lb packages, with full directions on eaeb package.

all the
While possessing
good qualities
of other
Washing
Preparations, which in
it is
time invariably eat the clothes,
perfectly
harmless to the most delicate fabric. For Roosecleauing purposes it far surpasses every other preparation. It removes Grease-spots, Pitch, Tar or
Dirt of any kind, from Cloths, Carpets, Furniture
etc., with wonderful ease. Try it.
Edward
■Beware of buying a spurious artic e.
Batson, the only traveling Agent lor Portland.

attic by Chandler’s Full Quadrille Band.
eodtd
novl6

Bicycle School.

””

dtf

THE UNEQUALLED WASHING PREPARATION

Fore

and who

35c
Eagle
German Sweet Chocolate___
.3<‘c
Double Vanilla
f>r frosting.55c
.50c
Single
40e
Prepared Cocoa.

coalinbT

evenings,

31

invigorating drink,

Walter Baker & Co.’s.

L L

Thursday Evening. Tiov. 25, Tuesday
Evening. Dec. 14, Friday Evening,
Dec. 31, Tuesday Evenings, Jan.
11,25, Feb. 8,

and

No. 1

Street.

Congress

octll

178
jan22

FIFTH ANNUAL COURSE.

German,

Will receive Pupils at

J. H. HAVERLT. Proprietor.

PERFORMERS 40
16 END MEN 16

These nutritious beverages have become almost

light

to the

is not to make

We would state, that in connection with the
stock of Gents’ Furnishings, we also pui*chvetl of Klitl A Co. nil UlraxureH
taken by them
We cnurantee that our 6 for §9 00
shirt exc-Is an v other custom shirt for the
same price in the city.

Preparations.

BROWN.

Teacher of

Genuine Colored Minstrels!
40

And Their

:njustice

away with
attempts to suppress. There are
still thieves in the world. In order to
suppress theft must wo go back to the old Eng-

Owen, Moore & Co.

CHOCOLATES, COCOAS,

brought, thau there were a hundred
years ago. The Pkess doe’ not attempt to
liken the larceny of a loaf of bread
by a
starving man to the sale of liquor. It will
ments

the evil it

The

J. W.

Republican Legislature for further
legislation.
That is the political view-. Let us look at
the question from a higher and fairer standpoint. The history of criminal legislation
shows us that the increase of
penalty does
not diminish, but does
encourage, the prevalence of crime; for it adds greatly to the
percentage of acquittal. The tendency of
judges aud juries is toward leniency when
the penalty for offense is very harsh. Years
ago in England men were hung for petty
larceny, were carted to Tyburn for stealing
a loaf of bread when
they were starving.
Then larceny was the great curse of
England;
but convictions were
comparatively few. The
laws have been greatly modified since. The
result is that there are less thieves, relatively to the population, in England, and more
convictions for theft, relatively to indict-

does see that excessive

MERRILL & CO.

By compounding two or more Coffees in the right proportion it often improves the flavor of each, for
stance Maracaibo V± and Java % makes a delicious drink. Mocha a rich, strong Arabian Coffee and Java
a mild, Bmo *th flavored C >ffee mixed in the proportion, Vs of the former to % of the latter almost universally
pleases. Again Kio and Java half and half makes a more pungent drink than either of the above mixtures. There are also various other ways of combining the different flavors. and parties who find it difficult to drain Coffee that suits them elsewhere, can rest assured of finding something lronx our largo and
varied stock that cannot fail to please.

not to a

increase of crime aud fails to do

NEW ERA COFFEE.

No. 3 RIO.

567 1-2 CONGRESS ST.

euforceme t of it. A demand for more law
comes with
especially ill grace from men
whose votes or influence went to he defeat
of candidates committed to the
policy of prohibition and were given in aid of the election
of candidates who were
notoriously opposed
to the existence of our
liquor laws or entirely indifferent to
their
enforcement.
Those who climbed upon the back of the
Republican party of Maine last September
and helped the enemy in its front to
pull it
down are in no condition to
honorably ask
favors of it. It was they who gave us
Plalsted. Let them look to him for t.hn pn.
forcement of existing aud sufficient
laws,

not do that

SHIRTS.

MARACAIBO.

J

introduced in-

Organ

Given to private pupils by the subscriber.

wonderful 7 years old Doy “medium.”
Admi»ftion 15 and 25 centa#
jan31dlw

Price, only $1.00 per Bottle.
C. S. ROBERTSON, Proprietor, Boston.
GEO. C GOODWIN & CO., Gen’l Agents.
36 & 38 Hanover St., Boston, Mass,

CUSTOM

MRS. RRLLOaO
248 Cumberland Street,

admission

ns

gists.

EDUCATIONAL

For

NEPHRETICUM,

cha and flavor of Java.

MOCHA.
A

peculiar

Tonic and Stimulant
for aged
is
persons,
without a rival. Be sure and ask for Dr.
KIDNEY
BULLOCK’S
REMEDY,
NEPHRETICUM. For Sale by all Drug-

R. B.

Winter Street.

SPIRITUALISM,

Ja

$1,483,873 58

School

Weak-

is
NEPHRETICUM
[the best known remedy
Tor Diabetes.

only H-

45

$142,452

brick-dust
deposit,
Dropsy, Gravel, Dia-

or

NEPHRETICUM has
no equal for Lameness

There is no article that we sell in which excellency of
quality is so quickly appreciated Realizing tha
the large increase in our Coffee trade is due to this fact
alone, we take tlio greatest care iu selecting the
finest grades known to the trade. Our Coffees ale always th
‘roughly tested as to drinking quality before
purchasing. They are freshly roasted by the latest aod mos1: improved methods known, and are ground only
of purchase by mills in our store, and consequently have that
fine flavor obtained

243,258 00
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FACT AND FRAUD OF

Is the most effectual
for all Diseases
of the Kidneys, Bladder
and Uurinary Organs,
Female
Complaints,
and General Debility,
such ns painful, dragging sensation in the
Back nod l oins, Suppressed or Incontinent
Urinntiou, with whitish

COF'P'llEl.

45

LIABILITIES.
All known, reported and supposed
losses.
Gross Premiums, at 100 pr ct, on all
risks not terminated.

febl

Kidney Remedy,

NEPHRETICUM.

betes, Organic

$822,163 73

Teacher of Piano and

•

eodOt

Dr. Bullock’s

at 7.30

Admission tickets 20 cts.

BoleAgsntsfortheU.S.andOanadai,

ness, Ac.

ASSETS.S1,4S3,'473 5S

No extra charge for Reserved Seats.
JOSEPH CHENET,
#
Business M anager.
Sale of Tickets will commence Wednesday Afternoon.
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Y. M. C. A. LECTURE

NUTRITIOUS
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$1,071,428

UNCLE TOM S CABIN,
Company, introdncing
TRAINED

*5.00.

or

> Remedy

SI,071,428
CONTRA.
Losses paid and unpaid, including all
known and supposed losses, return
Premiums, re insurance, taxes, rebates, and all other expenditures,
Net gain for the year.

MAMMOTH

Trick

six bottles for

DELICIOUS

Amount insured, $01,310,501 00
Premiums Received, $1,008,044 03
INCOME.
Premiums earned and terminated...
$070,080 70
Interest and other items.
101,338 03
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MARINE INSURANCE.
Account Current for the Year Ending, De

I

*1.00

Price

Sold in Portland by all Druggists.

00(12 w

Adelaide Philipps, Mvron Whitney, Tom Karl,
Marie Stone, Mathilde Philipps, Baruabee, Fessenden, Frotbingham and all the favorites.
Fortv-fivo Artists, Full Orchestra.
Tickets at Popular Prices Monday, Feb. 7th, at
usual place, Stockbrldgc’s Music Store.
See future
Advertisement.
feb2dlw
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of imposimistakes; when ordering C. H.
IHCMM & CO’s Champagne, sco that tho
labels and corks bear their name and
initials.
FBEDK. DE BABY & Co., Mew York,

SIZE BOTTLES FOR (iENEBAL AND FAMILY USF.
Ifruggist’s or Grocer’s, we will send a bottle and pamphlets prei>aid to the nearest

novl

Exchange Street.

FATINITZA.

■

CAUTION.-Beware

QUA BT

LAWRENCE & MARTIN,

Agents,

Hulls, Freights and
Cargoes.
£ BOSTON MARINE INSURANCE CO.

■»vn

If not found at. your
Express office to you.

Being 34,387 Cases more than of any
other brand, and the largest importation
ever reached by any house in the United States.

jan2S

GO.,

Von Suppe's Grand Opera

PUT UP IX

H. KELLOGG, Pres’t.,
A. W. JILLSON, Vice Pres’t.,
D. W. C. SK1LTON, Secretary.

31

Friday and Saturday, Feb. 4 & 5,
and Saturday matinee at 2 P. m.

.

870,221.94

good
expediency of further legislation for the
suppression of the liquor traffic. If any
change is to be made it should be made in
the other direction; the cider
clause, for example, might with benefit be repealed. We
have law enough now. What, we need is
tlie

necii«n«.
63T*By the distillation of a FOREST LEAF with JUNIPER Berries and BARLEY MALT we have tiiscovered iv 11 ‘NEGEN, which acts specifically on the
Kidneys and Urinary Organs, removing deposits in ‘he
b adder and any straining,
smarting heat or irritation in the water passages, giving them strength, vi yjr
and caus’ng a healthy color and ea*v flow of urine. It can be taken
at all times, in all climates without
injury to the system. Unlike any other preparation for Kidney difficulties, it has a very pleasant end
Ad he e able taste and flavor.
It contains positive diuretic properties and will not nauseate. jiAdies especially will like it, and Gentlemen will find KLDNKGEN the best Tonic
Beverage for its purpose ever used!
NOTICE.—Each label has the Signature of LAWRENCE & MARTIN, and each bottle has a Government Revenue Stamp (with our name.) which permits KIDNEGEN to be sold as a
Proprietary rcle, (with out license) hv Druggists. Grocers ami other Dealers everywhere.

$3,072,163.05

Assets,

eral Dow’s suggestion would doubtless command attentive consideration, and
might be
made law. The Press doubts the
or

KIDMIPOEIV ia hisrhlT rrcoiutnrixlril nn<l tii!l.Hii>»..e(l for WEAK or FOCI, K»'>
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reinsurance.
Reserve for unadjusted losses
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Every regular attach^ of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate
signed by Stau'ey Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon ns
by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to
represent our journal.
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anonymous letters and communiand address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not
necessarily for publication but as a guaranty of
good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve com
munications that are not used.
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Detective Pinkerton says that a man
who embezzles money enough to make it an
object 11 pursue him cannot elude final cap-

Tuk following item from the Philadelphia
American, a paper usually candid in state
m jut and logical in conclusion, is given for
what It is worth: Dr. Howard Crosby, of
New York, the leader of the vigorous crusade against the irregular liquor traffic of
that city, to >k the occasion of a recent invitation to lecture in Union, to give his hearers his views of the
temperance question.
As is well kn > vn Dr. Crosby is neither a total abstainer

believer in measures to
more efficient than a
vigorous license law, well enforced. Ilis
views and pdicy were the occasion of more
restrain

nor a

intemperance

than one attack from the

temperance peo-

ple of New York, but these
eclipsed by the charge along the

were

which followed

in

lecture

his

quite

whole line

Boston.

Among others, Mr. Wendell Phillips, who
is nothing if not extreme, addressed a large
meeting, called for the purpose by the Methodist ministers. He seemed to be especially
irritated by Dr. Crosby’s references to the
New Testament, and in ide his appeal to a
good deal of antiquated scholarship iu defence of the position that the wiue drunk by
Christ and His Apostles was the uufermented and unintoxicating juice of the grape.
The latest book be mentioned was
Dr. Leeds, who has repudiated

work, and declares it a
scripture

sentations of
end.

The truth is that

talist,—no missionary
—but unites in
to

series

that

of misreprebeginning to

from

no competent

to

Orien-

for

instance

such

attempts

Syria

repudiating

of

his own

explain

away tho plaiu meaning of Scripture texts, in the supposed interests of temperance. Drunkenness was a great social
evil in New Testament times, and the Christian Church

managed to make fight against
it, without enjoining total abstinence on its
members, or procuring Prohibitory Laws
from the State.
Peihiaps the

country.

There are about one hundred and thirty low,
secret rumshops in the city. The liquor traffic
was prohibited
thirty years ago. Cau any reasonable man object to the demand of the temperance men that now, after all this rebellion
against the law, these men should at last be
emphatically persuaded to obey it?
The liquor traffic is a tremendous curse to
any community wherever or however it is carried on. Mr Senator Morrill justly stigmatized on the floor of the United States Senate,
as “The gigantic crime of
crimes,” a.id no
man, so far as I know, has ever denied that it
is so; a greater crime than any other. That
b^ing true a man must be far gone iu sympathy with it, to object to a hue of a hundred or
two dollars more or less, to suppress
it; or to a
month or two more or less iu
jail, or to the
coutiscation of a horse and wagou or two.
Mr. William Willis, whose house was burned
in 1842 by an incendiary tire, told me he would
prefer that his sou should be burned alive iu
it, than to fall among rumsellers and become a
drunkard. “Bill Davis,” who at that time
kept a notorious rumshop—“all according to
•aw”—in Exchange street, told me he would
prefer that his sou’s throat should be cut rather than he should become a drunkard.
If the proposed Act additional shall be enacted, there will be no payment, I think, of
*1,000 and costs; there will be no confiscation
of horses and wagons; there will be little or
no going to jail for
long terms of time, because,
like Crockett’s
will
coon, the rumsellers
“comedown.” They say already that if this
Bill passes, they “are gone up.”
We have had four sheriff’s officers at work
iu Portland again.41 the rumsellers for live
years, without reducing their numbers by even
one.
Is it not time now vo deal with them—
not with “turf,” but with such
en.p.'iasis as
will make them obey the will of the
people?
I do not think a man would lose, who should
bet that there would be no rumshop in Portland in three months after the enactment into
law of the Bill alluded to. If the rumsellers
don’t like it, they have only to forbear violating the law and they will not be harmed. We
want only such penalties as will be sufficient
to protect the
community from the dreadful
evils of the rum traffic. That, and nothing
more.
If a five dollar fine would do it, that
nuuiu

airawei

uur

men

who were more intent

mouthpiece than the sound that
came through it, and condemned Plaisted
for repeating Webster—not for plagiarizing
from him—can profit by the following from

our iu

purpose;

but sharp penalties
affirms the contrary?

>n?

will

iact, notn-

do it. Who
N. D.

the

on

Hartford Post: “The best course for
the Boston papers who condemned a certain
utterance of Governor Plaisted, and then
the

found it to be a repetition of what Daniel
Webster said, is to admit that for once Mr.
Webster was mistaken. It was more the
fashion in his time to treat as actual dangers certain purely theoretical considerations evolved by men who speculated about
an untried ideal republic when they had
practical knowledge only of monarchical
government, and that without the constitutional aud popular limitations that make
such a monarchy as that of Great Britain

merely

a

republic

under

another

name.

When in the light of later experience, Governor Plaisted says the same thing, it is a
wholly different matter, and smacks more
of

the

demagogue than the statesman,”
Plaisted has only followed the example of
other pigmies. He has climbed upon the
shoulders of a giant, in order to look tall.
But he is a pigmy all the same.
It is a long look ahead to our March townmeetings; but a straining of the eyes now
may prevent some weeping next month.
New York holds its charter elections this
week, and the following is the wise advice of
the Albany Journal to the Republican electors of that State:

“A town meeting may
small matter just after having passed
through an exciting Presidential contest.
But it must not be forgotten that the ability
of any party to fight a successful Presidential battle depends upon the thoroughness
seem a

of its drill at town

No party ever
who didn’t first

meetings.

yet elected a Preside t
make a point on Supervisor. Besides, it
would look bad if any considerable number
of the towns that recorded their vote for
Garfield and Arthur should elect Democratic officers.
We trust our friends who did so
well in November will not be derelict now.
‘Hold the Fort!’” Maine Republicans will
do well to heed the words of the New York
paper.

Moncebe ConwAY has said many witty
things, but few wise ones. His declaration
that Phillips Brooks is the leading preacher
America may be classed with his rarities.
of

SeSatoi: Beck says Senator Conkling is
to be the premier of the now administration.

That is a worse mistake even than the one
made by Beck in his speech on the shipping
bill.
Thebe

ll,S0O,OOO beef cattle slaugh-

are

tered in the United States. This does not
include the calves who die in duels, in pot-

house brawls,

and

from

other

natural

causes.

The beat of an average Washington policeman is five miles. The beat of a Congressman covei'3 bis whole District and
sometimes reaches over the entire country.
The jingle of the bells on Plaisted’s fool’s
cap has struck upon the ears of nearly every
editor in the country. The papers generally
concede his fitness to wear the hood.

Wood has gone to the Hot
along his rheumatism as
He will be quite as ornamental
in Congress, and far more useful.

Fernando

Springs,
luggage.
there

as

and taken

Proposed

Amendment to the Liquor Law.

To the Editor of the Press:
In your issue of the 27th, Is a statement of
what claims to be the substance of a proposed
addition to our anti-liquor law. As the matter
seems to be attracting some attention among a
certain class of our people, it may be worth
the trouble to say exactly what the proposed
additional clauses are.
Ti.

M-_i_n.___it_■»
IH >1
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rumseller 5100 for a single sale; the English
law not more than £100 (5500). The fine imposed there 1b frequently 570, 575 and even
5200. Our present law fixes 530 as the sum; It
is proposed to make it $100.
The present law fine3 a man convicted of a
nuisance “not more than 51000,” or “not more
than one year in jail.” Iu practice, this is
sometimes 5300 or 400—but generally it is $100.
It is proposed to call it 51,000 or one year in

jail.
The present law in some cases fines the convict 5100—“to stand committed until paid”;
practically, this is only 30 days. It is proposed
to make it six months.
At present, some courts assume the authorito let off convicted rnmsollers with no punishment at all, though the law says he “shall”
pay 5100 and costs and go to jail three months.
It is proposed to take that power away from
these courts.
At present it is a common practice with

ty

rumsellers to smash pitchers and bottles and
spill the liquor wheu the officers come to seize.
It is proposed to treat them as if the liquor
was not all spilled, so that the officers could
seize a little of it.
At present the casks from which liquors
have just been unlawfully sold, go free of the
law; it is proposed to seize and confiscate them
being worth three dollars each; so much out of
the rumsellers’ profits.
At present the teams of certain rumsellers
are constantly engaged—on
the sly—in the
transportation of liquors for unlawful sale; it
is
lo seize and confiscate them, as
proposed
the United States authorities
seize ships,
steamers, teams engaged in transporting

smuggled goods.

It is proposed to pay to those who furnish information leading to the conviction of rurnselnaif the fines paid iu such oases.
It is proposed to give to policemen, constamake game for Pinkerton aed his me
bles aod coroners tor work in “banting down”
Their expenses are larger than those of a romseiiers and bringing them ;o ju-‘ice, th*
legal fees now paid to ht-rlffs for such sercommercial runner.
vices. At present the fees Hhur fairly earned
i by d icemen g to t ns e ty, wli le tiro officers
*r
ut their clothes iu lie hutd work ot uumost
i
desired
The thing
now is a breake..i uing the rumsellers and tiieir liquors, the
up of the solid North. The January thaw
latt0" -ring often buried iu the ground or in
We must look te February
has failed us.
dung heaps.
Almost the only thing new iu the proposed
for redress. That is our only hope before
addition to the law, is to pay half the tines to
Spring.
persons giving the information; the payment
to policemen and the confiscation of the teams.
Louisiana is a sucker. It wade $12,000,- The
first provision is in the law of New Hamp000 out of its orange crop last year.
shire and of other States and in the U. 8.
go where he will. That may be true;
but a man must be a big thief in order to

ture,

laws. The second is just and reasonable
to
pay the policemen as well as the sheriffs, it
fair, if they do the work. The money comes
out of the convicted rumsellers.
The third is
an old provision of the
revenue laws of every

ers

New York Society.
(Kichard Grant White
New York, however, is

N. Y. Times.]
peculiar in the
costliness of its social entertainments.
It
should be needless to say so except that in the
way of precaution against
in

not

misapprehension

and perversion it seems not to be needless to
say anything. Ever since there have been
rich people in the world they have loved to

display their riches,

both as hosts and guests,
their friends and acquaintances. The peculiarity in the society of the New York of
to-day is that it is a society of display only. In
other societies the display, be it great or small,
is but the setting of the reality of social life.
to

In other countries a social entertainment is
not a mere gathering of rich and
expensivelydressed people to eat and drink expensively.
All that it may bo and often is, but it is some-

thing else besides. It is, more or less, according to the ability of the host and hostess, an

assemblage of

men

aud

women

of mark and

mold, of people whom it would be

a

pleasure

dressed in homespun over a luncheon
of bread and cheese and beer. Gentle reader,
fair or bearded, how many such people have
to meet

you met in society lately? And if you have
met any such, what opportunity did
you have
of enjoying their companionship? Might they
not, for all you learned of them, an<) all they
learned of you, have just as well been wax figdressed in the garments of these

ures

people?

society of New York of to-day. did
Twenty-five years ago George William
The

I

say?

Curtis
(the author of “Prue and I” had not then unhappily deserted literature for politics and political journalism) wrote—wrote in his youth,
and iu the Hush of his first literary success—
□is

says:
been

roiipner rapers, in the first or which be
“We may be told that it has always
so in every
country, and that the fine so-

ciety of all
our
nor

lands is as profane and flashy as
We deny it fiaWy. Neither English,
French nor Italian nor German society is

own.

unspeakably barren as that which is technically called “society” here. In Loudon,

so

in

Paris,

in
Vienna, in Rome, all the
men help to make up the mass
A
society.
party is not a me e ball, but it
is a cougress of the wit, the beauty and the
fame of the capital.” And then he is humorously lugubrious about deserting the companionship o£ great men’s bo<’k8, “to lie squeezed
tlit against the wall while young Doughface
oyster gravy down your shirt front.”
erhaps in this passage some of the critics of
these articles may find the reason why his face
and those of some others who used to be seen
in society are now conspicuous by their ab-

really eminent

of

eiurs

sence.

That with the profusion and fiashiuess of
society which have followed upon rapid growth

in numbers and In wealth there has been a
deterioration in manners, is so true that its
denial mast be to any observant man an occasion of wonder. There is, indeed, in no land,
among no people, more easy-going, good nature than is to be found among the people of
New York. This may almost be called a distinguishing trait of New York people. Nowhere
will you find men less inclined to be quarrelsome or surly; nowhere women
more ready to
please and be pleased. But as to refinement,
grac< of manner, courtesy, true politeness,
they exist, indeed, in individuals, bat some
deleterious influence prevents their manifestation in
“society.” The politeness which
teaches thoughtfulness of others, a forgetfulness of self, consideration, deference—is this
conspicuous in the New York society of to-day7
Do we defer to anything
except money and
political power? When Hon. William Tweed
had both money and political power he was
treated with deference enough, although he
was no in "society.”
And Oceans who is in
society, has deference enough shown him and
to
But
deference
to
character,
spare
to ability, to good breeding merely—such deference as they receive elsewhere is not, I take
it, the distinguishing trait of what is meant by
New 1 ork society. Our easy good-nature is a
mutual understanding that we shall not interfere with each other. I will lot yon have vonr
profit or your pleasure undisturbed if you "will
not interfere with mine.
Yon may do what is
selfish or ill-brei, if you will not check me in
my selfishness and ill-breeding. Our very way
of crowding into cars and omnibuses without
regard to the oom forts and tbe rights of those
who are already in them, is a manifestation of
this easy ill-bred good-nature. We intrude,
and are expected in oar tarn to tolerate intrusion. The elevated railways themselves are
monstrous manifestations of selfishness and
ill-breeding, which wonld be possible in no
other country in the world.
As to mere manners, there has always been,
until of late, in New York, as well as in New
England, a refinement and delicacy which has
been remarked
by strangers who were both observant and candid.
Lord Lovelace, a colonial governor of New York, writing early in the
last century to the king, particularly mentions
the courtliness of the manners of the people
here and iguorantly wonders where and how
they obtain it. Later writers make similar remarks. This grace of manner seems not to
have passed away until after New York’s great
commercial prosperity began. We find it now
among New Yorkers of the old sort, and parItvunuij
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Bnt Croesus lias it not. He cannot draw his
check for that. And the little Croesuses, who
revolve around him may be happy in the consciousness that in this respect, at least, they
are like unto him in the light o( whose counte-

they rejoice.

nance

Feminine Cynicisms.
“The ultimate effect of marriage upon man
is to make all women appear lovely except her
he has married.”
"No wonder two persons feel abashed when
at the altar and promise to love
each other forever. They know they could
notkeeptheirpromi.se if they would; that
they would not if they could. And while they
make their vows they are thinking of some de-

they stand

lightful way

to

break them.”

“We may love all our lives without satiety
uuless we marry. Then we have safety with-

satisfaction.”
“The sin of Adam and Eve

out

was eating of
the fruit of the tree of knowledge, by which
they learned for the first time that they were
man and wife.
After that they lost all capaoity for happiness; the charms of Eden were in
vain.”
“The fact that women who wed once and are
widowed are apt to wed again only proves the
force and the evil of the habit.”
"Pity is near akin to love outside of wedlock
—inside of wedlock it is another name for contempt, and soon destroys all hope of sympa-

thy.”
"Marry in haste and repeut
truer

at leisure is
no
than marry at leisure and repeut iorev.

er.”
“.She who converts her lover into a husband
transforms a worshiper into an intolerable des-

pot.”

“Matrimony

is

the

thorn

on

the

rose

of

love.”

“Tophet is

where marriage is eternal.
pia
Wedlock i- not ue.ermined by the fates hut by
the furies
“When we go to the priest to be united it ,s
clear that we are iu danger of spiritual disunion.”
“Per the woman who has long been a wife,
death has few terrors.”
“The couples who want children have al.
a

o

WEDNESDAY MORNING, FEB. 2.
ready grown apart and hope
through the offspring.”

to he re-united

“The brightest idea we can have of heaven
comes from thinking that there is neither marriage nor giving in marriage.”
‘‘No woman need despair of fortune so long
as she remains unwedded.”
“The way to Hymen’s temple is over the
When a wife has a secret to
grave of love.
toll
bo sure it is the uncovered secret that
you,
she nates lier husband.”
“How many persons marry a second time to
revenge themselves for what they have suffered in their first experiment.”
“One of the greatest faults in woman is her
cowardice. She is so cowardly that she cannot
or will not
appreciate courage in her sisters.
This she calls indecency and so discourages
the brave of her sex from showing any brave-

FIGHTING THE PENOBSCOT &
LAKE MEGANTIC

of Medical

FOR

THE

NEXT

TWRN'fV-FOUe

HOURS.

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Feb. 2, 2 A. M. '
For Now England,
Partly cloudy weather on the coast, occasional light snow, winds mostly northerly, stationary or lower temperature and higher barometer.

Cautionary signals

continue for

Portland

and Section 7.

BY TELEGRAPH.
RAILROADS OF MAINE.

Hospital.

[Special Despatch

Press.]
Augusta, Feb. 1.
largo number of petitions preto the

There were a
sented to the Legislature

to-day, mostly relating to business already engaging the attention
of the committees. The time expiring today
for the presentation of petitions it was extended a week longer.
Mr. Keegan’s order instrncting the committees to report finally by
Feb. 15th, was adopted by the House.
It
Mr. Pills-

up in the Scuate to-morrow.

bury’s bill for State printing showing a balance due him of $1,622-85, was referred to the
Committee

on

Claims.

The bill to amend the law relating to the
sale of merchandise by express companies and
other corporations, provides that after such
merchandise or articles of personal property
have remaiued unclaimed six months they
may be sold at auction to pay charges.
The bill to prevent the destruction of game
by shooting matches provides that when five or
more persons are engaged in such matches,
each shall be punished by a fine of not less
than $10 nor more than $20 for each offence.
A large number of remonstrances against
the removal of the battle flags in the State
House were presented from Bangor, Winand Waterville.
The city of Belfast asks permission to refund its bonded indebtedness, at or before
maturity, and to issue new bonds for that pur
pose payable at such times, in such mauner
and with such rates of interest as may be determined by a majority of the City Council of
Belfast.
The House order adopted relatiug to mar-

riage would leave the law so amended that no
insauo person, idiot or inebriate shall be capa-

accident bears unmistakable evidence
of the ability and efficient management of the
officials. One new road (Old Orchard Beach)
has been built during the year from the Old

Kin nf nnnlxnfitino mnmdnnA

Orchard Beach depot on the line of the Boston
& Maine road, to the Saco river, a distance of
three miles.
Of the improvements made during the year

manufacturing establishments,while Wheeler,

ualty

or

by
lowing

particular road,

each

we extract the folThe total number of miles
of railroad now operated in Maine is 1,030.08.
The New Brunswick Railway has changed
ownership during the year and the company
intends to change the gauge from 3J feet to
the standard gauge of 4 feet 8 inches, fully repair the road and extend it to a connection
with the Riviere du Loup Railroad, aud thus
The Atlantic & St.
open a line to Quebec.
comments:

Lawrence railroad is constantly being improved, and all the bridges, except the pile bridge
at

Portland

of iron.
The Baugor & Pisrailroad has made small additions to
are

cataquis
its rolling

stock and proposes to add more the
As the distance from its present terminus to Moosehead Lake is
only thirteen miles,
the commissioners hope to see
the road completed to that point at an early

coming

season.

day.
The Boston & Maine lias greatly improved
its station in Portland, and propose to continue
the

filling

of the pile bridges across tho Scarboro marshes the coming season.
The roadbed of tbe Bucksport & Bangor railroad lias
been improved oy ballasting aud widening,
and the track has been aligned aud surfaced.
A project for the extension of this road to
Ellsworth aud Bar Harbor is receiving considerable attention, and would add
materially to
the business of the road. The faulty construction of the European & North American railroad has been considerably improved.
This
road has the
roaa

advantage

communication

of

being the only

between

the

East

railand
with
The

West, and its usefulness must increase
the facilities it offers for'tiansportation.
Knox & Lincoln railroad is constantly
improving its bridges and construction.
The Maine Central Railroad
Company designs to put their road into the best possible
condition to secure the safe and rapid transit
of passengers and freight, and to fully provide
for the constantly increasing traffic. The
past
season has taxed the resources of the road to
the utmost. The Commissioners pay a tribute
to the company’s enterprise in
fining up Lake
Maranocook for excursions, and also state that
3000 tons of steel rails and 45,000 ties or sleepers have been laid
upon the road, 20 miles of
track have been ballasted and raised and 24
miles of new side track built.
The long 'pile
bridge at Farmington, on the Leeds & Farmington branch, lias been rebuilt with ash piles
and hard pine stringers, caps and cross ties,
making a very strong and durable structure.
The Portland & Ogdensburg railrad has been
well and safely managed and the
rolling stock
is in good order. A new pile bridge for an ice
track has been built at Portland, and the
freight tracks extended so as to connect with
the Maine Central.
The Portland & Rochester railroad has laid
50 tons of new steel rails besides a
large
amount of iron rails.
A new freight shed has
been built in Portland and a two-story addition made to the passenger station at the same
place. The company has made quite extensive purchases of the Maine Central at Portland,and thus greatly increased the facilities of
the company for transacting its business. The
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth railroad was the
first line built into and the second built in the
state.
Quite extensive improvements have
been made all along this line d uring the
year.
The Rumford Falls & Buckfield railroad since
passing into the hands of the present company
has steadily gained the influence of the people
and increased its business.
Of the Sandy River railroad the Commissioners say “it is to be regretted that in the
first introduction of the narrow gauge railroad
in this state, it could not have been done under more favorable circumstances than thoBe
that have controlled the location and construction of this road.
It was an experiment
to be tried and should have had all the advantages of a proper location and construction,
but in this respect it is an entire failure.
sThe
road seems to have been built without
regard
to alignment or grade, and the
structures,
bridges, &c., were thrown together for a temporary purpose,without regard to adaptationjor
safety. Such a location as that upon which
the road is built would not be approved
by
the commissioners, as it is altogether
faulty
and without precedent.’’
The Commissioners
remark further and quite as
severely upon the
way the work was carried on, but acknowledge
that “the road rides smoothly and has been
successfully worked, and doubtless will prove
a great convenience
to the people
along the
line.” They do not want to be understood as
the
road
“as
it
considering
is not, for
unsafe,
the company have made marked
improvements since they received it from the contractors.”

Killed

by

a

Falling Tree.

Skowhegan,

Feb. 1.—Daniel McDonald, of
at work in the woods
was instantly killed by a tree
falling

Solon, aged 23, while

yesterday
upon him.

Mr. Keegan, the fusion member from Van
Buren, wants the tramp law repealed, and ten
hours only the legal time for a day's work in

The Blockade on the Portland & Ogdens-

burg.
Barnet, Vt., Feb. 1.—The first train over
the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad since

Thursday

reached St. Johnsbury last
night.
The train was driven by four engines, to two of
which was attached a snow plow.
High winds
have prevailed to-day and in all
probability
there will not be another train

forsevoraldays.

MARINE NEWS.
A Rockland Schooner Burned.
Gloucester, Mass., Feb. 1.—Schooner May
Day, of Rockland, lime loaded, is on fire In the
harbor and will probably be
destroyed.
A Steamer Ashore and
Probably Lost.
Ocean Beach, N. J., Feb. 1—12 M.—The
iron steamship Roraima, of about
2900 tons, is
ashore and lies badly at the mouth of Shark
rives inlet. The crew of the life
saving sta'
tion went twice to the vessel, but the
ship’s
commander refused assistance. The storm is
severe and the chances of
saving the vessel are

slight.

[second dRsi-atch.]
Ocean Beach, N. J„ Feb.
l.-Capt. Truttle
of the steamer ltoraima, which stranded at

shank River Inlet this morning has come
ashore and announced his determination for
the present to receive no assistance from
any
life saving crew or coast
wrecking company
He even refuses to permit the life
crew
saving
to place a life line from tho
steamship to the
shore, so that in case of danger the government crew could rig their beach
buoy and refcue the crew of 21 men and the two
passenger?.
_

THE PUBLIC DEBT.

provides that any person, being a legal voter
in this State, who shall accept any money,
goods or other valuable consideration, as a
bribe

inducement to withhold his ballot or
to change the same, shall be subject to the

Reduction

of

Over

January.

$7,000,000

in

Washington, Feb. 1.—The public debt statement for January shows a reduction of
$7,382,-

167.71.

or

fine and

same

imprisonment

the giver there-

as

of.
The Railroad Committee gave a bearing this
afternoon to parties interested in the petition
for an amendment to the charter of tiie Penobscot & Lake Megantic railroad.
A large

delegation

of the citizens of

Bangor

were

presont.
The memorial of the petitioners represented
that the parties holding the charter of the

Penobscot & Lake Megantic Co.,

gling

are

strug-

free themselves from the entangling
alliance with a railroad company whose interto

special and local and practically under
the control of a single city, which mun-

ests

are

icipality refuses to sell their road for less than
$ii50,000, while it seems to he admittod that no
more than 20 or 25 miles of this
road, to wit.,
the B. & P. road, can at any time be utilized
for a through route across the continent, which

the Penobscot & Lake Megantic R. R. Co. are
are asking to secure.
The Canadian Parliament last winter granted a charter to Montreal parties empowering them to construct a
new road oi to combine with roads
already
built over some portions of the distance, to
construct a line of railway from Lake Superior to the Atlantic coast, via Lake Megantic,

Sherbrooke, Montreal,

Ottawa and

French

river.

by

A remonstrance was presented, signed
Wm. H. Brown, mayor of Bangor, and 274

others, against the amendments to the charter
of the Penobscot & Lake Megantic Co., as
prayed for.
C. F. Woodard of Bangor appeared for the
petitioners, and Judge Humphrey and T. W.
Vose for the remonstrants.
It was contended by the remonstrants that
if such legislation is granted as is asked for the
Lake Megantic would be a competing road;
that necessarily it would run within ten miles
of the Bangor & Piscataquis road for some GO

miles, and
^cuciai

a

law.

parallel road is prohibited
vyuuusui

urgucu

Midi

11

by

the

WOU'U

be ruin to the B. & P. road, as it would greatly diminish its value. The B. & P. is a road
in which the city of Bangor has a large invistment, it having cost that city, less the re-

ceipts ,$1,345,000. The real object of the Lake
Megantic owners is to compel the city of Ban,
gor to sell the B. & P. at a ruinous sacrifice,
or one half for less than it cost.
Tho city of
Bangor had offered to sell the B. & P. to these
parties if they would take care of $500,000 of
the city’s G per cent, bonds; in other words, if
they would pay interest and pay the bonds at
maturity. The Lake Megantic owners agreed
to do it, and the contract was all prepared, but
when it came to be executed they failed to
time.
The Railroad Committee also gave a hearing
to partios interested in a narrow
gauge road
between Farmington and Augusta, Hallowell
and Gardiner. Orville D. Baker appeared for
the petitioners. The project embraces a road
come to

nearly fifty miles in length, with
gauge, and

ped,

costing,

with the road

2.^ foot
fully equipa

$500,000. The matter was tabled in
order that a bill might be prepared, a further
hearing on which being assigned for Feb. 8.
A hearing was also given to the petitioners
some

for a narrow gauge road from Skowhegan to
Athens by the way of East Madison, a distance
of 11 1-3 miles according to the survey, and

costing
$75,000. The
give another hearing Feb. 8.
A hearing was assigned to
not

over

committee will

the petitioners
for a charter for a read from Cape Elizabeth
to Prout’s Neck, on Feb. 10.
A hearing was given before the Committee
on Fisheries to the petitioners from
Brewer,

Bangor, Yeazie and Eddington, for the privilege of catching salmon with nets in common
with the river fishermen between Bangor and
500 feet below the dam. J. F. Robinson appeared for the petition. The remonstrants
ioiiicoguroa

u.y

A.

unanimously

A hearing was assigned Fob. 15, to those interested in the taking of mackerel on the
coast of Maine.
The Committee on Legal Affairs voted to re"
port a bill for the preservation of all ballots
cast at the September election, for one year.
It was voted to report adversely on the bill

requiring

a license of tree agents who are not
residents of the State; on order requiring all
officers, except moderator, to be elected on one
ballot; on bill for the prevention of cruelty to
birds.
The bill to incorporate the Lewiston Steam

Heating Company was tabled so as to perfect
it by requiring the consent of the City Council
in tlie laying of pipes through the streets of
that city.
A bill will be introduced to-morrow to abolish town liquor agents and have the duties performed by selectmen.
The Judiciary Committee consumed noarly
two hours in a hearing given to parties interested

in

the bill to incorporate the Square
Pond Reservoir Company. Judge Tapley and
two others appeared for a certain number of
mill owners, who object to the bill, and B. T.
Chase, of Bridgtou, appeared for the petitioners.
Decision was reserved.
The Judiciary Committee gave a hearing
this afternoon to Dr. Greene, of Portland, on
his bill “An act for the promotion of medical
science.” It provides for the furnishing of
the Maine Medical School for dissection and the study of anatomy, the school

subjects

to

furnishing

parties in the State as
wanted, the subjects being those persons who
die and are not claimed by friends, and who
have to be buried at the public expense.
to other

Dr. Greene argued that the school must have
this material for teaching and study. It is a
matter of absolute necessity.
Under the present law every body far use is obtained illegally

surreptitiously.

for tiie bill in
the interest of medical science and for the
protection of public and private cemeteries.
A bill will be reported from the committee
embracing substantially the leading features of
Dr. Greene’s bill.

or

A

with the food

making

and

loose

charges

The committee will give another hearing
week from to-day.
The committee on apportionment of Senators and Representatives had a meeting this
evening and agreed unanimously to report
the apportionment of Senators for the next
decade according to the subjoined table by
which it will be seen that Aroostook and
Knox counties make a gain of one Senator
the apportionment of 1870, and Penobscot loses one Senator.
Somerset and Waldo
had two Senators in 1870, but as they can only
have three between the two, no decision was
reached by the committee. It is not unlikeover

ly that this report will be revised before it is

reported.

Ho

argued

1870.

1880.

2
1
4
1
2
2
1
1
2
4
1
1
2
2
2
3

2
2
4
1
2
2
2
1
2
8
1
1

Androscoggin.

Aroostook.
Cumberland
Franklin.

Hancock.
Kennebec.
Kuox.

Lincoln.
Oxford.
Penobscot.
...

Piscataquis

Sagadahoc.
Somerset..
Waldo.

Washington...

•York.

2
3

The committee in the matter of apportioning
representatives by counties left it to a committee of five to report one week from to-

night.
The military committee had a session this
evening, and the application for the batt'e
nags to be used at the so Idiers reuuion in
Portlaud, was laid upon the table and a public hearing wiil bo given Tuesday evening in
relation to the matter.
The contending parties in the Lake Megantic tight had a conference tonight with a view
to compromising the matter, but tho parties
could not agree and the contest continues.

1882
630,000
15,900
74.G7G

1881

Androscoggin .;.$30,000

Aroostook. 10,000
Cumberland. 89,580
Franklin..
7,000
Hancock.
11,500
Kennebec. 37.000

—

....

Knox.
Lincoln.
Oxford.
Penobscot.

11,500

19,514 47

15,000

13.000

20,678

than ten hours

the
of the State; also of taxing a por
coupons and bonds, and obliging the treasurers
of railroad corporations to deduct said per cent
from the coupons and paying the same into the
treasury of the State for the benefit of the
State; also of repealing so much of the various
railroad charters as exempt them from taxation, so that taxes on that class of property
shall bo equal; relating to providing by law
that Kennebec county assume the expense of
maintaining bridges on all rivers within said
county instead of the towns as now provided
bylaw; relating to allowing the citizens of
township No. 17, in Range (1. the right to vote
in Fort Kent, and of Fort Kent through their
school committee, of drawing the school
money for said inhabitants, and of establishing
and supervising a school or schools in said
township in the same way as in Fort Kent; relating to amending sec. 2, chap. 59, R. S.,by
inserting after the word “idiot” the word
“inebriate;” relating to defining by law the
compensation of clerks in the office of Secretary of State; relating to amending sec. 11,
chap. 134, R. S., by striking out in the third
line thereof the words “regular fees” and inserting in place thereof “fees prescribed by
sections 6 and 7 of chapter 116 R. S.;” relating
to repeal of present tramp law; relating to au
thorizng the Attorney General, or county attorney of Aroostook, or some other suitable attorney to defend suits brought to dispossess settlers of certain lauds in Madawaska territorv
at the expenses of the State;
relating to
iVT

r*h<in

4

R

S

raloHnn

tn

bribery at elections; relating to ainendmtftt of
law compensating night watchmen of State
House; relating to providing for advancement

education in Connor and Caswell plantations.
Order of yesterday relating to final reports
was taken up, and
the motion to lay on the
table wes lost—51 to 30.
Mr. Keegan, of Van Bnren, who introduced
the order, then moved that it be given a passage. which was adopted—53 to 38.
A resolve was passed requesting the Attorney General to prepare and obtain a deed of
certain settlers' lots of land from the treasurer
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
of

XLVITH GONGRESS-2d Session
SENATE.

Washington, Feb.
Mr. Morgan, from the committee on electoral count, reported back Mr. Ingalls’ resolution on that subject, with a substitute amendment.
The substitute is a concurrent resolution as follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate, tbe House concurring, that the two houses shall assemble in the hall
1.

[Special Dispatch to the Press.1
SENATE.

Augusta, Feb. 1.
Senator Walker presented the petition of C.
Andrews, of Lovell, and 20 others in aid of the
order to inquire into the expediency of a reduction of tolls on stoppage of logs at Upper
Keazer dam.
Senator Beatty presented the petition of the
Saco Ride Company to be attached to the active
militia.
Senator Hill presented the petition of the
Register of Probate for Hancock county for
restoration of salary.
Senator Beatty presented the petition of E.
P. Chase and 24 others, of Portland, fora charter for a horse railroad from the western extremity of tho Congress street horse railroad to
Deering line.
Senator Jennings presented the petition of
W. H. Brown and members of the Penobscot
Bar for a repeal of chap. 247, laws of 1S80;
also of G. 1). Boynton and others, of Bangor,
for the same purpose.
Senator Hill presented the petition of Noah
Woods, President of the Northern Aroostook
Railroad, for extension of time for building
said road.
Senator Bisbeo presented a bill relative to the
powers and duty of the Railroad Commissioners in relation to transportation of passsongers
and freight over railroads. This bill gives the
commissioners the same jurisdiction over roads
not connecting as they now have over connocing roads.
Senator Hill presented a bill to authorize the
extension of the Bangor & Bucksport Railroad
to tho city of Ellsworth.
Senator Jer.uings introduced a bill to incorporate Division 1 of Penobscot County, Maine,
Ancient Order of Hibernians of the United
States.
Orders wero presented directing the Judiciary Committee to see what change is necessary
in the 3d and 4th divisions of sec. 1, chap. 75,
Revised Statutes, relating to the descent of
property; also of repealing chap. 49, Revised
Statutes, relating to insurance; also the expediency of legislation providing for the taking
of land for public parks in places of over 5000
inhabitants on the same condition as land is
now taken for
highways.
Senator Hill presented tho remonstrance of
E. P. Hill and others, of Bucksport, against
removing tho battle llags from the State House.
Rill

tn

PASSED TO BE ENGROSSED.
MiltImrit/A t!1A DTfanainn r\f

into Portland

harbor;

incorporate the Maine
Sportsmen’s Association; to incorporate the
Norombega Sportsmen’s Club; to amend the
charter of theJGodfrey Falls Dam Co.; to auto

thorize the County Commissioners of Franklin
county to reassess certain taxes; to prohibit
fast driving on bridges; relating to liens on
buildings and lots.
Bills to build wharves into the tide waters of
Bremen and to incorporate the town of Vm
Buren were tabled on their passage to be en-

grossed.

HOUSE.

Mr. Hatch, speaker pro tem, iu the chair.
Bills to establish the Eclectic Medical College of Maine; to change the boundary line
between the towns of Berwick and South Berwick, and resolve to provide fertile erection
of an additional building to the Maine Insane
Hospital, were each read twice and assigned
for to morrow, except the last named which
was on its passage to be engrossed in concurrence.
At the instance of Mr. Eaton of Camden the rosolve was tabled.
Petitions were
presented and referred
relating to the taking of fish in Wilson’s pond
in Auburn; to Hell Gate pilotage law; remonstrance of the citizens of
Bath against any
change in the laws relatiug to taking of
smelts iu Kennebec river; for amendment of
law requiring uniform width of sleds used iu
Piscataquis county; remonstrance of Maj-H
M. Folsom and other soldiers of Oldtowu
against removing the battle flags from the
State House; also other remonstrances relating
to the same; of Geo. A. Corey for the right to
navigate Cobbosseecontee pond by steam; of
W. E. Emery and others of Hampden asking
to b' classed with the town of Orrington as a
representative district; remonstrauce or E. J.
Mains and seven othi-r inhabitants of Fryeburg Academy grant against being set off
upon the town of Gilead; of W. B. Swan and
others to enable the city of Belfast to refund
its debt; for the setting off of Ward 7 in
Rockland and incorporating a new town; relating to abolishing imprisonment for debt;
remonstrances against amending the charter of
Penobscot & Lake Megantic Railroad; fora
dam on Union river; of selectmen of Stockton
relating to taxes of 1880; remonstrauce of Mrs.
L. M. N. Stevens and 1184 others against
allowing the manufacture of ihalt liquors in
this State; of municipal officers of Brooks for
establishment of new division line; asking that
the towns of Brewer and Veazie be classed together; for doings of South Buxton cemetery
association to be made valid; ef claim of E.
F. Pillsbury & Co., for balance due on State
printing for 1879.
Bills were presented to repeal chap. 145 of
the public laws of 1879 relating to insurauce;
to ameud chap. 182 of the public laws of 1874
relating to the sale of merchandise by excharter of
press; to amend
Wassataquick
Dam Company; to repeal sec. 2, chap. 193 of
of
laws
1874
to
clerks
of S. J.
public
relatiug
Court, preventing destruction of game by
shooting matches.
A resolve was presented asking for authority
to the Governor and Council to abate taxes
assessed iu 1880 upon the St. Croix St Penobscot railroad amounting to about $400.
A bill was reported to amend sec. 48, chap.
18 of the R. S., relating to highway taxes.
Provides that th treasurer
Ordered printed.
shall hold delingent taxes to the order of the
bo
to
selectmen
applied by them for repairs of
roads and bridges.
Mr. Goss of Bath presented the following:
Resolve for the equitable distribution of the
halanco of the Geneva award fund.
Whereas, The government of the United States
received from the government of Great Britiau in
September, 1878, fifteen and a hall' millions of
dollars in gol coin by virtue of the award of the
arbitration of the two g n-eruments at Geneva, for
the purpose of distribution among the citizens of
the United States, and others who were losers by

the depredations on the high seas of the se-called
confederate cruisers, and
Wnereas, jlcbs uian one-nan oi inis awara has
been distributed and the balance thereof remains
in the treasury of the United States, therefore
Resolved, That the legislature of the State of
Maine hereby respectfu’ly and earnestly requests
the Congress of the United States, promptly in the
present pession of its honorable bodies to enact appropriate legislation for the just and equitable disof said
balance to
the
tribution
persons
who were losers by the depredations of the confederate cruisers on the high seas during the late
war of the rebellion.
Resv.lved, That a copy of the foregoing be forwarded to the Senators and Representations in Congress from the State of Maine and to the President
of the Senate and Speaker of the House of Representaiives in Washington with a request to lay the
same before their respective bodies.

The resolves

printed.

were

adopted

and

of the Representatives on Wednesday the Pth day
of Kebi uary, 1881. at 12 o'clock M., and the President of the Senate shall he the presiding officer;
that one person shall be appointed teller on the
part of the Senate and two on the part of the
House, to make a list of the votes as thev shall be
declared; that the result shall be declared to the
President of the Senate, who shall announce the
stale of the vote and the persons elected, to the
two houses assembled, which shall be deemed a
declaration of the persons elected President anil
Vice President, and together with the list of
votes be entered on the journals of the two houses.
Section 2 provides that if it shall appear that
any votes of electors for President and Vice President have been given on a day other than that
fixed for casting rf such votes by act of Congress,
and if the counting or omitting to count such votes
shall not essentially change the result, they shall
be reported by the President of the Semite in the
following manner: Were the votes of electors east
on-(lay of-1880 to be counted, the result
would be lor A. B. for President of the United States
votes, and for C. D. for President of the United
States-votes, if not counted the result would
be for A. B. for Presideut of the United Statesvotes, for C. I). for President of the United States
But in either event-is elected Pres;-votes.
ident of the United States. And in the same man-—

for Vice President.
Mr. Morgan asked present consideration.
On motion of Mr. Edmunds it was tabled
ordered printed, as neither ho uor Mr. Teller
of the committee had seott it.
Seuate took up the Indian land bill.
Mr. Kirkwood spoke in roply to Mr. Dawes’
speech, and said in conclusiou that lie had endeavored throughout tbe investigation to act
with strict impartiality, aud witlt an eye single to Ihe ascertainment of tile truth.
Mr. Dawes disclaimed having intended to
cast any reflection upon the chairman of the
committee (Kirkwood).
His criticism had
been based upon
the fact
that he had
found in the committee room a cabinet ofiicer
examining a commission appointed by the
President, and who had made a report of their
doings to the Presideut, which report, excepttherefrom, had not been made
ing an extract
public; also upon the manner in which that
examination was conducted, and also ou the
fact that without the knowledgo of the committee what had been thus testified before the
committee under these extraordinary circumner

(tile Secretary having a stenographer
with him) had beeu furnished by that officer

stances
lnknaeAn

ordered

Passed to be engrossed—A bill additional to
chap. 15 of the revised statutes as amended by
chap. 241 jf the public laws of 1874, relating
to burying grouuds; a bill relating to the insurance commissioner’s report; a bill to incorporate the Pejepscot Manufacturing Company;
a
bill to authorize the Little Androscoggin
Water Power company to increase its capital
stock; a bill relating to loitering around /ailroad stations; a bill to amend sec. 19, chap. 18
of the Revised Statutes, relating to public and
private ways; a bill relating to the manufacture and sale of vinegar; a bill relating to actions against insolvent estates.
Hon. J. O. Smith Tuesday sent the following
county estimates for 1881-2 to the Speaker of
the House of Representatives:

culled extracts to the Associated Press and
sent abroad without the permission of the
committee or its chairman.
After further remarks tiie subject was dropm

ped.

Mr. Logan said he had intended to call

4tvA

--

Kill

SEEKING

J

up

V

iug had the opportunity he asked uuauimous
make it a special order for Thurs-

consent to

day.

Messrs. Vest and Eaton objected, the latter
remarking that he thought the bill could wait
a week longer without
any injury to the pub-

lic.
Mr. Logan said he thought that when the
Senate could afford to listen to an hour’s talk
about a dead Indian it might be disposed to
find a little time for a live general.
He gave
notice of his intention to move to take up the
bill tomorrow.
The pension appropriation bill was taken
up. The amendments of the Senate were
agreed to. They restrict the fee of a surgeon
for an examination to $1, and provide that
pensions payable to inmates of the National
Home for disabled volunteer soldiers shall be
paid to the treasurers of the Home instead of
directly to the pensioners.
Mr. Booth submitted an amendment appropriating to supply the deficiencies for the fiscal
year 1881 the sum of $17,692,031 for pensions
lor army invalids and their widows, minors
and dependant relatives including arrears to
survivors of the war of 1812 and their widows.
It also appropriates for navy pensions to invalids, widows,minors and dependant relatives
$500,274 on $.'50,000 for fees of examining
surgeons. Mr. Booth had read a recent letter
of the commissioner of pensions
showing the
necessity for the appropriation to meet a deficiency. He said that it had been deemed best
to include this deficiency in the
ponding bill
in order that the money might be available
for the March payments as these could not bo
made without the amendment was adopted.
Without disposing the bill the Senate ad-

About 8.30
bate and spoke over an hour.
there was a considerable influx of members
A notable feature in
who had been resting.
the early part of the debate was the declarations by prominent radicals that they, though
reluctant to curtail constitutional liberties
were convinced of the necessity of supporting
this bill.
London, Feb. 2.—1.30 A. M.—The House is
still in sessio i. John Bright has just declared
that the government will accept the responsibility of the position and he believes that
Gladstone is prepared to submit resolutions to
the House for dealing with obstruction. Bright
said he considered the present obstruction unparalleled and the grossest insult to Parliament.

After a dilatory debate, sustained principally by the Home Rulers, Sir Richard Ashton
He wished to
Cross rose to a point of order.
know what was persistent, wilful obstruction.
He asked the speaker whether the fact that
several members had made the same speeches
several times on different motions for adjournment was not evidence of wilful obstruction,
and

whether under the

Fresided

confirmed the nomination of John D. Hopkins
as collector of customs for Frenchman’s
Bay,
Me; United States Consul Henry J. Dill, of
Maine, at Fort Erie, Canada. The appointments of Commodore Hugh G. Purdiance, of
the retired list, to be Roar Admiral on the retired list was also confirmed.
The Chinese Treaties.
The Chine, a treaties were reported to the
Senate this afternoon from the Foreign Relations Committee, with recommendations for
ratification and were placed on tho calendar.
Cold Weather and Snow.

Toledo, Feb. 1.—A heavy snow storm with
high winds has prevailed for twenty-four hours

and continues. The suow is badly drifted and
passenger trains are greatly delayed, On several routes freight traffic has been suspended.

Chicago, Feb. 1.—A snow storm of the past
twenty-four hours has caused a partial blockade of railways owing to the gale and drifting

badly.

storm

turn

Sound steamers had rough passages
late at their destination.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Feb. 1—Heavy north
wind prevails and cold increasing. The mercury lias dropped 10 degrees iu tho last three
hours. To-night it is at zero aud still falling.
All trains are behind time. A storm is threatand all

eneu

are

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Tho National Mining Stock Exchange was

formally opened

at

Philadelphia yesterday.

Samuel Disston is president.
Schooner E. & G. W. Hinds of Calais with
coal for Eastport was towed into Woods Hole
yesterday. She dragged ashore on the middle
ground and had been drifting three days.
A dwelling iu Hanover, N. H., belonging
to Daniel Blanchard and occupied by Sirs.
Loss
Nancy Cook was burned yesterday.
$3,500; insurance $3,000.
A meeting in Amsterdam of sympathizers
with the Boers resolved to forward an address
vv

wt.v

i.ioiugii«uua

blasting

excavation on Tenth
Avenue, New York, Monday, Patrick Hays
was blown to pieces and John Sullivan
fatally
a

sewer

injured.
Buford, the murderer of Judge Elliot of
Kentucky, has been sent to the insane asylum.
Peter

Cooper

has written a letter to Gladthe English government
Ireland held by English
landlords, as being cheaper than to pass the
coercion bill, and Gladstone simply acknowledges the receipt of the letter with thanks.
Thomas Heed, a New York 'longshoreman,
was arrested Monday night for
throwing Kate
Thomas out of a three-story window during a
brawi. The woman is dying.
The goods of Sweezy & Dart, dry goods
dealers of New York, have been seized by the
sheriff in behalf of creditors.
It is stated
that Sweezey has forged notes to the extent of
815,000, and is believed to have fled to Canada.
The loss falls principally upon note brokers
stone recommending
to purchase lands in

FINANCIAL

AND COMMERCIAL

Portland Daily Wholesale Market.
Portland. Feb. 1.
Corn and Meal show a slight
tailing off. Sacked

Middlings higher.
Thefollowing are lo-day’s quotations

of Flour

Grain, Provisions. &c.
Flour.

Superline.4 00^4
Extra Spring..5 25@5
XX Spring-6 25<g6

f*ra»n.
50 XewH.M. Corn,
50
cur lot?
50 Oat*
Sacked Bran

MMs...
I Corn, bag lots,.
beet.6 00.g6 25 Meal,
"
Grade
lOats,
'■
Michigan.... 5 25^ 5 50 Bran,
St. Louie Win;Mid’ngs,
..
..

..

..

ter fair
(i 00^6 25
Winter good.. 6 2 o
50
Winter best.. .6 76@7 00

New England Agricultural
Society.
Boston, Feb. 1.—The annual meeting of the
Now England Agiioultural
was held
Society
hero this morning. Nearly 200
members, from
all parts of New Englaud, were
present. It
was voted to
again hold the annual fair in
September at Worcester. A resolution was
adopted recommending the appointment of
Geo. B. Loriug, President of the
society, as
National Commissioner of Agriculture"
hv
y
President Garfield.

Rye,

...

ProiMiosa.
9 60*10 CO
ExMes3..10 75all ('0
Plate.12 00gl2 25
Ex Plate..12 50 ft 12 75

Mess Beef..

ll@12Va |

Fresh Beef,
Hind Qu....7gl0y2c

ForeQn.5*6y2c

—

Orant,

rs.

’Hlermos pbx 2 75@3 50
kluocr.
Valencia pease $5 £$5 50 Creamery.
®33
Gilt Edge Vermont 32*
P box
Lemons.
Messina.3 75@4 00
3 00@4 00
Palermos

Nuts.
Peanuts—
Wilmington. 1

Choice
Good.
Store.

22S25B

18*2(3

17al8

Apple*.

Baldwin.1 50*1 73
70 Greenings
1 50*1 75
Virginia.1 50(a'l 92 Choice eating apples2 00
Tennessee... 1 20@1 35 Dried Western
1 Vy a 5
Castana, p lb.
10@llc do Eastern.. 4a f,
Walnuts.

60@1

14ll6«

*•

Filbert.

....

Sugar.
12gl4.- Granulated_ * <)r, y
l&r/14<- Extra C.
* 9

■

K'OIMOt‘9.

Early Rose,

bueh:-

Houlton..
GO@65
Maine Central.
55(a60
Grand Trunk..65ia60

Prolific*,

Eastern

.55§G0

Grand Trunk.

Jacksons
The above prices are for
lots about 5c higher.

55@60

50a55
car

lots

of Potatoes; small

following quotations
.American stocks have
been received from London to-day by cable:
Erie 2ds. 103%
The

of

New York Central.153%
Illinois Central.136

Pennsylvania Central.
Reading.

North Carolina Town Destroyed.
Nohfolk, Va., Feb. l.-Towu of Plymouth,
N. C., was almost
destroyed by fire today. The
losses loot up 3127,500.
Thirty-three buildings
were burned,
among which were the court
bouse, Grace Episcopal church and 23 stores
Two hundred and filly bales of cotton
besides
quantities of shtugies, lumber, &c., were also
destroyed. Only two parties burned out held
any insurance.

GO
48 Vi
23 00
i»24 ( 0
65
61
50
26
26 00
1 20

Sweet “-J«rsev3 74 00 Pork—
Norfolk 2 75 ct)3 00 !
Backs....
20 00
Onions, p bbl.4 50a>5 00 I Clear.
19 00
crate ...@16)
'less.16 50@17 00
Crnberrie3. $> bbl
Hans.
OVbglo
Matiib, 4 00@4 50
OapeCod,7 50^9 00
I,am.
Round dogs....61/23J 7 Tub, 1> ib
lOVftalOkk
€Jhee?*«*.
Tieroes, ib fM0yg a lO’/g
Maine.
P-.il.
ny2gi2
Vermont.
K-gs
V.Factory 13®15
Skim Cheese....10
Demi*.
Fruit
Pea.2 00*2 10
Muscatel Raisins2 15@$3 Mediums.1 90 a. 2 00
Turkish Prunes. (»V2 ig>7c I Yellow Ey»s..2
00@2 15

Pecan

MASSACHUSETTS.

iu

England.
The Quebec legislature has been farther prorogued until the 14th of March.

Geese,

Rules Adopted by the
Supervising Inspectors.
Washington, Feb. 1.-The board of steam
supervising inspectors to-day adopted the following rules:
All steamers
navigating rivers having
boilers externally heated shall have a clear
of
not
less than six inches between the
space
boilers and woodwork on either side and four
inches on top of the boilers.
All coal boats, produce boats,
fishing boats
etc., navigating any bay or harbor or liver or
which shall be moored in or near the channel
or fair way of
any bay, harbor or river shall
carry one bright white light forward not less
than six feet above the rail or deck.
A rule was also passed providing that all
small boats propelled by oars shall
display between sunset and sunrise a bright white
light
from a flag staff in the bow of the boat. A
failure to comply with this rule subjects the
offender to a fine of 3200 for each offence.

litill

iJiajuij;

direct his government to make diplomatic
representations to Great Britain with the
object of terminating the war in the Transvaal
and granting the independence of the Boers.
E. J. Osterhant was
killed Saturday at
Gains Lauding, Louisiana, by A. T. Schoeder
in a quarrel about a bale of cotton. Both
wore prominent merchants.
There was another uinsuccessful ballot in
the Pennsylvania legislature yesterday.
A company of infantry has been sent to
guard the assize court prison at Manchester,

In

Ho* ton Slock Jlarlu'i.
.gales of the Broker’s Board. Feb.

A

66%
32%

l.j

First Call.
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth Ii. R...... 114
300 Boston Laud Company. lo%
3u0 Boston v\ ater Power Co. 3 3%
815.000 Hartford & Erie 7s. 59%
Second Board—First Call.
SouOO Eastern R. R., 4%. .104%
1G Boston and Albany Railroad. 169
100 Blue Hill Mining Co. 6%
4

14,000,000

Totallprincipal.$1,675,265,400
Total interest.
14,310,177

00
35

738,480,550
807,250

CEASED SINCE

MA-

TURITY.

Principal.$

7.273,285 26

interest.

BEARING

DEBT

NO

753,389

60

31d demand |and legal tender
notes.$
Certificates of deposit.

Fractional currency, 15,620,433 12
Less amount estimated
as lost or destroyed,8,375,934 00

7,144,499
53,341,700

12
00

Total Principal.
Unclaimed Pacific R. R. interest

$415,857,925

12

Principal..$2,098,396,610
Interest.
15,077,492

38
98

7,927 03

TOTAL DEBT.

Total debt.$2,113,474,103 36,
Total cash in treasury.
221,674,535 08
Debt less cash in Treasury Feb.
1st. 1881.
1,891,709,568 28
Debt less cash in treasury Jan.
1.1880.
1,899,181,735 99
Decrease of debt during month..
$7,382,167 71
Decrease of debt since June 30,
1880
60,059,712 81
CURRENT LIABILITIES.

Interest due and unpaid.$
Debt on which interest has

ceased.
Interest thereon...
Gold and silver certificates.
U. S. notes held for redemption
of certificates of deposit
Cash balance.available Feb. 1,
1881

Total.

$

00
41

221,674,535

08
08

49,528,600

04,623,512
323,117

00
60
20

14,052,970

20

055,198

87

earnings..
paid by the

34,820,401 53

Iflarkei.
(By Telegraph.)
New York, Feb. 1—Evening.—Money market is
New York Mtock aud.Tloner

at 3®5 on call,closing at 4; prime mercantile paper
at 4%@5% per cent. Sterling Exchange nominally. Governments steady for 0s and 5s and Vs lower
for 4%s, and %<a)% lower for 4s. State bouds are
in light request. Railroad bonds quiet but irregular.
The stock market closed strong.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 481,466 shares.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Government securities :
United States 6’s, 1881, reg.101%
United States 6’s, 1881, coup.
101%
United States new 6’s, reg.100%
United States new 6*s. coup.100%
United States new 4%’s, reg.112%
United States new 4%’s, coup.112%
United States new 4’?,reg.112%
United States new 4’s.. .112%
Pacific 6’sof 95.128
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Rock Island.
..136%
Illinois Central.132%
C. B. & Quincy.169%
....

<«

Michigan Central.129%
.I 49%
preferred
90%
Northwestern.128%
Northwestern preferred. .139%
Milwaukee & St. Paul. 110 %
S Paul preferred. 124%
Erie
Erie

Union Pacific...118
New .Jersey Central. 92
Western Union Tel. Oo.. 110%
American Union Telegraph. 82
Del. & Hudson Canal Co.10* %
Hartford & Erie 7s. 47%
Adams Ex. Co.128
Wells, Fargo & Co.118
American Ex. Co. 70
U. S. Ex. Co.
52
Pits. & Fort Wavne.130
Pacific'Mail St. Co. 53%
Ohio
42%
Del. & Lackawanna.122%
Atlantic & Pacific, Tel. 47%
Canada Southern.
80
...

&|Mississippi.

Land Grants.114%

Sinking

Funds.
123
Morris & |Essex.122
Union Pacific Os cash. 113V2
Boston Land
10%
Boston Air Line. 48
Bur. & Cedar Rapids... 78Va
I. Mountain. 60:%
Boston Water Power.
12

Panama...220
Harlem.200
California Timing ntock».
(By Telegraph.)
San Franci8oo, Feb. 1.—The following
Closing quotations of Mining stocks to-day:

are

tbe

Noonday. 1%
Hale & Norcross...

3

Belcher.
Grand Prize
1%
Belcher. 7% Mexican. 5%
Bullion. 134 Northern Belle.11%
California. 1% Ophir. 5%
CboPar.
1% Overman. 1 3-10
Eureka Con.22
Union Con. 8%
Crown Point. 1% Sierra Nevada. o%
1% Yellow Jacket. 1%
Exchequer.
uuuiuwuuii,..

—78

1

IIo»ton

214

u

Potosl.§1%
Virginia. 2

Con.

Produce Market.

Boston, Feb. 1.
following were to-day’s quotations of Butter>
Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
The

Butter-We quote choice Northern Western creameries at 28@34c for late made, and 23528c for fair
to good; New York and Vermont fall dairies at
25528c; straight dairy lots 21524c; aud common
to fair dairy lots 17@20c. and winter made at 16@
22c; Western dairy packed at 22(525c for choice,
and 17@21c for common and good; Western ladlo
packed at 23@25c for choice and at 17@22c for
common and good; demand good for all kinds.
* .Cheese—we quote
13%@14c for choice; 12(513c
for fair to good; 8@10c for common; market is firm
and in steady demand.
Higgs are unsettled and prices entirely nominal,
say from 37@40c lb doz.
Potatoes—demand steady and prices arn u~
changed ;sales Aroostook Rose at 80c; Maine Central
and Vermont Rose at 70575c;New York Rose at 65
@70c; Prolifics at 60@70c; Jacksons and Peerless
at 55@60; Chenangoes 60@55c.
Watertown Cattle Market.

Watertown, February 1.—Beef Cattle—receipts
1374 head; fair demand for good grades; common
lots moved with less activity, still there was a general clearing out of yards, prices strong on extra

Cattle; sales of choice at 8 00@S 50; extra at
7 25@7 75; first qualty 6 2557 00; second quality
6 00@6 00;third quality at 4 0054 76.
Store Cattle—W ork Oxen p pair at $100@$165:
Milch Cows and Calves $205845; Farrow Cows $10
@29: Fancy $60@$66; Yearlings $7@$12;tW0|:years
old $135$25; three years $20 a $45.
Western fat Swine, live. 6%@B5/y.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 3986 head; market
improved on finest stock fully %@%c p ft,sales of
Sheep in lots at 2 5055 00 each; extra at 6 005
7 00; Lambs at 6@6% ; Veal Calves %@7.
Chicago Live Mtock Market.

(By Telegraph.)

Chicago. Feb. l.—tiogs—Receipts 29,000 head;
shipments 75<0 head; market opened 10@15 higher, but weakened: mixed packing 5 1555 45; light
at 5 30@55 56; choice heavy at 5 60@5 95; 6 00
bid for some and refused.

Cattle—Receipts 3400 head shipments 2000 head;
trains all late; exports wanted and firm at 5 20@
6 50; good to choice shipping at 4 80@5 30; common t > fair 4 55; butchers scarce at 2 3u@3 50.
8 beep—Receipts 1600 head .shipments 1000 head;
market active; good wanted; common to medium at
4 40@5 20; choice 5 60.
(Bv Telegraph J

Vork. Feb. 1—Evening—Flour—Receipts
17,710 bbls; exports 23,410 bbls; low grades have
again slightly advanced with a limited supply and
moderate export and jobbing trade inquiry; market
for immediate and choice grades dull and unchanged; saies 13,950 bbls;No 2 at 3 00@3 75; Superfine
Western and State at 3 75@4 15; extra Western
and State at 4 35@4 6a; good to choice Western
and State at 4 70a,6 70; White Wheat Western
extra at 6 0056 00; fancy do at 6 1» @7 00, *xNew

tra Ohio at 4 45@6 75; extra St. Louis at 4 46@
6 75: patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 6 60
@7 00, choice to double extra at 7 05 u.8 25, including 1490 bbls City Mills extra at 5 4055 60;
1100 bbls No 2 at 3 OOa-3 75;900 bbls Superfine at
3 76 a4 15; 8 »0 bbls low extra at 4 3554 65: 4100
bbls Winter Wheat extraaij 4 45,58 00; 4800 bbls
M nnesota extra at 4 35 ah 26. Southern flour—
common to fair extra at 4 60@5 15; choice 5 2U@
6 50. Rye Flour is quiet at 5 2655 60. Buckwheat flour at 1 8052 OO; patent at 2 00. C’oruMeiil steady; Yellow Western 2 60@3 16; Brandywine 3 25@3 30. Wheat-receipts 26.180 bush;
exports 7<',868 bush; heavy and %@% lower with
limited export trading an.i fair business on speculative account; sales 1,349 000 bush, inelud n* 180,000 bush on the spot; rejected Spring at 95597c;
No 3 do 1 08l,4@l 08%;
'O2do 113; ungraded
Red at 1 135119; No 3 do 1 16; No 2 do 1 17 V«
1 17% ; No f do at 1 25; Mixed Winter at 1 15%;
ungraded White at 1 13@1 14: No 2 do at J 14;
No 1 do, 11,000 bush at 1 15Vs@l 15%; No 2 Red
for February, 329,000 bush at 1 17 %@1 17%; do
March, 432,000 bush 1 193/8@1 19*% ; do for May,
112,‘>00 at 1 20% u. 1 20%. Rye is Arm at 98c,a
1 03. Corn shade lower aud active; receipts 1?*5,0 0 bush; exports 14,209 bushoales 523,OuO bush,
'a

on

spot; ungraded 64%555%c;
u-x

/4 IU.UU

;j(/,

x>u

56%355%c; No 2 White 68l/2vft59c; No 2 for
February at 55%(a56s/8c; March at 65%c. Out*
at

dull and easier; receipt# 13,600 bush: exports 1330
busli, sales 174,000 bush; No 3 at 42c: do White
at 43%c; No 2 at 43c; do White 45%c. No
at 43:
do White 47 V2C; Mixed Western at 41l/2@43%c;
White do at 43a48yac; White State 48(a49c, including 30,000 bush No 2 for February at 42% @
43c; 40,600 do March 43%@44c; 4(»,000 do April
44c. ausur is dull; fair to good refining at 78/s3
7V2C; prime at 7%c: refined eas er; standard A h%
39c; crushed at 9%@‘j% o powdered at9y2@9%c;
granulated at 9%vg9 6-10c. .Vloiaasex dull. Petroleum dull united at 91%c; crude in bbls at 7
38%; refined 9. Tallow is active; sales 190,000
lbs at 6%(®G%.
Pork is higher with light export demand and moderate speculative business;500
mess for May at 15 85@i5 90; April 16 60,a;ld 85;
aid mess ou spot at 14 u0;314 60; new do 15 50.
Beef is steady. |jnr«i opened about 10 liigher;closed
with advance lost; sales 2496 prime steam on spot
at 9 97%f®10 00. to arrive at 9 90; 10 O tor February at 9 95310 00; 115,000 for March at 9 953
lo 07y2; 3600 for April at 10 053.10 12V2; 1500
Mav at 10 10@10 20: 750 year at 9 90va0 92%;
1600 refined for continent at 10 20, closing at
10 22V2. Butler is firm; State at 19334c; Western at 12%@25. €.-hee»«* dull:Stato 9%@13%c;
half skims 8%@9%c; Western flat at I0(al3%c;
fkims at 3 310 poor to choice .Cheddar 10313c poor
to choice.
Freights to Liverpool dull;Wheat steam 6%.

Chicago. Feb. 1.—Flour steady aud unchanged.
Wheat higher; No 2 Chicago Spring at 99%c cash;
L 00%3100% for March; 1 01%@1 01%
April*
3orn is lower at 36% 337c cash; 37%@378/sc for
March. Oats quiet at 29% e cash; 30y» for March,
t^ye steady, barley lower at 1 01. Pork higher
it 14 65 cash; 14 77ya@14 80 for March; 14 92ya
or April.
Lard higher at 9 60 cash; 9 60 bid for
March; 9 70 bul April. Bulk Meats big' er; sbouliers at 4 80: short rib 7 55; short clear at 7 90.
liece pt9—18,000 bbls flour, 43,000 bush
wfic.v,
L6OOO0 bus* 130m, 95,000 bush ous. 8 OuO
bush,
ye. 26,000 bush barley.
Sbipments-29,000 bbls flour, 27,000 bush wheat,
L23,000 hush com, 76,000 bush oat#, 6,500 bush
*ye. 18.000 bush barley
At the Afternoon Call the Board
adjourned before
;rain was reached. Pork at 14 62% for February:
L4 12V2@14 76 tor March: 14 90 for
April; 16 00
0,15 02V2 May. Lard at 9 6039 52V2 February:
> 02ya for
March; 9 70 April.
~

IN PORTLAND.

The Best Bargains Ever Offered. One
Lot Bed need from $4.50 to $3.00. Eight
other numbers reduced to Wholesale
Prices.

half

Reduced from $3.00 to $2.00
4
NEW SPRING STYLES just opened in French Percales, Zephyr

Cloth. Scotch Ginghams,
Homie *'loths,

Foulards,
A:c.

TURNER BROTHERS,
488 & 490 MNUH STB CRT.
KIMBALL BLOCK,
jas29
sn

MM.

■

■

..

Wheat closed
St. Louis. Feb. 1. Flour easier.
firmer; N>» 2 lied Fall at lOI%'al02 for cast;
1 01%(g l 02% for February: 1 01%@1 05% for
Corn is
March: No 3 do at 94c; No 4 do "8VaC.
lower at#*7/#c cash; ^48%(g3S% c for February:
lower
for
Outs
30%c
39%c
March;
38%c
April.
cash; 3S%c March. Hye Is firm at 87c bid. Barley
14
Fork
at
50.
Lard
is
is
s e
hgher
25,6,14
y.
higher 9 40@9 50.
bbls
hush
22.000
Receipts 4,000
Hour,
wheat,
124 000 bush corn. 4,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush
rye 0,000 oush barley.
Shipments—4.000 bbls flour. 10.000 bush wheat,
30,000 bush corn, 2,000 bush oats, 00,000 bush
barley, 0.000 bush rve.
Detroit. Feb. 1.—Wheat dull and lower; spot at
101; February at 101; March at 103%: April
at 1 05*4; May at 1 0(5% bid; No 2 Red 1 03%@
1 04: No 2 White 96%c bid.
Milwaukee, Feb. 1.—Wheat is firm: No 2 at
98% c cash and February; 99%c for March; 1 01%
April; No 3 at S7c.
New York, Feb. 1.—Cotton dull; Middling uplands 11 11-lOc.
New Orleans, Feb. 1.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 11 s/sc.
Savannah, Feb. 1.—Cotton dull; Middling uplands 11 %c.
Memphis, Feb. 1.—Cotton is easy; Middling uplands at 11%<*.
Mobile, Feb. 1.—Cotton In good demand; Middling uplands at 11 %c.

..
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^
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

VALENTINE

CARDS!
A very choice

im-

of

selection

ported and domestic cards.

[

LORINO, SHORT & HARMON.
snd2w

jan2‘J

The Eighth Annual Reuuion of the

*74, P. H. S.,

CLASS OF

will he held at the Residence of Mr.
F. P. DYER, No. 85 State St., on Thursday Evening Feb. 3,1881. Exercises at

Havana Market.

(By Telegraph.!
Havana. Feb. 1.—Sugar flat: Centrifugal Sugars
deg. polarization 8% reals gold $> arrol e.
Spanish gold 1.97^6/1.97%. Exchange tending
downward; on United States t>0 days gold 'J%(&0%
prem; short sight do 7%@7% prem.

Eight.

90

Ladies are requested to furnish refreshments.
snd3t
jan3l

Europt un .fiaruets.
By Telegraph.!
London, Feb. 1.—Couaols at 98 7-10 for money

Legislative Notice.

and account.
I o •’i don, Feb. 1— 12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, 4s, 116%; 5s, 103%.
Liverpool, Feb. 1—12.30 P.M.—Cotton m*i net
very flat; Alidlling uplands 0%d; Orleans at 0 1116d; sales 6.000 bales specnlarion and esnort5<‘0;
receipts 60,297; American 32,000; futures steady.
Liverpool Feb. 1 -12.30 r. A?.—Flour at 9F6
11s; W inter Wheat at 9s 2d^9s 8d; Spring Wheat
at 8s 6d„g9s 6d; California average at 9sa9s 8d:
Club do at 9s 8d@10s 2d; Com at 5s 4*/2d.' Peas
6s 7d. Provisions. &c.,—Pork at 07s: Beef at 74s;
Cheese at 68s; Lard at 60s 3d; Bacon 40s@41s fid.
Tallow at 3fis, at London 39s 9d.

^

Railroad

Committee Kltaring.
Notice id hereby given that the Railroad Committee will grant a hearing upon the petition of John
l*. Perley ami others, for extension of Railroad charter, at the state House, Augusta, on Tuesday, Feb.
8, A. D. 1881, at 2.30 P. M.
Per order Committee
Charles H.

Augusta, Jan. 25, 1881.

on

Railroads.

Fisher, Clerk.

jan28sntd

FINANCIAL.

SPKCIALNOTICES.

bwan &

CHICKERlNC
UPRIGHT PIAAO.

Barren,

RANKERS AND RROKERS,
Middle

I8f»

Street

(CANAL BANK BLOCK.)

The New Upright Piauos now manufactured by
this firm are instruments that really 8taud without
a rival.
They are the result ot totally novel imthe firm, whereby all the
provement, invented
finest points of the celebrated Grand Pianos re reproduced. The worst enemy of the piano is dampness
Numerous devices have been
to
counteract its baneful effects, with but little success.
It has been the good fortune of this firm, after
long experiment, to solve this enigma by substituting metal for wood in all parts of the action coutaiuing centres. Thi* i* one of ilte greate*!
improvement* in pinna* made in thin century. The new patent Uprifcht Action of the
C hickeriusg piano* i* the ouly piano action
made iu the world that i* in»eu*ible to atmoxpherie change. From its convenient shape
and the beauty and permanence of its tone, this
piano will undoubtedly soon become the most popular instrument in the United States.

Dealers in Government, Nlunicli»al Hud Kaiiroad Securities.

by

I S. “Called” Bonds CASHED or
on favorable terms.

employed

exchanged
ja2

sneodtf

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
DEALERS

IN’

Government

GFEISTER-AJL, AGENTS,

Bonds,

CITY AMD TOWN BONDS,

BAILEY &

NUYEo,

AND

BANK STOCK, AC.

No. 32

E. B. BOBIJYSOJY,
St.,
Exchange
jauS

Portland.
dsntf

Cure Your

Corns!

0

9

Br

Exchange

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

PORTLAND, ME.

Orders for Stocks and Bonds executed
in Portland, Boston, New York and other markets.
Maine Mining Stocks a Specialty.
2^”W ANTED.—Twin Lead, Young
Hecia, Douglass, Favorite, Deer Isle,

Callous,

£fTA CURE IS GUARANTEED^*
cent*.
For Kale by all DruggiatN.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
who nave used it and now testify to its value.

Gouldsboro,

Edgemoggin,

Price 25

ami other stocks.

Coats, Pants,

BANKING

Vests, and Ladies’ Sacqucs, Capes
Ulsters, Dolmans Ar. cleansed
or dyed, and pressed by tailor’s
pressmen
equal

HENRY CLEWS

work,

—

ISPREBhB ST., opposite Preble llouae.
Luce* cleansed in a superior manner.
per Pair.

Banker

eodsntf

Legislative Notice.

CO.,

&

Broker,

194 Middle Street.

Hearing.

Notice is hereby given, that the Railroad Committee will grant a pnblic bearing upon the bill, “A11
act in relati n to the taxation of Railroads.” at the
State House, Augusta, on Thursday. Feb. 10, 1881,
at 2.30 1*. m.
Per order Railroad Committee.
Charles II. Fisher. Clerk.

Augusta, Jan. 25, 1881.

&

SAMUEL HANSON,

Kid lilove* cleansed every day, price 10 cts

Committee

HOUSE
—

Securities bought and sold strictly on commission,
ami carried as long as required, on favorable terras
anti on a moderate margin. Deposits payable on deman i received.
Four per cent, interest allowed on
•laily balances. Members of the N. Y. Stock Exchange.
janl S&Tulmo

FOSTER’S
FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,

Railroad

of

tS NEW ST., NEW YORK.
tNEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)

at

jan7

Cherryfleld

Also European and North American
R. R. Stock and Bonds.
Portland, Me., Jan. 24,1881.
jan25eodtf

A*k for Mchlotterbeck’w Corn and Wart
Solvent and take no other.
nov23
sndtf

to custom

JR.,

Broltor,

50 EXCHANGE ST.,

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.

eodtX

B. BARNES,
Otock.

Street

N1AINE.

PORTLAND,

au2S

USING

Domeniic Market*.

including 158,000

about

25 pieces Best German Turkey
Red Damask at 02 1-2 cts. The
price all the season lias been 87
1-2 cents.
Special Bargains in Towels, Damasks and Napkins.

8,630,000
148,616,447

Balance of interest
United States...

Savaze.
Bulwer.

Sold at

are

DAMASKS.

Principal outstanding...

Interest accrued and not yet paid
Interest paid by United States..
Interest repaid by the transportation of mails, &c.
By cash payments, 5 per cent, of

These Silks
their value.

26
GO
00

PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPAINTEREST PAYABLE IN LAWFUL MONEY.

Alpha..

SALE

Gninet Black Silks.

Summer Silks at 37 1-2 cts.
Summer Silks at 45 cents.
Summer Silks at 50 cents.
Summer Silks at 55 cents.
Summer Silks at 00 cents.
Summer Silks at 75 cents.

7,273,285
753,389
53,341,700

BONDS ISSUED TO THE

1
5
1

The

SILK

EVER INAUGURATED

81

221,074.535

treasury.

Alta.

To-Day,

GRANDEST

3,059,712

AVAILABLE ASSETS.

NIES,

Commcnco

346,741,796 00
8,630,000 00

Sold and silver certificates.

Cash in the

Brothers

Turner

INTEREST.

Best &

to-night.

mittee agreed to amond the House
Produce.
funding i
bill so as to make the bonds redeemable in
16,®17
Turkeys.
five years and payable in 20 years from their
Chic sens. 13ajl5
issuo and to fix the interest for bonds and
Fowl
10<£12
treasury certificates at 3.1. The 4th, 5th and Cth Ducks.14
33 -i 35
sections were not readied for action
to-day.

STEAM NAVIGATION.

and

morning.

ter
Low

/.

iiurtijco

snow

heavy floating ice rendered navigation difficult
anl dangerous on Long Island Sound this

Michigan Win-

Amendments Proposed by tbe Senate
Committee.
n-M

1.—A

202,206,550
4*19,651,050
250,000,000

00
00
00
00
00
00

DEBT ON WHICH INTEREST HAS

_SPECIAL NOTICES.__

DEBT.

Alton preferred .142
New York Central.
.149
Lake Shore.
.—130

Nominations Confirmed.

Feb.

INTEREST-BEARING

Bonds at G per cent.$
Bonds at 5 per cent.
Bonds at 4Va percent.
Bonds at 4 percent.
Refunding certificates.
Navy pension fund.

Chicago

Washington, Feb. 1.—The Senate to-day

New York,

Public Debt Statement.
Washington, Feb. 1.—The following is a recaps tulation of the public debt statement for the
mouth of January:

Chicago & Alton.140

WASHINGTON.

Spring
Wlieata.8 00@8 75

THE FUNDING BILL.

T7V,1.

order the

the business of the House he should consider
that the order would apply, aud he was bound
to say that the course of the debate gave evidence of a combination that went far to bring
the members within the operation of the order
Reported Unpopularity of the Cordon
Bill.
New York, Feb. 1.—A London dispatch
says the premature publication of the coercion
bill has not been advantageous to the government. Certain provisions have displeased a
large section of its supporters, and anti-coercion appeals are being made in the principal
towns with large radical constituencies by
Irish and radical members, and are proving
unexpectedly successful. A large number of
anti-coercion meetings are announced for this
week. Popular feeling gradually grows in favor
of hearing what the land bill v ill be before it
supports coercive measures for Ireiaud, and
the government are anxious to dispose of a
question wbicli some of their best friends support ifith undisguised regret, and which a few
weeks hence they may scarcely dare to support
at all.
The Ladles Land League.
A Dublin dispatch says Miss Anna Parnell
at a private meeting of the ladies of
relaud in the Land League office, Monday, at
which a Central Land League of Ladies of Ireland was formed. Officers were appointed and
it was resolved to issue an address to the
women of Ireland and another to tho
women
of America and other countries, inviting coin
the
of
operation
the association,
objects
which are to “alleviate the distress and suffering which must ensue from the vindictiveness
and rapacity of the landlords, from the effect
of the Coercion acts, aud from wholesale evictions during the present year.”

Patent

L-1 rr.T/irrA.T
-— —
>

standing

speaker had not power to stop such proceedings.
The Speaker replied that if be found there
was a distinct combination to wilfully obstruct

HOUSE.
Session began at 11 o’clock.
The morning
hour was dispensed with and the House went
into committee of the whole on the District of
Columbia appropriation bill.
Various items in the bill gave rise to several
long and uninteresting discussions,but the com
mittee finally rose without having
completed
its consideration.

«

DELAY

London, Feb. 1.—At 10 o’clock this morning the Commons ate still in session. A (i.4."> a
motion for adjournment was rejected, yeas 27.
T. M. Healy (Home Ruler) resumed the de-

journed.

W

TO

THE INEVITABLE.

13,000

day in manufacturing establishments; relating to amendment of law taxing railroads so
that the entire right of way, all tracks, stations, improvements on the right of way, all
rolling stock, and all property owned by railroad corporations, personal or real, shall be
taxed exclusively by the State for the benefit
cent on

spp

HOMERULERS

....

each

amoildlnor

Commons.

...

10,500

Orders of inquiry were presented relating to
providing by law that ten hours shall constitute
a legal day’s work, and prohibiting by law the
more

Another All Night Session of the

....

Sagadahoc. 15,000
Somerset. 13,000
Waldo. 1G,000
Washington..... 13,000
York..... 20,000

employment of persons for

EUROPE.

—

13.752.11
lu,500
43,800
Piscataquis. 0,000

SIXTIETH LEGISLATURE.

another fusion member from Etua, introduced
a bill relating to bribery
at elections, which

W. Vose. The committee voted
leave to withdraw.

MAINE.

in the trustees’ report.
Dr. Neal of Portland, recently connected
with the hospital, made a lengthy statement
in relation to the institution in which he was
very captions in his remarks finding fault

generally.

throp, Oldtown, Gardiner, Pittsfield, Liberty
Annual Report of the Railroad Commissioners.
(Special Dispatch to the Press.)
Augusta, Feb. 1.—The twenty-second annual report of the Railroad Commissioners of
our state contains many good words for the
various roads.
They report all the railroads
not only safe, but most of them
greatly improved. On the main lines progress seems to
have been the order of the day.
The continued remarkable exemption from serious cas-

wrong in the management of the
institution, or any abuses on the part of attendants. The water question was also brought
up but nothing was elicited that is not found

one

comes

MErE0ROL.O3ICAu

Science.

Further Testimony Regarding: tiie Insane

the
and treasurer of
hospital, were examined by Rev. Dr. Butler,
with a view of ascertaining whether thoro was

Lakin, the steward

anything

Dr. Greene’s Bill for the Promotion

“Women are born tyrants and the most unendurable of tyrants from their weakness.
They are base sycophants, likewise. They bite

the hand that is lifted to succor them, and kiss
the doubled list which lias struck them down.”
“Many women would he totally depraved if
they possessed the force to be.”
“No woman is a heroine unless she have her
hero by her side; and then her heroism is a
pale reflex of her hero’s virtues.”
“The reason a woman is always hopeful is
because, never understanding herself, she never suspects that self-knowledge wou Id
reduce
her to absolute despair.”

RAIL-

ROAD.

ry”

INDICATIONS

The Insane Hospital committee gave another hearing this afternoon that was fully attended.
Several female and male attendants,
Mrs. Quiuby of the board of trustees and Mr.

AUGUSTA.

Government Bonds, First Class
Bank

Securities,

Stock,

&c.,

Orders at New
bought and sold.
York and Boston Stock Exchanges

jan28sntd

executed

Clearing

oc23

by

wire.
eodtf

Sale. Wooilbnry&Monlton,
Cor. Middle &
Exchange Sts.,

Every year we close out our Stock of
the previous season at such specially
low prices customers buy them quickly
aud we select new, fresh goods. Since
consolidating Iwo stores we can only
clear up oue department at a time.

ALL OUR

Buy and sell first-class State,
town and Railroad Bonds.
vestments for trust funds

e,n hand.
Correspondence
solicited
Orders in Stocks and
Bonds executed daily in Boston,
New York and Philadelphia Stock

LINENS

Exchanges.

CALL and SEE

Decker Bros
Also

Pianos,

a

choice stock of tirstrclass

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

Samuel Thurston,

arc ns

3 Free St.
sep29

Block,

PORTLAND.
dtf

IVotic©.
4 LL persons having bills or accounts against th
Town of Dee ring, will please pr» sent the same
payment, on or before the Twenty-Ant day of
February, 1881.
GEORGE S. LIBBY,
Per order Selectmen.
jan31dtd
Deeriug, Jan. 29, 1881,
for

BROS.
sn

’

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

follows:
One lot good heavy goods for
50c
men’s wear,
“
colored Momie dress goods 50c
“
half wool dress goods
12 l-2c
“
“
“
all wool
llie
“
Corsets
$1.25
$1.00
“
salable ribbons
5c

Jan21

eodtf

jy27

One lot good weight Crash
5c
only
“
“
all linen, good 10c
7 l-2c
“
“
real Russia Crash,
10c
“
all lineu Towels, extra
“
10c
bargain,
“
17c
good Damask 25c Towels “
“
lineu 37c Table Damask “
22c
“
“
“
all linen G7c “
41c
Our $1, $1.25 and $1 50 fine Table
Damasks all marked way down.
Above need only be seen to appreciate
they arc goods that can not be duplicated, and we have many others in same de-

RlftlES

Incon-

stantly

that were in the department one week
ago are marked down and we shall begin sales to-day to close them out.
Other departments will follow. New
goods will arrive every day to replace
those sold.

partment.
Dargaius in other departments

city,

dtl

^

^

—^———i^—i——i—■

OUR FISHING INTERESTS.

PRESS.

THE

THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
tWMendtOi, Marquis, Brunei A Co., Andrews, Armtxong, Cox, Wentworth, Hodsdon, Hayden. W. P.
Morris, corner Exchange and Fore St.; Welander.
Boston A Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on all
trains that run out of the city.
Auburn, Willard Small A Co.
Augusta, F. Pierce.
Bangor, J. H. Babb A Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Biddeford,
•*
Jellerson’g Bookstore.
Bridgton, Daniel Dickens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cum a. rland Mills, F. A. Verrill.
Damariacotia, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon.
Gardiner, Palmer A Co.

Gorham*fJ.
Hal low

Irish.
ell, C. L. Spaulding.
A Estes.
Chandler
Lewiston,
Lisbon, C. K. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls. A. W. Bridge, F. A. Millett.
Norway, A. O.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
RocklaiuLO. C. Andrews.
Sabatius, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa. at the Poet Office.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick*
Thomas ton, S. Delano,

m

NEW

dianapolis,

VICINITY.

In Bankruptcy—3.
State of Maine—2.

Hadyn Association—Annual Meeting.
Notice—Owen, Moore & Co.

Passementeries,

New Bead Ornaments,

XT_r-t

1

am

wiuij

—-—i

auu

aooouio,

New Cardinal and Drab Cotton Hosiery, New
25 cent Hamburgs. H. I. Nelson & Co.’s, 441
febl-3t
y and 443 Congress street.
Extracted directly from the Flower.
This is the secret of the
wonderfully sweet
and penetrating qualities of the
perfumes manufactured by J. & E. Atkinson, of London.
feb2
W&8
_

Consumption can’t kill auy patient who will
Take Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar
when he’s ill
Of a cough that do other prescription will still.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute.
jan27
d6t.

Forty

years’ experience of an Old
Nurse.
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING
SYRUP is the prescrintion of one of the best
female physicians and nurses in the United
States, and has been used for forty years with

never-failing

by millions of mothers for
their children. It relieves the child from
pain,
cures dysentery and
diarrhoea, griping in the
bowels, and wind-colic. By giving health to
the child it rests the mother. Price
Twentyfive Cents a bottle.
nov27SMW&w6mo
success

A Most effectual remedy for Diabetes
Gravel and all diseases of the Urinary Organs,
is found in the old established remedy, known
as Dr
BULLOCK’S KIDNEY REMEDY,
“NEPHRETICUM.” It has cured thousands
of these distressings complaints, and whereever known has become the favorite medicine.

3AP2HS&W
PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Dec. 6, 1880.
OFFICE HOURS:
From 8.00 a. m. to 8.30 p. m., Sundays
excepted.
Sundays open for Carriers and General Delivery
J
from 9 to 10 a. m.
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Boston and intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.20
Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.30 and 9.00 p. m.
Boston and the West—Arrive at 12.20, 6.10,8.10,
and 11.10 p.m. Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.30, 3.00
and 9.00 p. m.
Intermediate or Way Mails, via Boston & Maine
Hallway—Arrive at 12.20 and 8.10 p. m. Close at
8.16 a. m. and 3.00 p. m.
Great Southern A Western—Arrive at 12.20 6.10,
8.10 and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.16 a. m„ 12.30.
3.00 and 9.00 p. m.
Bangor and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.06 p.
m.
Close at 11.30 a. m.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 1.06 p. m.
Close at 11.30 a. m. and 4.36
and 9.00 p. m.
m.

Morning Northwestern, by Grand Trunk Railway

a. in.
Close at 8.00 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.05 and 9.00 a.
m. and 1.05
p.m. Close at 6.30 and 11.30 a.m.
4.35 and 9.00 p. m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert, Joneeport, Machias, Machiasport, East Machias, Mlllbridge and Bar Harbor, via each steamer
—Arrive at 6 a. m. Close at 9 p. m.
Esstpon, via each steamer—Arrive at 6.00 a.m.

Arrive at 8.40

Close at 5.00 p.

m.

New York, day previous to sailing ot steamers—Close at 8.15 a. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East—Arrive at
S.05 a. m. Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the north—
Arrive at 1.06 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
Skowbegau also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via Q. T. R.—Arrive at 12.4" p. m. Close at 12.46 p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward's Island—Close at

Foreign mails,

via

11.30 a. m. and 9.00 p. m.
Swant on, Vt., and intermediate officos, via P. A O.
R. R.—Arrive at 6.46 p. m. Close at 7.00 a. m.
Bartlett, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P. A
0. R. R.—Arrive at 11.25 a. m. Close at 2.15 p. m,
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via P.
p.

p.

in.

v^iuse

at

1^.40

m.

Rochester, N. H.,

and intermediate offices, via P.
& R. R. R.—-Close at 6.50 a. m.
Carriers’ deliveries are made
daily (Sundays excepted.) in the business portion of the city at 7.00
and 10.00 a. m., and 1.30 p. m. In other sections
at 8.00 and 11.45 a. m.. 2.30 p. m. Collections are
made on week days at 7.00 and 11.00 a.
m., and
2.00 and 8.00 p. m. On Sundays at 6.00
p. m.

United States District Court.
BEFORE JUDGE FOX.
Tuesday.—The February term of the United
States District Court began this morning. There
was no jurv.
The Court adjourned until Monday,

February 7th.

Superior Court.
BEFORE

BONNEY.

JUDGE

Tuesday.—The February civil term began this
morning. No chaplain present. The traverse jury
is made up of members of the two juries of lafet term
and is constituted

follows:

as

Gilbert L. Bailey, foreman, Portland; Edmund
Abbott, Portland; Francis Chute, Otisfield; Frank
Dunn, Portland; Isaac H. Keith, New Gloucester;
George P. Libby, Scarborough; Cyrus Lane. Raymond: William Leighton, Falmouth; Joseph McKearner. Yarmouth; Stephen Scammon, Cape Elizbeth; Samuel T. Snow, Pownal; Mahlon H. Webb,
Westbrook.
Supernumeraries—Daniel Wiggins, Bridgton, Jas.
L. Wilson, Gray.
The

cases

without

a

assigned

day

for the

were

disposed

of

trial.

JUDGE

KNIGHT.

Joyce. Intoxication. Fined
Paid.
Henry Roach, James Donovan and John Blades.

Tuesday.—Edward

$3 and costs.

Shouting on the street. Blades discharged. Roach
and Donovan lined $5 and one-liaf costs each.
John Hayes and Geo. Murray.
f
Refusing to pay
fare ou Boston boat. Fined $5 and one-li&lf costs
each.
John Blades and Henry Roach.
Keeping billiard
room without license. F*ined $10 and one-half costs
each.
James Welch. Larceny. Sixty days in county jail.
Henry Donovan. Open shop. Fined $5 and costs.
Paid.
Geo. Jackson.
Vagabond. Thirty days in City
House of Correction.
James Welch. Larceny. Bound over in the sum
of $800 to May term Superior Court.
Committed.
.James H. Dwinal and Frank Allen. Receiving
stolen goods. Bound over in the sum of $500 each
to May term Superior Court. Committed.
Brief Jottings.
Bright and cold yesterday morning, cloudy
in the afternoon. Mercury 2° at sunrise, 14° at
sunset; wind north. “Prob” ordered np the storm signal and prophesied 8
vere

at

northerly gales.
is Candlemas,

Tc-day

the celebration of
the Purification of the Virgin Marv. and will
be properly celebrated iu the Catholic churchor

The old distich runs:
"If Candlemas Day be clear and bright
Winter will take another flight.’’
E. T. Benner has been re-elected Prelate of
Pine Tree Lodge iu place of C. A. Robinson

es.

resigned.
The Odd Fellows of Portland propose forming a Degree Lodge in this city for the purpose
of conferring degrees ou applicants from all
the lodges and not have this work confined to
each member’s lodge separately, as it has heretofore been.
The new Grand Junction Railway of Portland will connect with an elevator if the
tal shall be raised to build it.

capi-

To-night Mr. M. A. Blanchard will deliver
his lecture in the Mechanics' course on “Now
and Then.”
Friday night Col. Russell Connell, of Boston,

will lect

in- the Y. M. C. A. course.
Joseph II. Sawyer, the well known stable
keeper, has purchased oa private terms of
Capt. Isaac Sturdivant the lot of land next
above the corner of Newbury and Market
ire

street, containing 3100 feet.
Mr. Thompson, agent of the Provident Society, says there are at least 500 women in the
city of Portland who are obliged to support
families of from one to six children. Their
either dead or, what is worse, in
jail for drunkenness.
The Governor and Council have accepted au
invitation to be present at the last dance iu the
Fraternity course, which will occur Tuesday,
husbands

foreign

About 100 invitations
the guests included a

tions and costuming being particularly brilliant
and elegant.
The ceremony was performed
by Rev. Myron W. Reed of the First Presbyterian chnrch, and the bride’s maids were
Miss Bessie Gerry, sister of the groom, Miss
Jennie Wilson of Lafayette, and Misses Mamie
Harrison and Lulu Allen of Indianapolis.
There were no ffrnnincmpn
\fpcero Will .T

Brown, George Porter,

John Landis and
Walter Bradshaw officiated as ushers.
The
numerous friends of the contracting parties
testified their regard by numerous and elegant
presents, as well as by sincere congratulations.

The bride has been one of the most attractive
ladies in Indianapolis society, and her absence
will be felt.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerry left
east and will reside in New York.

for the

Cane Elizabeth.
A benefit will be given to William Marriner,
more familiarly known as
“Billy” Marriner,
at the Town House next
Monday evening.
The Social Six will furnish music, and
many
interesting features will be introduced. It is a
worthy object and the house will undoubtedly
be well filled.
A course of lectures and entertainments are
to be given at the
North
Congregational
church, in which Kev. J. M. Lowden, Rev. I.
P. Warren of the Mirror, Rev. F. E. Clark
and W. E. Gould, Esq. will lecture. The first
in the courso will be reading and recitations

by

celebrated Boston elocutionist

a

Thursday

evening.
The following have been elected officers of
Casco Bay Lodge of Good Templars for the
ensuing quarter:
W. C. T.—Allen Keith.
W. V. T.—Abbie Orr.
W. S.—Mrs. Alice L. Crowell.
W. F. S.—Horace E. Mills.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.

T.—W. L. Keith.
M.—E. L. Parrott.
C.—Hattie G. Parrott.
I. G —Dana H. Miles.
O. G.—E. E. Parrott.

Rev. H. Bernard Carpenter.
A correspondent of the Boston
Transcript
thus speaks of Rev. H. B. Carpenter's lecture
on Richard
Brinsley Sheridau, delivered in
Hollis street chapel in that city. Mr.

Carpen-

ter

was

formerly pastor

of State street church,

Portland;
Mr. Carpenter’s delineation of the traits of

Sheridan was masterly, now convulsing the
audience with laughter, and now
touching
them even to tears, as he at one time
repeated
some brilliant piece of wit of the
author, and
at another time recounted the sad incidents of
his downfall by the intoxicating cup, or the
affecting scene of the death of his wife, to
whom he had always been sincerely attached,
and whose conduct towards him had been tender and loving and true. I wish to call attention to this lecture, in the hope that under
better circumstances many more may be privileged to hear it than could be accommodated
witnin the limits of the Hollis street
chapel.
Mr. Carpenter is yet a young man, and we
venture to predict that a
bright future is before him if he shall see fit to give a part of his
time that may be spared from his profession to
an effort to entertain and instruct
large audidences upon subjects wherein his extensive
researches and his great natural abilities will
insure him a conspicuous x>lace.
Mr. Reed and the Speakership.
The Boston Post, whose partisanship is
only
exceeded by its ability, has the following kind
words for Mr. Reed:
“If the Speakership is
to be conferred upon any Republican it
might
as well be Mr. Reed of Maine as
any other.

Partisanship aside,

he is fully up to it.
He
good, stalwart person, is as bold and
prompt as 11 radical
unrighteousness was
cleaned out of him, and could, as occasion dehas

a

manded, inject a spice of wit in his rulings.”
The Boston Herald, which is not
professedly

partisan, but is undeniably very able, says in a
long article on the Speakership: “New England would give a hearty support to Mr.
Reed,
if there existed the
community of interest and
union of sentiment that
formerly prevailed
here.
He is one of the bri htest and best

equipped

members of the

House, and has
quickly won an enviable position. His abilities are more in the line of the
Speakership
than those of auy of his competitors.”
Still Alarm.
slight fire took place last night on Federal
street, that, if it had not been discovered at an
early hour, might have proved a first class
blaze. Just as Chie' Littlefield was about to
retire, at 10 o’clock, his wife called his attention to flames bursting out of the one
adA

story

BEFORE

10°

last week.
issued, and

dition in tho

Municipal Court.

noon,

under

comparatively a private affair, no attempt
at great display being made, but all the appointments were in perfect taste, the decora-

t

p.

commerce

was

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Tat Rnttana

of our

had been
number of prominent society people from that
city, Lafayette and New York. The wedding

Mutual Li e Insurance Co.-W. D. Little
Agent.
Odds and Ends—M. G. Palmer.
Found—A. J. Buckn&m.
A Fanner and His
Wife-Henry C. Peabody.
Lessons in Painling—Mr. J. B. Hudson.

Ktv

more

Fashionable Wedding.
marriage of Mr. Eldridge Gerry, Jr.,
of New York, lately of Portland, and Miss
Jessie Sharpe of Indianapolis occurred at the
residence of the bride’s father, Thomas H.
Sharpe, on North Pennsylvania street, In-

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Lecture Course.
City Hall—Fatinitia.

N

up

The

Y. M. C. A.

Von

half million

dollars, one firm aloue putting
20,000 barrels; and that, as the treaty with
Canada permits the seining of mackerel with-

a

colors.

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

NEW

urging that body to enact a law preventing the
seining of mackerel off our coast. The Portland and other coast fishing towns will present
remonstrances to these petitions on the ground
that the mackerel are in great plenty and are
not diminished, or the mackerel interests impaired, by the seining; that the mackerel fishing of Portland the last year lia3 amounted to

putting

final haven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Wiscasset, Gibbs A Bundle**
Woodford’s Corner. H. Moody.
Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.

Clf^AND

We understand that a series of petitions
have been or will be presented to the Legislature from Waldoboro and several other towns,

in three miles of the shore, if the act
petitioned for is passed, the result will bo that our
fishing schooners will simply go under the
English flag and coutinue the business, thus

Noyes.

are

of the store No. 233 Federal
street, occupied by Kuight & Howarth.
The
Chief sprang out of the door and rushed to No.
5’s house, where he ordered that steamer and
hose carriage and No. 2 Hooks to the corner of
Temple street. The steamer’s services were
not required, as the hose and "hooks” answered every purpose.
The fire was subdued with
the loss of perhaps 825.
The fire caught from

portable furnace on tho work-bench, the
coals probably dropping into the charcoal stored under the bench.

a

Selma Borg.
We are glad to hear that there is a prospect
of soon hearing tho delightful orator, Miss
Selma Borg, in Portland. Miss Borg is a Finn
and lectures on the history of her race. Wo
understand that rarely does one find in combination so much grace of manner, felicity of
style and historic insight, as Miss Borg disShe is an orator in the higher sense,
of the storm and stress kind, but an
orator, whose refinement and repose, and occasional outbursts of feeling, reveal many
varieties of oratorical effect. Gestures, words,
tones and pauses are very effective, the in-

plays.
not

tellectual

predominating.

Boston & Maine Railroad.
»?

via

u.£jvu

mo now

nuu

litlirtKlU

jDriClgG 01

the Boston & Maine road across the Merrimac
just above the head of navigation, has so far

progressed

that the structure will be com pleted within a few days.
The petitions asking
that a draw bo put in the bridge have been
offset by a remonstrance signed by men reprethan half the wealth of Haversenting
hill. There will be a vigorous and
probably
successful opposition to this uncalled-for at-

temp to weaken a strong link in the chain
connecting Boston and Portland.
J. & E. E. Barbour.
This well known firm make an announcement in our columns this morning well
worthy
of the closest attention.
In Mr. Baker’s article on “Old Portland,” published in the Pit ess
the other day, the grandfather of tiie present
firm was referred to as keeping a boot and shoe
store on the same spot where his descendants
The firm is thus noted as
are now located.
one of the oldest and most
reliable in Portland. Their lino of goods embraces every-

While

all

the
retained
features
are introduced, noticeably the live bloodhounds who
pursue George Harris, the trick donkey Jerry,
the Blackville Jubilee Baud aud Magnolia
Minstrels in their characteristic plantation
songs and dances. The sale of seats will begin
this afternoon.

play

are

haverly’s colored minstrels.
This is what the New York Express says ol
Haverly’s Colored Minstrels who will appeal
at New Portland Theatre next
Monday night:

“Haverly’e

famous troupe of negro miustreh
Niblo’s Garden last evening,
and there was not an inch of even
standing
room iu auy part
of the auditorium.
The
troupe numbered one hundred performers,
male and female, aud there is talent
enough
to start three or four ordinary minstrel shows.
Mr. Haverly, however, is proverbial for
doing
things on a large scale, and so he presents one
hundred performers—count them one hundred.
The programme offers an infinito
variety of
minstrelsy, plantation scenes,
character
sketches, aud the other eccentricities of character in which the negro mind is
supposed to
revel. It is the best show of its kind, aud de-

re-appeared

at

serves success.

The sale of seats will
office Thursday morning.

begin

at

the ticket

NOTES.

Miss Kate Bateman (Mrs. Crowe) is reported
to be contemplating final retirement from the
stage. With advancing years Mrs. Crowe has
accumulated too much stoutness for tragedy
parts.

Mr. E. Mollenhauer’s symphony, which is
written to illustrate Collins’ “Ode to the
Passions,” is to be produced in New York on
Easter Sunday evening.
The work has been
Performed in Berlin, and as the composition
of a musician who has been long and favorably known in New York will be regarded
with interest. It is a choral symphony, and is
said to be very creditable to Mr. Mollenhauer.
Correction.
On

Friday

last the following statement in
regard to Capt. J. J. Liscomb’s death appeared in the Argus:
Several months ago Capt. Liscotnb had
some teeth tilled with
amalgam by a dentist
in Boston.
His gums now began to annoy
him.
They became sore and ulcerated,
making it necessary to extract several teeth.
“Ihis did not as was expected, subdue the in
tlammation, which spread very extensively in
the jaw.
It was then apparent that he was
suffering from blood poisoning, undoubtedly
from the arsenical paste filling the teeth, and
the previous abscess was an effort of nature to
rid itself of the poison.
This poisoning had
been so extensive as to overcome a most
vigorous constitution and destroy life.
This has caused so much apprehension in
the public mind in regard to dentistry it seems
desirable that several errors of statement in
regard to it be corrected.
1st—There is no filling used in the teeth nor
has there ever been in which arsenic is used
in any form whatever.
2d—A letter from the dentist in Boston who
did the operations on Capt. Liscomb’s teoth
states:

“I used

no

When he

one

Sergeant Laurens, of the Signal Service, furnishes the following summary of meteorologat

the Portland station in

January:
.30.04.3

The Lake Champlain and Lake Winnepeg,
of the Beaver line, are expected here ou Satr

urday.
Steamship Toronto, Capt. Gibson,

Highest 7th..
39*
Lowest, 1st..
x
(Peatest range 25th
.’
.25
Meau humidity.
'..
y
Stormy days. .9

Meau

thermometer

22 4

..

..

Total raiu tall

or

melted

..

auow..'. "4.30

Prevailing wind, northwest.
Maximum velocity of wind, 35
hour, on the 2lBt.

miles per

age. Many of the business men and capitalists of our city and elsewhere are purchasing
endowment and other policies of this old company, not only for the insurance it furnishes,
but as an investment, it being not only as safe,
en

Maine Historical Society.
The new quarters of the Maine Historical
Society in City Building are very attractive.
Large cases in the east end of the room are
filled with rare copies of old books, and relics,
while the book cases are ranged round the
sides of the room filled with publications re-

lating to the objects of the society. Old
fashioned weapons are crossed on the walls
here and there.
To-night the formal dedication of the rooms
will take place, at 7.30 o’clock, at which the
city government and other invited guests will
be present. Addresses will be made by HonJames W. Bradbury, president of the society,
and by Hon. Israel Washburn, chairman of
the committee of arrangements. Gen. J. M.
Brown will tender the thanks of the society to
the city for the rooms, and Mayor Senter will

respond. Hon. William Goold of Windham,
has prepared an interesting account of the lot
upon which City Hall now stands, and of the
various buildings by which it has been occupied. Speeches are also expected from Hon.
George F. Talbot, Rev. Dr. Carrutbers, Dr.
Wood, president of the Portland Society of
Natural History, Hon. Joseph Williamson of
Belfast, R. K. Sewall, Esq., of Wiscasset,

hon^o

nt

T* .—411

place

at 3.3U

p.

with the pateuts mentioned in your article in
to-day’s Press, “Establishment of a Leather
Pulp Mill,” but it seems to me there can hardly bo auy valid patents with such broad claims
mentioned in the article. There may be a
valid patent for the “process of manufacturing
articles from pulp,” but it is too late to take a
valid patent with such a broad claim as “A
heel for shoes” (or any other article) “formed
of a homogeneous mass of fibrous compressed
pulp.” Such articles in infinite variety, from
boot taps to dour barrels, have been manufactured for a long time, and compressed pulp is a
well known substitute for many forms of wood,
metal and paper.
If such a patent as the last mentioned were
valid it could not cover “a heel cut from
pulp.” Leather board for heels is now made
in large quantities at Saccarappa and other
places, and heels are cut from it. Teere would
be no patentable novelty in cutting a heel from
one thickness of board instead of two or more.
Molded heels are made in France and Germany in large quantities, and I was lately
shown a heel of some molded compound
brought here by a Frenchman, who expects to
revolutionize heeling boots and shoes by a new
method of construction and attachment.
Jan. 31, 1881.
Manufacturer.
as

Bound for Arkansas.
The company interested in the Arkansas
Land Company, which was instituted for the
purpose of buying Arkansas or Texas lands,
passed through this city ou a special Pull-

yesterday. The following gentlemen
with the party:
J. T. Small; J. M. Robbins, President of the
Manufacturers and Merchants’ National Bank;
W. F. Goulding, agent of Androscoggin Stills;
J. L. II. Cobb, co-proprietor of Cumberland
woolen mills; John N. Wood; Nelson Dingley; Dr. R. li. Ricker; E. S. Paul; James
Dingley; D. P. Withee; James Slunroe; E. F.
Packard, President of the First National
Bank; C. C. Benson; D. J. Callahan; P. Slc-

man car
are

Gillicuddy; Benjamin

Conant;

Ex-Mayor

Ham; F. L. Dingley of the Journal—of Lewiston and Auburn; James Costello of Waldoboro; J. W. Hight of Manchester, N. H.; J. P.
Johnson of Suncook, N. H.

Personal.
Dr. Doeriug, of the Slarine Hospital, has
just returned from Washington.
Mr. Charles W. Bean will dedicate a new
drum major’s uniform on Friday, Feb. lltli,
when he will accompany the Auburn Light
Infantry and Glover’s Band on an excursion to

Haverhill, Mass.
Park Street Church.
At a meeting of the pew owners of the Park
street church, held last evening, it was unani
mously voted to reopen the church for Sunday
services. The Rev. Mr. Alger, of Boston, will

Jago 13th, brig Stockton, Allen, Port
Caledonia; loth, sch Geo Walker, Thompson, from
Wiscasset.
CU1 17th, br^- Mary C! Mariner, Buckman, for
Trinidad Jan 18th, sch Fred Jackseu, Andrews, Baltimore.
Cld at Mayaguez Dec 28, scb
Mary E Nasou, Rich.
Baltimore.
Sid fra Guantanamo Jan 14th, barque Acacia, An!
derson, Pensacola.
Ar at Cienfuegos Jan 22d, brig Sullivan, Ptrry.
Boston.
Ar at Caibarien Jan 20th,
brig Martha A Berrv,
Ar at

It has always
been
made
pure and
healthy, and is to-day without a rival.
SSP^Slade’s English Mustard and Congress Yoast
sold.

always reliable.

Charlson,

In this city, Jan. 24, by Rev. J. F. Morgan, Walter F. Coffin, of Washburn, Me., and Miss Sarah E.
Burns of Portland.
In Denver, Col., Jan. 23. Edwin E. Ring, formerly of Portland. Me., and Miss Jennie L. Cavanaugh
of Denver.
In Damariscotta, Jan. 23, Jos. L. York of Nobleboro and Miss Abbie E. Day of Abington.
In Skowhegan. Dec. 30, Lyman Grant and Miss
Mary H. Band lett, both of Solon.

For current expenses.
For outstanding bills—

Sid fm

Tagal.

1882.

-812,000

4.000

-810,000

For current expenses. .-812,000
For painting buildings and other repairs....
1,000

§13,000

amounting to 81000.
The super.litendent, Mr.

J. It. Farrington,
reports that the whole number of boys iu the
institution L) jc. 1, 1879, was 122; committed
during the year, 41; returned, 3; making the
whole number iu the school during the year
100; 17 were discharged; 21 allowed to go on
trial; 2 escaped; 1 was indendured; 4 died; 1

[Latest by European steamers.]
Batavia Dec 13, Sumner R Mead, Parks,

Cheribon Dec 13tb, Monhegan, Duce. from
Batavia.
Sid fm Calcutta Dec 28th, Charter Oak,
Staples,
Boston; 29th, Isaac Skoltield, bishop, do.
Ar at Genoa Jan 13th, John O
Smith, Jones, from
Galvestou.

In this city, Jan. 31, Willie J., son of John and
Eliza Wescott, aged 20 years 22 days.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at No. 28 Hampshire street.
Tn Cape Elizabeth, Feb. 1, Mary Eliza, wife of
Jonn Brown, aged 52 years 16 days.
At Orr’s Island, Harpswell, Feb. 1, Mrs. Abby,
widow of the late Wm. A. Sylvester.
In Steep Falls. Jan. 27, of pneumonia, C. W. Anderson. aged 68 years 8 months.
in Boston, Jan. 31, Jas R. Ellison.
In West Beth, Jan. 24, Miss Velina J. Athearn,
aged 75 years.
In Durham, Jan. 29, P. C. Shaw, aged 64 years.
In Rockland, Jan. 19, Oscar Sheppard, aged 70
years.

SPOKKft.
Jan 7, lat 24 N, Ion 21 W, ship St Stephen,
Doug
lass, from IJverpool for Wilmington.
Jan 20, lat 46 40, Ion 41 10, ship Wm II Marcy,
from New York for Liverpool.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

BAILING DAl’N OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

Wisconsin.New
Aihambra.New

Odds and fcncls

FOR

Feb
York..Liveri>ool
York..Martinique.. .Feb

Santiago.New York..St Jago,

Feb

Atlas.New
Algeria— .New
City of Montreal.. New
At* *•.New

York. .Liverpool
Feb
York.. Liverpool_Feb
York Liverpool_Feb
York.. Ft au Prince. Feb
Feb
Saratoga.New York H wan*
Herder.New York..Hamburg
Feb
Andes.New York.. Kingston
Feb
York.
Feb
Augustus.New
.Laguayra
Lake Nepigon.Portland
Feb
Liverpool
Britanic.New York..New York....Feb
Feb
Circassian.Halifax.Liverpool
Parthia.New York..Liverpool
Feb
Crescent City.New York.. Aspin wall
Feb
Baltic.New York..Liverpool
Feb
City of Berlin.New York..Liverpool-Feb
Helvetia..New York..Liverpool-Feb
Lake Winnipeg-Portland
Liverpool....Feb
Colon.New Y ork. Aspin wall_Feb
—

—

—

—

—

1
1
1
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
9
10
10
12
12
18
20

That must be closed out.
Ladies’ Pebble Goat Button Boots, $2.00
“
Kid Button Boots,
’2.00
“
French Straight Goat. “
3.00
“
Button Newports, Extra,
1.25
“
1.00
Newport Ties,
“
1.25
Fancy Slippers,
“
Warm Slippers,
50c to 1.25
Misses’ S liool Bntt.on Boots,
1.15
“
French Kid Dancing Boots, 2.50
“
1.25
Newports, hand made,
Child’s Kid Boots, bl’k & colored,
.50
“
Graiu Bals,
1.00
Men’s English Graiu Bals,
3.50
“
“
“
3.50
Congress,
“
Newark Hand Sewed Uu. Boots 5.00
“
Wesuolt Calf Button Boots,
3.75
“
Rubber B iots,
2 50
“
Pure Gum Boots,
3.00
Ladies’ Rubbers, first quality,
.35
2.50
Imported Canadian Overshoes,

MINIATURE ALMANAC
..FEBRUARY 2.
rises..7.17 I H'gh water, (r. m.) 1.53
sets.5.11 | Moon sets.
10.04

Sun
Sun

MARINE

NEWS.

M.G. PALMER

FORT OF PORTLAND.

feb2

TUESDAY. Feb 1.

dtf

Arrived.

(Br)

Gibson,

STATE OF MAINE.

Liverpool—

Steamer New Brunswick, Thompson, St John,
NB, via Kastport for Boston.
Sob Augusta E Herrick, Herrick, St Andrews Bay

February 2d. A. D. 1881.
Cumberland, ss.
rilHISis to give notice that on the thirty-first day
A of January, A. D. 1881, a wjirraut in Insol-

Sch City Point, Bolton, Cashe’s Bank.
chor and 20 fathoms cable.

JORDAN, of Cape Elizabeth,
in said county of Cumberland, adjudged to be an
insolvent debtor on petition of said debtor, which
petition was filed on the thirty-first day of January. A. D. 1881, to which date interest on claims
is to be computed;
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor, to or for his use, and the delivery and transfer of
any property byhim are forbidden by law:
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assig-

with

ENOS L.

an-

Cleared.

Eleanora, Bragg, New York—Henry

Steamship
Fox.

Barque Payson Tucker, Tucker, Cardenas—Geo S

Hunt & Co.

Barque Hancock, Richardson, Matanzas—A L
Ilobsou, and Geo S Hunt & Co.
Sch J A Hatry, (new, 170) Stilphen, St Pierre—
A L Hobson.
Sch Abbie Burslev, Farker, Cienfr.egos—Phinney

estate, will be held at a Court
of Insolvency to be holden at the Probate Court
room iu said Portland, on MONDAY,
the »wentvtirst day of February, A. D. 1881, at ten o’clock in

OUR

the forenoon.

Given under my hand the date first above written,

at

CORRESPONDENT.

BANKRUPTCY.—District Court of the
United States, District of Maine. In the matter
of Blake & Lincoln, Bankrupts.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court this Thirt>-first day of January, by John F. Blake of Portland, a Bankrupt,
individually and as a member of the firm of B1 »ke
and Lincoln, praying that they mav he decreed

IN

Rath— In addition to those

co-partnership, provable
rupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be ban
upon the same, on the Fourth clay of April, A.
D. 1881, before the Court in Portland, in said District. at 10 o’clock A. M., and that notice thereof be
published in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland Press, newspapers printed in said District once a
week for three successive weeks, and once in the
weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to
be thirty days at least before the day of hearing, and
that all 'creditors who have proved their debts and
other persons in interest, may appear at said time
and place and show cause if any they have, why the
prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court, for said District.
fel>2,9&l C&wlt5
ual

B W & H F Morse have a large schooner in fram*,
to be oft* in a few months.
Aitbur Sen all, Esq, will build a ship of about
2000 tons.
At the Hitchcock yard a ship of 2000 tons is in
frame, work on which was suspended last fall, hut
will be resumed in March.
It is estimated that 30,000 ton9 of shipping will
be built on the Kennebec this year.

and

Ar at Falmouth

Francisco, (Oct 1.)
Ar

at

31st, ship

I/verpool 31st,

L J

steamer

Portland.

Sid fm Yokohama Dec
erhouse, for Iloilo.

BANKRUPTCY. District Court of the
United Slates. District of Maine. In the matter of Charles H. Johnson, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court, this Thirty-first day of Januarv, by Charles H. Johnson of Portland, a Bankrupt,
praying that he may be decreed to have a full discharge from all his debts provable uuder the Bankrupt Act; and upon reading said Petition,
1’ is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on the Fourth day of April, A. D.
1881, before the Court in Portland in said District,
at 10 o’clock a. in., and that notice thereof be published in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland
Press, newspapers printed in said District, once a
week or three successive weeks, and once in the
Weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication
to be thirty days at least before the day of hearing,
and that all creditors who have proved their debts

IN

Morse, Ames, San

Brooklyn, Lyndall,

31, ship S F Hersey, Wat-

iflEMOIUNDA.
Ship S F Hcrsev, Waterhouse, on the voyage from
Newport, E, to Yokohama, experienced bad weather
and damaged deck, washed oft main hatch, and
shipped large quantities of water and damaged the
cargo of coals. She sailed from Yokohama Dec 31
for Iloilo.
The crew of snip the Forest Eagle, before reported wrecked at sea, were picked up Jan 9th and
landed at Madeira.
Ship Pactolus, Colcord, at San Francisco from
Philadelphia, reports heavy weather to Cape Horn.
When just north of the equator took a hurricane
and sprung maintopgallant mast and lost sails.
Barque naml D Carlton, from Cardiff for Singapore. before reported at St Thomas in distress, was
repairing Jan 21 and would soon be ready for sea.
Sch Alfred Keen was sold by auction 31st for
$1000 to Henry S Cook.
Sch Nellie Scott, which put into St Thomas in distress, has repaired and was reloading Jan 21.

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 27th, ship Belle Morse,
Hutchins, Bremen via Key West.
Ar 26th, barque Sagadahoc, Sheeban, New York.
PORT EADS—Ar 30th, sch Mt Pleasant, Wallace,
MOBILE—Ar 31st, sch White Sea, Storer. from
Port Spain.
Cld 31st. sch Delhi, Lynam, Mayaguez.

PENSACOLA—Ar

26th,

brig Golconda, Hall,

Boston.

DaRIEN-Cld 31st, sell Robie L Foster, Foster,
Win Jones, Boston.
BRUNSWICK—Cld 27th, sell L A Lewis, Fletch-

Bath:

SAVANNAH—Ar 30th, sch Belle Higgins, from

New York.
Sid 31st, sch C

W Lewis, for Brunswick.
CHARLESTON—Cid 31st, sch Geo Washington,
Parsons. Kingston. Ja.
PORI’ ROYAL, SC—Sid 30th, sch Stella M Ken-

yon, for New York.
WILMINGTON, NC— Cld 20th. sch Warren J
Crosby. Atwood, Port Antonio.
NORFOLK—Ar 27th, sch Freddie Walter, Hard

ing Portland.

BALTIMORE—Ar 30th, barque Hattie G McFarland, McFarland, Brunswick, Ga.
Ar 31st, sch Ruth Darling, Chipman, Charleston.
Ar 1st, brig Lahaiua, Crowley. New Orleans.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 31st, ship John T Berry,

Jordan,

Havre.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 20th, ship John 1
Havre via Hampton Roads; brig J F
Merry, Bradley, Turks island.
Sailed, barque Mary G Reed; sebs Mary E Van
Cleat, Harmona, and others.
NEW YORK—Ar 31st. steamer British Empire,
sch H W McColly, Doughty. Washfrom

iiavana;

Baltimore.
Sid 31st, sch

:i

1880.

?st,

$91,783,786

02

ly.
$4,324,447.93
1,013,741.04

Aimuitios.
Dividends.
Surrendered Policies and
Additions.
(Total paid Policy-holders

44

BAILEY & CO.,

0.

HOUSE and CARRIAGE MART,
Plum

Street,

Port laud Me.

Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. M.
Celebrated t ourord llnrueaa

A gen la for the

23,993.88

3,299,734.00
3,898,777.01

—

$13,100,094.40.)
Commissions, (payment of
Current and extinguishment of future).
Contingent tiuarautee Ac'ct

41

44

44

44

Dr.
To

G77,2t>5.70

44

247,832.09
742,073.71

Balance to New Accouut..

87,128,241.30

$102,900,210.29

RiLtKCKSBKET.

Reserve at four per cent.§86,042,571.30
Claims by death not yet due.
721,996.04
Premiums paid in advance.
26,451.62
Surp us and Contingent Guarantee Fund.
4,344,767.16

By

ir.

19,016,202.00
7,720 931.94
7,174,134.10

Cash in Banks and Trust Companies at interest.
Interest accrued.
Premiums deferred,
quarterly
and semi-annual.
Premiums in transit, principally
for December.
Balance due by Agents.

§91,735,786.02

1,951,580.91

834,440.82

reduced

1878

in

about

15

,

BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
Frederick S. Winston, George S Coe,
;GeorgeC.Richardson, John H. Sherwood
William Betts,
John K. Develix,
Alexander H. Rice,
George H. Andrew’s,
bAMUEL E. SritOULL-S,
MARTIN' BATES,
WILLIAM F. BABCOCK,
ROBERT OLYPITAN’T *

Cornell,

W. D.

Seymore L. Husted,
| F. KatchfordStarr, George F. Bv u
Oliver H. Palmer,
[Frederick H. Cossitt, Ben.i B. Siiei ian
Lewis May,
Jos Thompson
(Henry E. Davies,
A.
Dudley O'lcott
McCurdy, Oliver Harriman,
jRichard
IJames C. Holden,
Thomas Dickson,
Anson Stager
| Hermann C. von Post, |Henry w. Smith,
|Frederick Cromwell

LITTLE, General Agent,

Office, 31 Exchange St., Portland.

feb2

some

Special

Bargains:

NIGHT ROBES!
NO. 9.
Oae broad aud four narrow lucks each
aide o» bosom, three tucka on aleere, cambric rufll* in centre, and around neck aud
aleere. Price 63 centa.
NO. 4.

York, January 20,188],

Samuel M.

We quote prices of

116,330.03
15,977.71

.$81,735,780.02

...

Lucius Robinson,
William Smith Brown,
Samuel P. Babcock,
Henry A. Shythe,
William E. Dodge,

UNDERWEAR.

$91,'. 35,786.02

the premium rates charged for insurance ix rnis c
impanv were
PER CE ST ON ORDINARY LIFE POLICIES.

New

COTTON

1,381,271.87

tho New York Standard of torn- and a half per cent Interest ba used, the
Surplus is over
§11.000,000.
From the Surplus, as apoears In the Balance Sheet, a Dividend will be
apportioned to each Policy which
shall be in force at its auniversity in 1881.

A8SETS

LADIES’

Bonds Secured by Mortgages on
Heal Estate.$53,524,91 G.G4

United States and other Bonds..
L >ans on Collaterals.
Beal Estate

|

SALE OF

949,512.43

Taxes and Assessments
Expeuses.

§102,900,210.29

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Four cluster* of aeren tucka, centre piece
of inserting with Hamburg edge around,
tucked sfierre a itk edge.
A Great Bargain. 93 centa.

NO. iO.
*olid tucked yoke with Hamburg around,
ruffled Hamburg iu neck and centre piece,
flowing aleere, with tucked cambric and
Hamburg edge, three wide in back. Price
• 1.38.
We carry in atock over thirty atylea of
Night Robea. Pricca from 48 cento to an
Elegant Robe at 87.

CHEMISES!
NO. 33.
Yoke of fine and wide tncks witk stltcked
bond and
center piece
of
around;
inserting with Hamburg edge around
center neck and sleeves, $1.

edge

Rubber Goods.

STATE OF .HAIM;.
Cumberland,

February 2d, A.

ss.

D. 1881.

notice
that on the first
day
January, A. D. 1881, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued out of the Court of
Insolvency for said county of Cumberland against
the estate of said
is

THIS

to
of

give

FRANK W. CURTIS, of Portland,
in the said county of Cumberland, adjudged
to be an Insolvent Debtor, on
petiti >n of
said debtor, which
pethi n was filed on the
First day of February, A. D. 1881, to which date

interest on claims is to be comupted;
That the payment of any debts to or by said
debtor, ana the transfer and delivery of any property by bi»u are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor,
to prove their debts and
choose one or more
assignees of his estate, will bo held at a Court of
Insolvency, to be holdeu at the Probate Court
room in
Portland, on Monda y the twen y-flr t
day of 1'ebrutry, A. D. 1881, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written

GEO. W. PARKER.

Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court
vency for said County of Cumberland.

of Insol-

feb2&9

Found.
bill dropped
my
while receiving
ON teamster
pay for hide.
have the
th^ floor of

by

a

Owner can

feb2 d3t*

A- J.

a

The

a

same by proving pr
rf.y.
BUCKNAAI, Morrill’s Corner.

In addition to

LESSON* IN PAINTING.

LEMONT’S
TEA

Beds,
Air Cushions,
Air

Air Brake Hose,
Air Pillows,

Aprons lor I.allies.
Aprons for Chil-lreu,
Ice and Brick
Makers,

Aprons

for Mechanics.
a alia Shaft Battles.

a new

FINE k FANCY GROCERIES,

and I am prepared to furnish my customers with
first-class g »0'ls at bottom prices.
Our Teas. Coffees and spices are the finest in the
market. Also choice brands of

as

cheap

as can

be found in

^REYIEtnBER

THE

Flour,

Portland.

jan27

w

“GUI NET”

BLACK SILKS.
We have secured through a Sew York
importing house a fnll line of the justly
celebrated “Gurnet” Black Silks, at
from 15 to 37 cts. per yard less than the
same qualities have ever been sold be-

fore.
We shall give our customers, for the
present, the benefit of this purchase,
and offer these goods at the following

|

Class 1
flats 4
$1.00
$1.75
“
“
2
1.25
5
2.00
“
“
3
1.50
6
2.50
An inspection will convince any one
that these Silks are cheaper than the
same qualities have ever been offered.
We shall show a drive in Summer
Silks at 50 cts. per yd. Friday morning.

492 and 494

Ladies’Capt-s with Hoods
ladies’ Aprons,
Mats for Doors.
Mats t >r Pitchers,
Mats lor Baths,
Mats of Kelt.

N urging Sheeting,
Nipphs,

Packing,

Camp Blankets.
Cups.
Misses' Goss-

Circulars,

Circulars, Ladies,

Misses

Gossamer.

Coats, Luster.
Gossamer,
Coats, Firemen.
Cots. Finger.

*•

Hospitals.
Chairs,

Clerk of District

feb2,i>,lG&wlw5
A Fanner and His Wife
aiter the tirst of April
next, as tenants of a pleasaut homestead
which produces about twenty tons of hay, and a
similar proportion of other New England crop®, situated in Gorham, N. H., two miles from the village and
railway station. Please cmnmuuicate at once, personally or by letter, with the subscriber, giving
reliable references.
HENRY C. PEABODY,
100 Exchange Street. Portland, Maine.
dlt&\r.'5w5
fel>2

ARE

desired

oil or soon

Set*

Caps with Capes.

Childs Bibs.
Caps lor Water.
Ice.
Cups and Tumblers.
Chair Tips.
Covering- for Hats.

Ten atyles from 50 ct*. to 91*75*

Sponge Bags.
Stamp Gum.

*•

Stationer’s Gum.
Steam Hose.
Steam Packing.
Suction Hose.

Surgical Bandages.
Spinal Ice Bags.

Bands.

ceii

Drinking Cops.
Davidson Syringe.

losing

luuacfy

Pouch.

No. 140.
Vs an Kxtra Bargain made of good cotton, with Are luck, and cambric ruffle,
NO cl».

Tliimbles.

Dress Shield.
I>py Urinals.

No. 144.

Teething Pads.
Teething Kiugs.

Druggists Articles.

Two clusters of tacks

Tobacco Pouches.
Tubs, bath.

Tubing.

Clothing.

Tumblers.
Throat ice Bags.
Umbilical Belts.
Urinal Bags.
Ulster Coats.
Ulster, Gossamer.

Elastic Bands.

Kings.

Ear Syringe.
Eye .syringe.

Embossed Matting.

Valves, Cloth.
Valves, Packing.
Ventilating inner Soles.
Wading Boots.
Wagon Spring.

Folding Pails.
Finger Cots.

Syringes.

Firemens Coats.

Water Bags.
Water Beds.
^ater Bottles.
Water <,ai s.
Water Buckets.
Water Pails.
Wringer Rolls.
Wagon Covers.
Washers for Glass Tubes

Clothing.

Felt Mats.

Fire Buckets.
Force Cups.

Gas Tubing.
Gloves.

Gossamer Coats.

Caps.

Gutta Percha.

Washers and Rings.

Bags.

and

tacked

cam-

bric ruffle, 91*50.
No.
Fine

cloth,

seren

144.

tucks and

burg ruAle, 92.50.
Other styles iu stock.

Valves.

Endless Belts.

Rubber Goods of every
description made to order.
Steamboat, Railroad and

Engineer's supplies.
Steam

Vacuum

and

wide

Ham-

Infants’ Dresses!
Thirty-two styles,
90.

to

prices from 50 cts.

®“The above goods will be for sale In
We
spacious Suit and Cloak Room.
an inspection of prices,
styles and

our

solicit

workmanship, feeling

conAdeut thut the
ladie. of Portland and vicinity will And it
to their interest to purchase of us, as we
positively guarantee our prices as low as
in any market.

Congress St.

lst£

BOOTS,
SHOES,
RUBBERS.
in all the leading slylcs at prices
as low as can lie 'ouud in 1 he city.
All goods guaranteed to be as

represented.

Ladies’ and Gents’ Hoots made
to order at reasonable prices.

492 and 494 Congress St.

jan29

isdtf

FOR SALE—SPECIAL BARGAIN.
stock, fixtures and good will of an old

The

established

Wholesale and Retail Grocery Store.
business of
hundred thousand dol-

doing a

J. & E. R. BARROUR,
Exchange Street,

PORTLAND.

MAINE.

jan31

eod2w

over one

lars a year, situated on one of the best business
streets in Boston. A fine chance for an aciive. goahead business man to commence business with a
cleau stock of goo as aud an established cash trade.
This is an opportunity which seldom occurs of entering into business with an established trade,
which can be increased to double its volume bv an
active, pushing business mao. The whole will be
sold low to a cash customer, the present owner
having other business which requires his whole attention. Parties desiring to purchase can address
the undersigned, who will cheerfully give all desired information.
J. J. W., Quincy House, Bostox, Mass.
jo.

AT HALF PRICE.
In order not to carry over any of our
winter garments, we are going (o make
a larger sacrifice than was ever offered
in this city. (live us a call and you can
j see that our prices are lower than you
; can lied elsewhere.

H AMBURGS.
We have just received a
splendid
stock of Hamhurgs, and our custimers
tell us they are prettier styles, aud prices
lower than (hey have seen elsewhere.
Come and look our assortment over.

iiii Remnants Half Price.
MRS.
7

Trimmed Hats same.
I. P. JOHNSON,

CLAPP’S

BLOCK.

For tli* next ten days I will sell all Trimmed Hat*
at oue-half price. A la*ge lot of elegant Fancy
Kibbms in reuinauts, 1 will close at tbe same rate.
A few dozen of

Mousse & Alexandre Best Kid Gloves
jauIU

1 OK

OMK

DOLLAR.

dlw

GAS FIXTURES.
STUDLEY,
BJ.WIUMUCo. 253 Middle Street.
]anlO

COR. UNION STREET,

it,
may lega’ly come
Union Ha l, on FRIDAY EVENING, Feb. 11th, at
half-past seven o’clock. A prompt and full attendance is requested.
F. H. CLOYES, Secretary.

W. G-.

TEAS,

Horse For Sale.

dtd

sorrel,
face, 8 years old,
1000 lbs., kind every
J ah
(SOLOR
way, good
and worker.
Sold for
ait

Osborne,
Dealer in

SPICES

use

top

reader
no fault, the owner has no
for him. Also a good sleigh, harness and beach
A. K. KA l'« >X,
wagon by
:188 Congress St., corner .Market St.

fcbl

(OFFICE

AND

dlw*

I

OBAC'CO,

Th.iuu.

Block,

STAIRS,)
l OK'I LAND, MAINE,
junto
d&wlmo

weight

4
-r A
rarv

J.

eodSwtf

No. OO i'J lloiiiiuerciul

white

ALBERT

Pillow Shams!

Syringes.

taper Cloth,
Diapers.
b

ness as

Notice.

from 64.73 to 640.00.

Corset Covers!

Springs.
Springs, Cars.
Springs, Wagon.

Wholesale
Haydn
Under Falmouth Hotel.
dll
jan24
Annual Meeting of the Ilaydn Association,
and
such
other
FLOUR,
busiTHEfor the choice of officers
MOLASSES,
wi'l he he d in
before

G. ROLLINS is admitted as a partner
in our tirm from January 1st, 1881.
feb2 dlw
OWEN', MOORE & CO.

shall

wc

Bridal Trosseau!

Sou’ Westers.

Springs.
Cupping Cups.

Association-

feb2

In walking and underskirts
display over 40 styles.

Sheeting.

Invalids.

Car

Funnels.
Fountain

cam-

Rubber Darn.
Shalt Rubber.
Sink Scrapers.

Carriages.

Dilators.
Drill Tabes.
Dull Finished
Erasers.

tucked

$3.

Rings, Teething.
Repairing Cloth.

Covers lor Horses.

broad

No. 84.

Packing, Pision.
Pouches, Tobacco.
Rings and Bands.

Cotton Hose.

*■

Neven tuck* above

Hamburg inserting between ten fine
tuck* above 11 inch line Hamburg ruffle,

Pillows, Air.
Packing, Fibrous.
Packing, PI in.
Packing, Pure.

amer.

Cushions for

SKIRTS!

$3.43.

Pails for water.
Penciis.
Pessaries.
Pure Rubber.
Paiis.
Pad* Teething.

Screws.

8

ter of Blake & Lincoln, Bankrupts.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court this Thirty-first day of January
by John W. Lincoln of Portland, a Bankrupt, indivi ually and a* a member of the firm of Blake &
Lincoln, praying that they may be decreed to have
a f ill discharge from all their debts, individual and
copartnership, provable under the Bankrupt Act:
ami upon reading sai l Petition,
It is Ordered by the Court that a hoarL g be had
upon the same, on the Fourth dav of April, A. I>.
1881, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock a. m., and that notice thereof be published in the Portlaud Advertiser and the Portland
Press, newspapers printed in said District, once a
we-‘k for three successive Weeks, and once iu the
weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to
be thirty days at least before the day of bearing,
and ‘hat all creditors who have proved their debts

WM. P. PREBLE,
Court for said District.

wide
64.

bric ruffle, with autique inserting between
antique edge, with cambric ruffle under,

Sprinklers,

Jlose,
Ladies’ Gossamer,

ed.

BANKRUPTCY—District Coifrt for the
Unite'! States, District of Maine. In the mat

ed.

61.

Neca Pillows,

Lawn
Linen

raus.

Gauges repaired and test-

jan 27

time and place, and show cause, if any they ave,
why the prayer of said petition should not be grant-

three

Hamburg

Mechanic’s Aprons,
Miitens,
Nursing Bottles,

Spine.

...

IN

with

prices:

Clerk of District Court for said District.

feb2,9,10&wl\v5

ruffle

No.

Leg; ins,

Buckets auti Pails.
Brewers ilose.
Boots and Shoes.
Bags lor urinal.
Ba h Cap.
Bn asl .Suield.
Brake Hose.

Gas

cambric
cl*.

No. 63.
Deep lie in, nine tacks, extra heavy cotton, 48 cts.
No. 68.
Two large tucks between two clusters of
five fine tucks, six inch cambric raffle
with nine tine lucks, 73 cts.
No sack
value ever offered in Portland.
No. 69.
Wide Hamburg ruffle, with six tncks
above, $1.
No. 74.
Two clusters of six fine tncks, wide Hamburg ruffle, $1.64*
No. 81.

ice A prons.
Ice Bag for

Bottles, Water,

Fine

tucked

cl*.

tuck*,

Two clualer* of *eren flue luck*,
Hamburg ruffle with Torchon edge,

Ice and \Vat*-rCaps.
Invalid Cushions,

Ice.

*•

edge, 73

ater Bottles.
Cushions.
Hard Kubner thimble.

lUitUt.

ADAM LEMONT,
Corner Congress and Atlantic Sts.
dI

narrow

Linen.
Cotton.

Hospital

Bags for Water.

Door

Kroud tuck between «ix

Hot W

Big syringes.
Bags tor Uas.

PLACE.

No. 34.
Henry cotton, 1 tuclu, wide hrut, 43
No. 31.

Keels.

Combs.
Corks.

of

and

DRAWERS!

Hard Kubber Syringe.

Cell! nt.
Chamber Covers.
Coats.

LEMONT &
bought out the old firm
HAVING
TOBIE. I have thoroughly refitted the old
store and added
lot of

neck

Pipes

Belting.

Can.ie

in

Twenty-five styles of Chemise are now in
stock, including lots priced goods, fine
muslin, elegantly trimmed Cambric and
hand embroidered French percale.

Petroleum.
Brewers.

Hats.
Horse Covers.
Hose Couplings.

Bibs.
Blank' ts.
Boys Coats,
iirea.-t Pumps.
Bolhs.

••

tucks, five] in-

ruffle

Cumbcic tucked, rutile, 43 •!*.
No. 33.
Hamburg inverting, eight luck*,

Hair Pins.

Bandage Gum,

Bands an Kings.
Bath tubs.
Mats.

Carpeting.
Catarrhal SyriDge.

Comer Congressjt Atlantic Sts

Sfc. Louis & Patent

Grain Drill Tubes.
Gum Boots.
Gaskets and Kings.
Hose for Suction.
Steam.

clnstersof 49 fine

setting*, Hamburg
sleeve, $4.

complete line

a

Opes.
Caps.

STORE,

Four

of Rubber Goods.

di‘u

TO**. J. It. IIUOSMtrf will receive pupils in
Oil and Water Color Painting.
For terms apply at his rooms, 201V2 Middle St.
Ieb2
eod2w

Boots and Shoes

our

have added

we

Beds for Water.
“
Air.

and other persons in interest, may appear at said
time and place, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petition should not bo grant
ed.
WM. P. PREBLE,

lor

Hiaain, Boyd, New York.
NEWPORT—In port 30th, sell Abbie S Emery,
for Rockland; Addie M Chadwick,
New
York
Arey,
Baltimore for Boston.

ALLS<

55,933.188.97)

Berry, Jordan,

ington. NC.
Cld 31st, ship Criterion, Brown, Bremen; barque
N Gibson, Bailey. Anjitr, for orders; brig Harry
*
Smith, Weeks. Buenos Ayres.
Passed the Gate 31st sclis Brave, Prospect, and
Rival, from New York for-.
VViCKFORD—At anchor outside 31st, brig Dauntless, Blake, from Providence for Orient; sch Stephen G Hart, Torrey, do for do; Carrie S Hart, do

It.
W.

AUCTIONEER*,

December

'•

under the Bank-

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

Brixham 30th, barque Henry Knight, Pen"

dleton, Charleston.

F.

REVENUE ACCOUNT.

feb2&9

previously noticed, a ship of 1800 tons is being built
by John McDonald, to be off in June, and the frame
for another is being got out in Virginia.
Messrs Deering & Donnell have a schooner in
frame and a contract for a fisherman of 60 tons.
Augustus Palmer has a schooner of 200 tons in
frame, to be off next summer.
Albert Hatliorn has sent the moulds south for the
The keel will be
frame for a ship ot 2200 tons.
placed earlv in the spring.

Ar at

WINSTON,

ending

3

C

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchsudlse evury Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a. m
oe3dt
Consignment* solicited.

18 13.

To Balance from last account.$86,705,515.68 | By paid Death Claims.
Premiums received. 12,275,5*9 10
-Mature, 1 Endowments.
luterest and Kents.
4,81,6,105.45
(Total claims—

GKO. \V. PARKER,
Deputy SherilF, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said Comity of Cumberland

WISCASSET, Jan 25—Ar, sch Emeline, Roberts,
Portland.
Jan 26—Ar, sch Carl D Lothrop, McRitchie, from
Boston.
Sid, sch Geo M Adams, Standish, Galveston.
Jan 29—Sid, sch Bessie E Dickinson, DeLay, for a
southern port.
Siiipuuildino

of his

nees

& Jackson.
Sch Kate M Hilton, Adams, Havana—Nutter,
Kimball & Co.
Sch E P Rogers. Oliver, Boston, with cargo ex sch
Crusoe, from Machias—.
Sch J S Lane. Eaton, Bath—Dana & Co.
FROM

Year

Dr.

vency was issued out of ihc Court of Insolvency for
said Comity of Cumberland, against the estate of

a market.
herring L>for
I/’-,.,...!.
V..n.ninn

Lost

the

18 Kachanf

BA ILK 7.

President.

BEST'S

Ar at

er, New York.
..

For

IN

O.

F.

No. 39.

DEATHS.

Glasgow.

for tlie years 1881 and 1882:
1881.

F. S.

Portland.

Corpus Christ!.

The trustees of the State Reform School, in
their annual report to the Governor and Council, recommend the following appropriations

ESTABLISHED

Antonio Sala, Mitchell, do.
Ar at Cardenas Jan 22. brigs
Dirigo, Collin, Nassau, NP; 24th, Helen O Phinuey, Sylvester, Havana
sch Mary E Long, Hardy, Portland; 26th, Emma L
Hall, Perry. New York.
Sid 22d, brig Josefa, Garrison, North of Hatteras
24th, sch Norman, Reed. do.
Cld at St John, NB, 29th, sch Julia S, McIntyre.

OOmESTIC FORTH.

Officers and Trustees.

Portland.

Ar at Matanzas Jan 26th, sch John II
Converse,
Leighton, Pensarola.
Sid 23d, sch John Bird, Smith, North of Hatteras
2oth, brig E H Williams, Gould, do; 26th, barque

1TURBIAGE8.

SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 22d, ship Storm King,
Reed. Queenstown.
GALVESTON—Old zotn, sen naiuDury, jninoc,

Twenty-Seventh Annual Report of Its

Mutual Lite Insurance Co., of lew York.

Tuxpan.

NOTICE.—For the past thirty three years
“CONG BESS” Yeast Powder has been extensively

officiate next Sunday.
STATE REFORM SCHOOL.

Malcaroona

ior

Ar at St

passengers and mdse to D Torrance & Co.

Pulp Patents.
Me. Editor:—I am entirely unacquainted

uay

sonville.

Those who are seeking information on insur
ance will do well to call on Mr. Little,
who
has been its agent for more than 37 years.

Steamship Toronto,

m.

wmL-ari'ure, aua saueu same

Roads.
Ar at St Thomas Jan
9th, barque John J Marsh.
b alker, New York.
Sid Jan ?,
brig Daphne, Munroe, Nagnabo, to load
tor North of
Hatteras; 16th, brig Jos Clark, Whitney, Cuba.
Sldfm Demarara Jan
3d, brig Abbie Clifford.
Storer, Turks Island.
In port Jan 4, sch B F Farnham,
Davis, for Jack-

future.

standard and

Pierre Jan (Jth, sch R F Hart, McCobb.

--i

It has no new and unreliable schemes with
which to impose upon the public credulity, its
past 38 years of succes sful and satisfactory results ought to bo sufficient guarantee as to the

are

Jacksonville,—both discharging.

F. O. BAILEY X CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

-OF THE-

Jamaica.
At Barbadoe3 Jan
8, brig Charlotte, Briggs, from
New York, disg; sch A S
Wiley, Simmons, unc.
Ar at Deraarara Dec
28, brig Starlight,Thompson.
Trinidad; sch Post Boy, Gott, New York.
Slo Dec 31,
brig A J Pettengill, Davis, Hampton

L._il.nf

among its trustees are such substantial and
reliable men as Wm. E. Dodge, Sam’l D. Babcock, Ex-Gov. Robinson, Gov. Cornell, Geo. S.
Coe of New York, Ex-Gov. Alexaude H. Rice,
Geo. C. Richardson of Boston, and many other
well-known bankers and business men.

Powder

from
Ar at St

Portland.
Ar at St Pierre Jan
5th, sch Paul Seavey, Young,
*'
Baltimore.
Ar at
Laguayra Oth inst, brig Rocky Glen, Higgins, Savannah.
Ar at Antigua Jan
5, sell M M Chase, McLearn,

but is paying better interest than government

Gen. S. J. Anderson and Hon. Nathan Webb.
The standing committee will meet at 10 a.
m. in the library, and
the business meeting
will take

t

was

Considerable expense lias been incurred in
changing the sewerage system, a work which
was rendered imperatively necessary by tlie
fact that considerable sickness was prevailing
in the school which was traced to bad drain
age. The trustees speak iu complimentary
terms of all the officers of the school.
Mr. Albion Little, the treasurer, reports
that the total amount received from all sources
during the year was 919,741.06. All this lias
been used and there are outstanding bills

Meteorological Beport for January.

Fellows00<1

BALES.

AUCTION

STATEMENT

litndforNewYork.218*'

root.

last in my office Oct. 2!)tb he bad
no amalgam fillings in his mouth. I inserted one
artificial ciown on a wood pivot and filled
several teet1' with artificial bone.
The trouble with Capt. L'scomb’s teeth
commenced with abscess on the root of the
right upper eye tooth.
By the above statement it will be seen that from whatever source
the poisoning may have come it did not come
from the fillings in his teeth.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

_NEW

.imo;«?or °Cala^POrti

arsenic about his mouth.

Sulphuric and carbolic acid only in

in their assortment.

Highest barometer, ll)th.30*676
Lowest barometer, 14th.’ ]
.29 *503

coated with ice.

New Portland Theatre.
dramatic elements of the
many special sensational

The appropriations for the past two years have
been too small to meet the current expenses of
the school and make the necessary repairs.

Mean Barometer

was

Next Friday aud Saturday Jay Rial’s great
double comDany will appear iu Uncle Tom at

thing in the rubber line, as well as boots and
shoes, and it was a capital thought to enumerate alphabetically all the articles to he found

ent.

The steamer

TOM’S CABIN.

more

ical observations

minion line, arrived here yesterday morning
from Liverpool after eleven days passage She
brought a heavy cargo aud eleven passengers.

UNCLE

rear

Feb. 8th. It is expected that a number of the
members of the Legislature will also be pres-

of the Do‘

delivered to the courts. The number in the
R M He»len,
ENo_Ar28tb’briK
sohool Dec. 1, 1S80, was 120.
Boston: sobs Elva E PettenOf those comi? !“?!* f?r
gi'l.
Hoboken
York,
,1
fordo;
K
Kouwell.
mitted during the past year 25 had been guilty
Spaulding
r'O" ork, t°[, Portsmouth; E & <1 VV Hinds, Hill,
of larceny, 9 of truancy, 2 assault, 1 malicious
Ba™h A Eeed- Gu*'tiU' ,!al
mischief 2 breaking and entering, 1 cheating
by false pretences and 1 was a common runa8C“ °ab0t' Bunker- Portway. Sixteen of those committed were from
were
for Wood’s Hole.
33
were
born
in
Barry
Messer,
Portland;
Maine; eight
,Sb! i?rl8t;.8c,H
8 H°le
15 years of ags, eight 11, seven 12, six 14, live
3*St’ SCb8 ° D Witbere11. and B J
Sixteen
13, lour 10 and one each 8, it and Hi.
3l8t* 8cbs Ban'l Webster, Roberts,
rw?i?THN'~Pld
had intemperate parents; Eixteen had lost
Goree; Dreadnaught, Grilliii. Rockport, Me.
had
six
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stepfather; eight
mother;
parents.
FOREIGN PORTS.
The superintendent has found it imperativeAr atA^laide
prev to Jan 1, ship Undaunted,
the
Hamilton.
St John, KB.
ly necessary to spend more than
approprifm Vokohama Dec
ations. The drainage had to be improved and
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erhouse. Iloilo.
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30,
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Brown, for New York.
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the weather. The crops were seriously afJan 28, ship Alert, Crocker, for
tt
United States.
fected by the severe drouth of last summer.
I
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New York.
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Mutual Life Insurance Company.
P°rt Jan 0, ship Detroit, Adams, unc;
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The Annual Statement of this Great InstituMendota, Whitmore, for Baltimore; Isaac Hull, AdK Lyman. Pink ham, and Isaac
tion which is laid before our readers this mornJackson,
Welch, uuc: brig Maruna, Hammond, from New
ing, is w'orthy the attention of every consider- York; and others.
ate business man.
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Stlhomas.
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At Maceio Jan 10,
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Achorn, Baltimore.
In port Jan
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A Matter for Careful Consideration.
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MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

Free

KINSMAN,
Street,

Kilborn’s

opposite

Carnet

Store.
dtf

gert

CP

M. C. ill. A.
ST VTED Meeting of the Maine Charitable

Mechanic Association will be hehl in the IJbRoom, Mechanics Building, on THURSDAY
EVENING, February 3rd, at 7.30 o'clock,
febi dtn
U. b. SWIFT',Secretary.

SKATING ASSEMBLIES
Every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
Afternoon uud Eveniug.
I'll AM DLL R’M KAMO In attendance at
ning session.
Hereafter Juvenile Assemblies
forenoon and afternoon.

Ur“Prieee

as

usual.

eve-

will be Saturday

jan31 dtf

Sally Ray, of Leadville.

POETRY.
A Jacobite Song.

A Washerwoman Who Has Made a Fortune of a Million Dollars.

Ken ye ought of brave Lochiel?
Or ken ye ought of Airly?
They have belted oa their bright broad swords,
And oft'awa’ wi’ Charlie.
Now bring me tire, my merry, merry men,
And bring it red and yarely—
At mirk midnight there flashed a light
O’er the topmost towers of Airly.

yon, quo’ tlio *ude Lochiel,
Which gleams so red and rarely?
By the God of my kiu, quo’ young Ogilvie,
it's my ain bounie bame f Airly!
Put up your sword, said the brave Lochiel,
And calm your mood, quo’ Charlie;
Ere morning glow we’ll raise a lowe

What lowe is

F

O,

brighter

ar

thau bonnie

Mrs. Sarah Kay arrived in Buffalo, the other
day, from Leadville, on her way to New York,
whither she had gone for the purpose of locating her daughter, Cora, in a school, and ar-

ranging for the future care of a little Mexican
girl whom she had in charge. Mrs. Bay has a
history which, if published, would read like a
She has dug in mines, fought in
wars with Indians side by side with
her busband, scoured the plains on horseback as a
scout, and became an expert in the business;
romance.

Airly,

fair tower’s my native tower!
Nor wilLit soothe my mourning,
Were London palace, tower, and town,
As last and brightly burning.
It’s no my liame—my father’s name,
That reddens my cheek sae sairlie—
But my wife, and twa sweet babes 1 left
To smoor iu the trauke of Airly.
vou

helped

found the city of Leadville, being the
first white woman who ever dared venture
tbore; mapped out roads, built houses, took in
washing from the Leadville miners, and is today in possession of a fortune that pays her an
income of §30,000

a

A reporter paid

Facts About that Bugbear of

the South In Congress.

[Washington Republican.]

Although

is

allusions to what

termed

the

“carpel-bap element” are less frequent than
formerly, it by no means follows that the
tem[>orary ascendency of the Democratic party
iu the national legislature lets resolved the
into an unknown political quantity. Nor is it necessarily true that the muchabused carpet-bagger has been
completely
eradicated from the body politic simply be-

“grip-sack”

of the

cause

successful

enforcement of

tlic

shot-gun policy in certain localities and the
adoption of equally potent mo osures in others
where the element referred

to at

one

time

predominated.
In order to disabuse the miuds of those who
may be inclined to the contrary opinion, we
have prepared the subjoined analysis from the

Congressional Directory showing the nativity of the Senators and members who at
present make up the body of
The

investigation incident

law-makers.
the undertnk-

our

to

For instance, of the .175 Senators, Representatives and Territorial delegates there are but
200 who are natives of the States they in part

represent. The remainder are, technically
speaking, “carpet-baggers.” Seventeen are of
foreign birth, viz.: Briggs of New Hampshire,
Joyce of Vermont, Jones of Nevada and Canof Utah are Englishmen; Beck of Kentucky and Campbell of Arizona territory aro
Scotchmen; Jones of Florida, Ford of Mis-

non

souri, O’Reilly and O’Brien of New York and
Young of Ohio are Irishmen; while Heilman
of Iudiana, Morse of Massachusetts, Poehler
of Minnesota, Muller of New York and Deusof Wisconsin are Germans.
South Carolina, Delaware and New Mexico
furnish the only solid native born delegations:
and Arkansas, Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Minter

nesota, Nebraska, Nevada, Oregon, Texas,
Wisconsin and the territories, with the exception of New Mexico, are represented exClassified by
clusively by carpet-baggers.
States, Alabama has given birth to neither of
her Senators, and to but three of her eight

Representatives. She has furnished to other
States Berry of California, Kitchin of North
Carolina and Jones of Texas.
Arkausas. as already observed, sends a full
carpet-bag delegation to Congress, besides contributing Elam, another knight of the “gripsack," to Louisiana.
California sends one native-born citizen—
Pacheco.
Connecticut sends five out of six, and contributes Hayes to Illinois, Gillette to Iowa,
Chittenden, Hutchins, and Scoville to New
York, and Monroe to Ohio.
Of the Florida delegation only one. Davidson, is to the mancr born.
Senator Brown, who was born in South
Carolina, is the only carpet-bagger from
Georgia, which State gave birth to Pugh and
Samlord of Alabama, Hull of Florida, King
of Louisiana, Lamar of Mississippi, and Oulbe tfon of Texas.
Logan, Morrison, Thomas, and Marsh (?)
were born in the State to which
they are accredited (Illinois), and from the same section
came Slater of Oregon and
Brents of Washington Territory.
Cobb, New, Hostetler, and Oolerick of Iudiana are native Hoosiers, as are also Hawk,
Springer, and Sparks, of Illinois, Whittaker
of Oregon, Burnside of Rhode Island, and
Booth of California.
-—

chooses

■

b-

none

~*vu»iuv

w»

iiunimnoj

uui

of her own sous to represent her-

Kansas Is not yet of sufficient age to provide
a son of her own for the National
Legislature.
With the exception of Senator Beck and
one representative, the
delegation from Kentucky are all natives of that State, as are
Walker of Arkansas, Call of Florida, Stevenson of Illinois, Jonas and Gibson of
Louisiana,
Singleton of Mississippi, Vest, Bland and
Hatch of Missouri, Saunders of Nebraska,
McMillan of Tennessee, and Maxey of Texas.
Ellis of Louisiana has the right to claim the
Pelican State as the placo of his birth; and so
has Oscar Turner of Kentucky.
Maine sends six of her own sons to Congress,
and furnishes Oregon with Grover, Iowa with
Deering, and Minnesota with Dunnell and
Washburn.
McLane breaks the solidity of the Maryland
delegation by his having been born in Delaware; but Lord Baltimore’s plantation may
justly lay claim to David Davis and Townshend of Illinois, Kirkwood of Iowa, McMahon of Ohio, Davis of West Virginia, and
Downey, the poetical delegate from Wyoming

Territory.

Massachusetts represents herself with nine
of her own offspring, and contributes Davis to
California, G. R. Davis to Illinois, Ingalls to
Kansas, and Blake to New Jersey.
contents herself with Ferry, Brower and Hubbeli,
borrowing the remainder of
her delegation from other States.
Minnesota is dependent upon the generosity
of her sister States for representation.
Mississippi has given birth to but two members of the present Congress—Muldrow' and

Michigan

Money.

Missouri is

represented in part by seven
carpet-baggers, and gave birth to Cravens of
Arkansas and Aiuslie of Idaho.
Nebraska and Nevada are srill under age,
and have no grown-un children of their own?
New Hampshire sends one Englishman and
three native-born citizens to Congress, and
permits Sawyer of Missouri, W. A. Woods of
New York, Hazleton of Wisconsin and Norcross of Massachusetts
to claim the Granite
State as the place of their birth.
New Jersey’s delegation of nine includes
four carpet-baggers; while New York, in order
to represent herself in a becoming manner,
selects 12 of her .‘13 members in the lower
house from beyond her own borders.
The
Empire State, however, has a numerous progeny distributed among has less favored sisters,
including the following, who are now claimed,
by right of adoption, as citizens of the States
they represent, viz.: Page of California, Teller and Hill of Colorado, Aldrich, Bather and
Sberwin of Illinois, De La Matyr and Baker
of Indiana, Eyan of Kansas, Newberry, Williu and Conger of Michigan, Wells of Missouri, Paddock of Nebraska, Daggett of Nevada, McPherson and Brigham of New Jersey, Warner of Ohio, Errett of Pensylvania,
Upson of Texas, Cameron, Bragg, Bouck,
Humphreys and Williams of Wisconsin, and
of Montana Territory.
Maginnis
North Carolina includes one carpet-bagger
in her delegation of ten, and contributes Dunn
to Arkansas, Hawley to Connecticut, J. G.
Cannon to Illinois, Manning to Mississippi,and Forney to Alabama.
The Buckeye State scarcely fulfills public
expectation. She borrows one Senator and
five Representatives from other localities, and
makes return by extending the services of
Fort and Forsythe to Illinois; McDonald,
Voorbees, Brown, Myers Calkins and Cornhill to Indiana; Allison, McCord, Weaver and
Sapp to Iowa: Plumb to Kansas; Stone and
McGowan to Michigan; Wiudom to Minuesntu

RJiarnn

tn

McCook to New
kota Territory.

Mpratlo-

York;

year.
her a call

Central palace car
start. He found her

The Carpet Baggers.
A Mass of

Wit and Wisdom.

"I?

and of Bennett to Da-

Oregon politically, is yet a minor.
Pennsylvania can boast of but one carpetbagger. Erret, in her delegation; but for thiB
apparent oversight she makes ample amends
by contributing Belford to Colorado; Boyd to
Illinois; Bicknell and Orth to Indiana; Price,
Updegraff and Carpenter to Iowa; Anderson
to Kansas; Blaine to
Maine; Burroughs to
Michigan; McMillan to Minnesota; Fernando
Wood to New York; Townsend to Ohio; Jorgensen to Virginia and Pound to Wisconsin.
Rhode Island borrows one
carpet-bagger
from Indiana, Burnside,
and contributes
Baldwin to Micbigau,
thereby
balancing the
account.
South Carolina eschews carpotbaggers for herself, but sends two of her sons,
Brown and Hooker, to aid in
representing the
State of Georgia. McMillan, now of Tennesfirst
saw
the light in Kentucky, and is
see,
the only carpet-bagger in the delegation from
the former State, which gave birth to
Morgan
and Shelly of Alabama, Garland, Gunter and
Slemmons of Arkansas; Acklen and Robertson of Louisiana, and
Reagan of Texas.
Wellborn and Mills of I exas do not
appear,
from the directory, to have ever had a birth’

as

waiting for
occupying a

she sat in a
the train to
seat

facing

daughter Cora,

her

and around her was [died
numerous bundles of luggage.
She expressed
herself as glad to grant an interview, and

pleasantly said: “Sit down there by Cora and
I will talk with you.” Cora is a handsome
girl of about seventeen summers, and as she
assented to the proposition, the reporter did
not deliberate, but readily took a seat by her
side.
Mrs. Bay commenced by saying, with a
hearty laugh: "Now, I’m not going to tell
you how old I am, for 1 may want to gel married again when I get to New York.”
Then she weut on to say that she came from
the north of Ireland to New York city when
she was fifteen, and married a book keeper
named Joseph Ordway. Her husband died a
year later, aud she went to Leavenworth,
Kansas, from thence to Denver, and finally in
1870 to Leadville. In Denver she married a
miner named Frank Bay, but he died soon
after.
She told how in Leadville she braved the
dangers and storms of winters before there
were buildings there to
inhabit; how Cora had
to be kept wrapped up in heavy blankets to
keep her from freezing, while 3lie pursued her
task of buildiug abut; how, when the place
became settled, sho saw the land she had taken
up turn into a fortune, etc. She owns buildings in Leadville that rent for §2,000 a mouth.
Her career has been a peculiarly eventful
and exciting one, and one that would bear a
more extended notice than can
well be given
in a single issue of a daily paper. She grew
eloquent as she related her adventures, and
her eyes sparkled as she said:
“I saw my old man once sit on a horse and
shoot seven Indians without stopping. And
I’ve done something like it myself. Young
man,” she added, with a quiet twinkle in her
eye, “I’ve shot more Indians than you've got
fingers and toes. You wouldn’t think, to look
at me, would you, that I’ve gone out on the
mountain side, up to my waist in snow, aud
staked out the streets of Leadville? But it’s
gospel truth.”
She said she didn’t know how long she
would stay in New York. Her property in
Leadville was attended to by agents, and she
felt perfectly content to stay away just as long
as she felt disposed.
She is now about fifty years old, weighs
about 140 pounds, aud is rugged and chipper.
As she bade the reporter good day she remarKea tnat sue was nappy, and was
going to
try and make others so during her remaining
years.

How to bring people over to your side. Have
the suow cleaned oil your sidewalk.
The cremationists have at last discovered
that Washington, Pa., is that country from
whoso burn no traveller returns.—Philadelphia Bulletin.
An

Sparrows

accused of driving away our
song birds. Of all our song birds the cat is the
best known and most numerous. Yet the sparrow would not barm so much as a hair of the
cat’s bead.—Brooklyn Eagle.

only

The afflicted

the

re; son

public damage by standing all day
are

and

spitting

can

A real

euro

perfectly harmless aud economical remedy,
especially recommend Dr. Bull’s
Cough Syrup. Price 20 cents a, bottle. For
8ale everywhere.

§1.00!

M,W&Fly

£

•‘There are
among

our

cunning fellows
twenty elephants,” said Mr. Dusome

very

rand, agent for the combined Baruum and
Loudon shows, yesterday. “The other day
Chieftain and Maudrie, the top mounters in
the pyramids, and the most cuuuing of the
flock, suddenly took a shivering chill at rehearsal. The keeper seDt out aud bought four
gallons of whiskey, which the monsters devoured

rapidly

and with great relish. The bill
came to Mr.
Barnuai, whose strong temperanco predilections you know.
After paying
the bill Mr. Barnum insisted that nobody in
his employ, not even his elephants, should
drink whiskey under any circumstances. In
a little while the elephants, when
the effects
of the liquor had died away, commenced siiivering ag iiu, ana apparently had another chill.
They looked longingly at the keeper and attempted to caress him with their trunks, as
much as to say. ‘Give us another drink.’ The
keeper shook bis head and told them positively, ‘No.’ In five minutes every appearance of
ague had vanished, and the animals were
quietly munching hay, as usual. They had
been playing ‘possum,’

SMITH’S

MEDICATED

Cure for

OF

January 25,

The medication ia ENTIRELY VEGETABLE and
HEALTHFUL. Pleasant to the taste, certain in their
action WITHOUT GRIPING-. They take the place
of the nauseating doses, given for the above complaints.
They are the best aperient for children as well as
adults. All drucsristssell them. Price 50 cents *****>»»
mh5
Noleod4thp&wlyll

WOLFE’S

Miiedam Aromatic

cook and

HIGH STREET.

NO. 150

dec27

dtf

general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
As a

trial of over 30 years duration in every
section of onr country of (Jdolpho Wolfe's
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and firoeers.

wvmi

oc21 dtf

u. v u n

Coruor Fore

in,

Apply

to

27

two

myl9

or

TO LET.
tenements on High St. Sebago water and
Gas, Furnaces in cellar. Stable for one tenement. Apply to W. H. S1M0NT0N, 304 Com-

TWO

.mercial t,t.

oct27dtf

REFT.

upper tenement of house No. SOS Clark St.
Apply to CYRUS F. DAVIS,
593 Congress St.
jan21
eod2w

A

lOZoULSI©
£3£Ll©.
One of the best located, best finished and most convenient houses
in Poriand.
Every modern improvement and nearly new.
W. H. WALDRON,
Real Estate Agent, 180 Middle St.
eod2w-

tract is

vast

miies from Norfolk. Va., on the D. S. Canal leading
to that city.
Title perfect.
Price $2 per acre.
For map and full particulars, address
J. M. LAYNE.
Lock Box 5, Huntington, W. Ya.

jan2(>d3w*

offer for sale in large or small lots, all our
property in Deering, the same being a part
of the farm of the late Jarn-ta Deering.
This is the most valuable suburban property in the
vicinity of Portland, and will be sola very low.
Plans and description of the premises can bo seen
at our office.
Alao, building lots on Munjoy Hill, Cougress,
Deering, High, State, M alien, Sherman, Grant,
Portland, West and Vaughn streets.
To those wishing to build or to invest in real estate, a rare opportunity is now offerod.

WE

St. and

on

Ex-

Middle St.

172

Middle Street.

on one

.22

horse cars.

Exchange
0

Street.

dtf

stimulates
the
blood into action, and
it

should he worn by everyone subject to Rheum a t i s m
Neuralgia,
Nervous Diseases*

Sleepless Nights, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Dyspepsia,Fever aud Ague.
Heart, Liver, Lung ana
Kidney Diseases. Nursing Mothers and Children wear the
Boston
Battery; its action upon the
mother and
1 ^\\]\ jchiId will be foilud very
w\
^
P
>'
quieting. Mothers nowdiscard all soothing syrups and use the Boston Battery, thus relieving the child of much suffering
caused by narcotics. Sent by mail everywhere cn
Sold by ail Druggists.
Men
receipt of price. 50c.
and Women Agents wanted in every city and town.
Address Boston Galvanic Battery Co.. 12 4 Tremont
St..Bo8ten, Mass.
derVDd&wly

NOTICE!

eodeowly

F. II. KFJfSOI
Tremont Street
$ Boston, will be at 17. S.
# H otel. Room 19 SK K E5.
From 145

15. for Fouk Days < inly
C'ot'ii*. Bunion* and
Bail NniN treated without Pain.
Operations on
fVros, 25 cents each.

4o

Of Inferior Quality of Cwoo«?»
sold as the ‘-genuine Middlesex,” which are uot
made bv that mill, The* Midd esex Company, iu order
to protect their customers and the public, give notice, that hereafter all Clothing made from THE
MIDDLESEX STANDARD INDIGO BLUE FLANNELS AND YACHT CLOTHS, must bear the trade
mark ticket, furnished by the Selling Agents to all
parties ordering the g*x)ds.
are

WENDALL, FAT & C0„ Selling Agents,

mnetEsex eoiiPAxy,
S8 &• 8S Worlb Si., Xcw l’orki Hi Fi-nnk.
tin Wt.j Uo«fou; ill4 C'ht-Kiuut Hi.,
Philu«lt*Iphin.
dec2."Kilt tlawlwW,dan,Mar&Ap

Cures

HERE

A

LOVELY”

CARGOS!

Sell. ALIM
nock

DYER,

Rappahau-v_/

direct from the
is now discharging

River,

ARE.

WE

a

tine

$500 Reward !
WE will pay the above reward for any case of
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, Indigestion, Constipation or Costiveness we cannot cure
with West’s Vegetable Liver Pills, when the « irections are strictly complied with.
They are
purely Vegetable, and never fail to give satisfaction.
Sugar Coated. Large boxes, containing 30
pills, 25 cents. For sale by all druggists. Beware
of counterfeits and imitations. The genuine manufactured only by JOHN C. WEST & CO., “The Pill
Makers,” 181 & 183 W. Madisou St., Chicago.
Free trial package sent by mail prepaid on
receipt
of a 3 cent stamp.
«epGdeow& a cowl y

FOR SALK

1

cargo of

SOU. ALASKA, 123 60-100 terns burden, built iu 1307 iu (be most thorough
manner, is tight aud strong, and all
ready for business without addlar’s out-day. Carries 3 48 ,M lumber or 200 tons
coal. For further partietvars inquire of
C. A. B. MOUSE & CO.,
i*n7 ckf
5 Com'l Wlrerf, Portland Maine.
>

BATES,'

OYSTERS

Late of S. M. rettengill & Co.

TIMMONS Ac HAWKS, Wholesale and
Retail, 119 Commercial Sc, nud lAMnrhrl
Square.
jan27 dlw

Newspaper Advertising Agent,

for

a.

and CaNket MauufnctnrcrM,
COFFIN
and Furnishing Undertakers.
S. S. RICH &

SON,

Exchange St
Glove*, Lac* *,
133

Hosiery, Kid
CORSETS,
Embroideries and Worsteds.
PLUMMER,

Congress

455

St.

J
(CROCKERY,

(Clapp’s Blk.)

anu

all

£.45

34 PARK ROW,

te^i^^aaCuzajisfeCapt.

1880.

NEXT YORK.

Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle. Amherst,
Pictou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalhou3le, Charlottetown, Fort hairiield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince L Iward Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
Freight received until 4 o’clock p. m.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms find further Information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St., T. C. HERSEY, President, and Manager, or to A. R.

_5

Kitchen

Supplies. The ‘‘Crawford Range.”
KNIGHT & HOWARD, 233 & 235 Foderal St.
Dres*

LITTLE, 227 Middle Street

| VRS Goods. Fancy Good*, *iik*. Fine
JLF Dress Goods, Cloaks, Shawls, &c.
R1NES BROS, 241 & 243 Middle St.
Good**,
Fancy Rood*, Hosiery,

Cards and Fine Stationery.
ENC2KAY1NG.

WILLIAM S. LOWELL, 513 Congress St,
CuMtoiu and Ready Made Clothing

■jfjMNE
JL
Gents’

Furnishing

ALLEN &

Flowers
J^JLORISTS,Funeral
specialty.
W. E.
a

Choice

MORION & CO., Cl5 Congress St
Foreign and Domettfic, Candice,
Children’s Christmas Toys.

FUC1T,

uu.

Ui

Vl/UU XIJaIaI

Knugen

'jUUjJl

and Store*.

C8ft Ob

iTIUUNAi'ES,
agents for the improved Highland things.
0.
&

Soie

u

M.
D. W. NASH, No. 0 Exchange St
CtUKIVlTURE and Upholstery.
X
Fine. Medium and Common Goods,
PORTLAND FURNITURE Co., 40 Exchange St.

Carpet*, Crockery,
and House Furnishing Goods.
Ij^URNBTURE,

good*

ures

&

BROWN, 28 Market Square
''ENTS5 FurniMhiugg Goode, Neckwear,
Underwear &e.

Fine Shirts to order.

CHARLES CUSTiS & CO., 483 Congress St
Wholewale and Retail.
Fine Teas, coffees and Fancy Groceries.
GEO. C. SHAW & CO., 685&587Coug. & 236 Middle
/N ROCERK.
XX Fiue goods and low prices.
W. L. WILSON & CO., Exchange & Federal St.
X
CGROCERIES,
S.T.

SOULE

jPMivuu

n>.

Oniiia

ii.uu

ill

actKUU

•-'•tL—'ff*Ciland,

Oct.

18th,

Winter

v

offices

points In the
and Southwest.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. SPICER, Superintendent,

f lowers ana

Real Laces.

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW YORK &*■!&£&'■(.
Slost Central Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia &; Reading R. R.
NINTH AND UBEEN STBEETH,

JTftu*ic Kooks, hiring*, .7ia»icul
Instruments and Mercliaudise.

MUfcSC1,
I HA C.

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Ballast
Be

Mure to

BOUND

in Great
The best make.
No. 4 Exchange Street.

HANGINGS, interior Decorations, Drapery Work, I p >»lstery G«kk1s, Ac.

PAPER

G. M. BOSVvOR

ii

691

Congress

t

Chit-keriug
&Sou. Ed MeCameron
PIANO?;
BAILEY &
Pianos.

A Moan, Liuih rnum
A Maine Piano Co.’s
NOYES, 72 Exchange St.

nu<l Oryutin ot hint tnttke*.
Five makes of Pianos and four of Organs.
SAMUEL THLKSluN, N0.3 Free St Block

PIANOS

A Oi

giniw. Weber, Kruuich
Bach Pianos, and Smith Am. Organs.
PIANO?*
W. M. F UR B US li &
435

&

SON,
Congress St
FnniH' Mf’y,
All kinds Frames
PICTURE
order.
Fine
to
A
Gold Frames a Specialty.
R. 11. KNIGHT, 37 Temple Street.
wade to order, Fine
Furnishings, Underwear and Neckwear.
MERRILL A CO., Under Preble House.
Hardware, Harness Leather

Shirts

Goods.
and
SADDLERV
GEORGE

Horse
Wholesale and Retail.
M. NELSON & CO. 119 Exchange

OK1TES.—tweutt-lire c.iiicrcsit
A1 so Guns and Sporting Goods.
►3
G. L.

BAILEV,

48

St.

Myles.

Exchange

Si

OTOVES, Ranker* and Furnace*.
Agent for W ood, Bishop & Co.s’ Goods.
W. I>. AMES, 29 Market Square.
nTOVEM, RanjfPH, an«i Furnaces.
^ Solo A gents for Magee Furnace Co.’s Goods.
A, N. NOYES A SON, 12 Exchange St
Furnucc*,
Rauge*.
Sole Agents for the “Falmouth Range.”
STOVES,
F. &C. B. NASH, 172 & 174 Fore St
nuu

Always

band the be*t
Goods.
KOHLING, 89 Exchange St

aud Draper.
Fine Good" mid
First-class Work a Specialty.
I). E. CORNISH, 249 Middle St.

npAIIiOR
L
3
C

'lNDER’I'AKFIW, C'anketft. i'ofllus.
Mobos, and every r‘ juigito for funerals.
VLK K'Ny A v «v •: i. H KB 42-I < Jnngro?* St
and Clock makes*,
Oliver Gerrish, at
8ENTER & CO.’S, 54 Exchange Street

WATCH
WM.

Saweil Wood and
Dealer*
Kindling*. MORSE & FICKETT, 19 Plum.

WOOD.

in

or

BROOK

Book, Card and lob Printer,
NO.

STREET.

3

.JOS r & HORTON,

FRESCO PAINTERS,
13 MaiUet Square, Portland.
Price- reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.

dly

Jea

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
Accouutaut anil Notary Public.
GKO. C. ( Olliunr, osier No. 1S4 Middle
sllreel, Portland.

Real Estate Ageuts.
e. PROCTER, No. M Exchange

JOHN

Street._
Book Binders.
WJI. A. tJCINCV, Room 11, Printer*’
Exchnogc No. Ill Exrhauge Slrrel.
IV. SI. Of! LEKj Kewiaa 7Inchiue Repairer, 4 Marie’* Terrace, in the Rear of 'iW
my24dly
Coa«cre«N Ntreet.

>5«ir*i

4.00

Street Boston.

Line.

CALI.

&

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing December 6th, ISSO.
Until further notice passenger trains
will run as follows:
LEAVING PORTLAND
7.45

n.

m—For all stations

running through

to
&

Swnntou, Vl., connecting with B. C.
M. R. R. points, and at St. Johnsbury with Day
Express on Passumpsic R. K. for Newport
an I Montreal.
it.45 p. in.—For Fnbyna’a and intermediate
stations.
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11.10 a.m.—From Fabyau’s and intermediate 1
stations.
6.JO p. m.—From
on

Swanton, Vt.,
through line.
4, 188

and all

EXERCISE AND SALESROOMS,
*201 Middle Street,

Portland.

J. II. GAl'BERT, PROPRIETOR,
sep!7

(-laas

$ ten no*!: ip>.

d&wtf

C. P

Gaither, Agent.,

240

Irish Flax

Threads.

Washington street,

Boston, Mass.
To all points of North and South Carolina and bevia Atlantic Coast Line, and via Seaboard Air
yond
Lino to Raleigh. Charlotte, Spartansburg, Greenville, Atlanta, the Carolinas and Georgia Points.
Waldo A. Pearce. Agent, No. 229 Washington
Street, Boston, Mass.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. K., M. w. Davisot:, Agent, 219 Washington
street, Boston, Mass.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
agents.
PnMngr to Norfolk and Knltiiuorr including
Berth and Meals, 1st ('lass,
2d Class, !*?.
For freight or passage to Norfolk. Baltimore, Wa-Lington, or other information apply to
K. SAN! PS( >N
*<*ent,
uo’Jdtf
Central 'A »;
-tor..

stations

J. HAMILTON. Sup’t.
dec4dtf

Barbour’s

WM. CRANE,
D. H. MILLER.
From ISoftton direct every \VEDNE8D.4 V
and SATURDAY at 3 P. M.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and
through rates given.
Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Richmond and all
Points South and Southwest via Va. and Tcnn. Air

11. P. BALDWIN,
Gen. Pass Agent O. R. R. of N. .1.

mh26dly

HxcrciMN—It is the most perftet exercise for
woman, furnishing the best form of physical culture and development in the safest, easiest,
It is betmost thorough and expeditious manner.
ter than the gymnasium, and free from its dangers;
cheaper than the saddle; less laborious than boating
and infinitely better than drugs in a majority of
It rounds and hardens the muschronic diseases.
cles, and oducates them into ever ready, faithful
and efficient servants of the will.
man or

JOHN HOPKl S,
WM. LAWRENCE,

NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,

Washington

equal.

JiorfoJk, Baltimore & Washington

FARE,

219

actionary Health Lift.
It furevery man or woman In every walk of life.
nishos an exercise which may, and should be introduced iu'o every house; which may be practiced at
all seasons, in all kinds of weather, by persons of
both sexes, all ages or degrees of strength or weakNo one o*n say too
ness, alone or in company.
muchi n praise of it, and no one caD .fiord to do
without it. Ail who investigate thor dghly, use it,
It is
and consider it invaluable and indispensable.
the safest, simplest, cheapest and most efficient
medicine ever discovered.
No claim is set up for
it which is unscientific or impracticable.
It is perfectly
Qcnernl.— It is the best of rest.
It strains
safe. No harm ever came from its use.
no portion of the system.
It directs the vital forces
to the affected parts. By its use the health is easily
maintained.
The purchase of a Reactionary Lifter
is the best kind of economy.
The convenience of
having one in the house is very great.
ITIand and Brain.— it invigorates and strengthens the brain, and renders it more active and efficient in all its operations.
Klerp.—It is the simplest and safest narootic.
It U the most natural and probably the best means
of inducing sound and refreshing sleep.
Ncrvca.—It is a wonderful tonic to the wholo
nervous system.
It is a most efficacious remedy in
paralysis, if taken in time.
Luu^n, Throat and Voice.—It gives special
expansion and greater mobility to the chest; enlarges the lungs; increases the volume of respiration, and brings the voice more fully under control.
As a preventive and cure of long diseases it has no

steam-

ROUTE.

New York and Philadelphia
!I ?,ae
*
UicnrKiou,

I

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

•784
For almost

a century hare been,
and
to-day, recognized as The Standard of Excellence throughout the
World, for all purposes for which

are

Linen Threads are used.
Ail the leading Shoe Manufacturand Custom Shoemakers, ail the
first-class
Harness
Makers
and
Saddlers use them!
All the best Clothing Manufacturers and Tailors, as well as Bookbinders and Carpet Dealers demand
I them!
Barbour's Linen Threads are unequalled for Household Use !
ers

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
---

On and after Monday, Oct.
*»t *ss0> ■‘autater ¥rain.
LEAVE

PORTLAND

-““FOB BOSTON at 8.45 a.
1.00, 3.80 p. m., arriying at Bouton at 1.15, 6.30,
8.00 p. in. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. m..

12.30, 3.30 p. m., arriving a* Portland at 12.05.
5.00, 8.00. p. rc. Portland for Mcarboroutfh
Bench, Pine Point. Did Orchard Beach,
•Saco, (ik'dffoisl and JHonucbsuik, at, 8.45
a, m., 1 .ih>, 3.30, 6.30 p. in. For Well*, North
Berwick, Mnlmou Fall*. Gmu Fall*. Do-

ver, New
Market, Mix eter, Haverhill,
Fn wrence, Andover and ILowdl, at 8.45 a.
in., 1.00, 3.30p. m. For Rochester and Farmington, N. El., at 8.45 a. m.. 1.00, 3.30 p. m.
For Alton Bay at 8.45 a.
3.30 p.m. For
Manchester and Concord (via 1^wrence,) at
8.45 a. m.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p.m.
Morning Train leaves Kennebuuk f or Portland at 7.25.
EPTke 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Hound Fine Nteunirr*.
The 3.30 p. m,
train connects with All Bail Sines for New
Fork and Mouth mi l West.

m.’,

SUNDAY 1*BAINS/ Leave Portland for
lloMton at 1.00 p. m. Beaton for Portland at
G.00 p.m.
Trains

on

The favorite Steamers Forest
City and John
Brooks will alternately le^vc FRANKLIN WHARF
at 7 o’clock p. m., and INDIA
WHARF,
Loeton. at 5o’clock p. m. dnttv.
(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that thcv secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the
expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at
night
Tickets and c;.salerooms for sale at D. H.
VOTING'S, 272 Middle Streetto
New York, via the various
Through Tickets
Rail and Sound Lines* for sale at very Jow rates.
Freight taken as usual,
W* 4-01 Ll-;, Jr
t*
I Aucnt,
*i’rb
dtf

Portland,

John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Centra,
and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Sta-

tion.

All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes tor refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at
Portland
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. F. William*. Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at titinu
Ticket <*»!lcc, 40 Exchange

sL

JAS. T. FUKBEK, Gen. Sur»
S. H. STEVENS. Gen-Agent, Portland.
oclG

r*if

Ruwford Falls

&

liurKiiohi

,-,

"gg***G-Q8

I

Byron, Rangley Lakes, &c.
I. WASHBURN, Jb., President,
Portland Oct. 18,1880.

oo20tf

New York.

511 Market st., San Francisco.

153 Franklin st., Boston.
24 & 26 Bank

st., Philadelphia.

jan20

dlaw4wTh
II

imUWIMI—IIM

—1

Jlirfct Steamship Line.
Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday.

H©

^\CAR,\\e\\ ft's.

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf,

Boston, 8 p.
Pine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at ID a. m.
rj
Insurance one-half the rate of
11
J
~
sailing vessel.
for
the
West
Freight
by the Penn. R.R., and South
by conrectirig lines, forwarded free of commission.
Koi:od Tripoli,
Collar*.
Eight
aud Room included.
For freight or Passage apply to
fv. B. K traPsUlM, Ajtrut,
'''-'7*.. BonIOSi
1(1 I.**»»••
m.

XcWfc XvftvvvNMia.

From

[i

,v

TOURISTS’ STEAMBOAT LINE
Str. Minnehaha
*

a. m.

For Canton and Baek&eld, leave
1.30 p. m.; Lewiston, 1.67 p. m.
Stage connections for West Snnmer, Dixfield,

or Hand

st.,

PHILABTLPHIA

RAIl.HOAB.
For Portland, leave Canton 4.20
i) 30 a. in.; Buckfleld, 6.15 and

134 Church

Boston

Boston & Maine road connect with all

riming between Portland and Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machlas, Eastport, Calais, St!
steamers

on

German. French and English
TAIDOR.
W. H.

Company.

KTEAMSHSP

MUSIC

FARLEY,

buy tickets (at any railroad
office in New England) via

boat

STOOKBK1DGE, 166 Exchange St
A music KOOKS, Piuam,
Organs, Musical Instruments, Ac.
C. K. HAWES, 177 Middle St
of
C. li.

WEEK

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, P. K. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can he obtained at 22
Excnange Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1, no pasdecbdtl
sengers will be taken by this line.

AND THIRD AND BERKS SXS.

Portland. Deo.

Building.

PER

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at b
P. M.f and leave Pier 38, East River, New York
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M
These steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
aud comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from. New York. Passage, including
State Room, $3; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.

-BETWEEN-

jVfILLINERY;
1U
EASTMAN

& CUTTS,
Nos. 1 & 2 United States Hotel

DESERT, MIL.
MACHIAS.
Arrangement, INSO.

Maine Steam ship

Bound Brook Route.

&

ami millinery Good*,
Millinery
Velvets, Satins, Ribbons, flowers & Laces.
A. E. BARNES, 402 Congress St.

15EKUY,

Reasons Wliy All Should Use the He

Steamers Eloanora and Franconia

GLOVES, Laue*, Kmullware* ami
KID
Ladies’ Furnishing Goods, wholesale and retail.

MRS. J. DRYDEN, Cor. Congress and Casco Sts

STEPHEN

—

Semi-Weekly Line to New Vork.

JEWELRY,

No. 4 Elm St

dtl

Maes

JJ-s,

oclSJtf

in

FANCY GOODS.

Boston,

On and after Friday, Dec.T7th,
1
p the Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
Charles Deering. will leave Kaili_
MMwSSSSESflaroaS*: road Wharf, Portland, every
Friday evening, nt 11.13 o’clock, or on arrival of Pul iman'express train from Boston, for
Rockland. C'n*tine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
So. Went Harbor, linr K1 arbor, Iflillbridge,
Jone>poit, and ill a chi a* port.
Returniug, will leave Machiasport every Monday Tlorniug, a» 4.3U o’clock, arriving in Portlaud same evening, connecting with Pullman night
train and early morning trains for Boston und the
Wost. Will also connect at Rockland with Sanlord
Line of Steamers, each trip to and from Boston.
Also each trip to and from Bangor and River Landings. No Freight taken tor Bangor.
For further particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY. Gen. Ticket -agem. Railroad Wharf.
E GUSHING. General Manager.
declOdtf
Portland, Dec. 10,1880.

Northwest. West
W.

Street.

and

TRIP

O^E

iaatv, St. Paul, Salt Lnl;t 9!hy,
Denver, Sau Francisco,

XX

&
eivets,

MTItlilET.

wa

sop^5

HUT.

BRIDGE

€auitdn, Detroit, Tidcngo, IVIilv. nakce,
(’inciuuuti, tSt, l.oiii*. Ouinha,
and all

Washington

ROCKLAND,

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !
To

Cap*

UlILLINERY

v/k

GRIMMER,

Violin nud oilier lnnlrui«n*nl»,

OL.D

—FOR

-AJO-

CO., 163 & 156 Middle St.

E. R. FOWiAl,

CHARLES
Teacher of

Hew

STEAM BOAT CO.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF IAJ)IA ST.

HATS

Millinery.
MRS.

BUSINESS CARDS.

Portland, Bangor & Machias

74 EXCHANGE STREET

CO., No. 8 Market Square

CO., 507 A 508 Congress
jVfERCOANT Tailor. A 8 iuc A**ort-IfA ment of Imported Goode.
F. A. SMITH, 231 Federal St.
TAILOR. A Fine
rifEKCHANT
TvX assortment of Clothe for Gentlemen's Wear.
A U G. S. FERN Aid), 237 Middle St

dt

fehd

as

passenoeiT

a FURS, special Fine, New
York Goods. Buffalo & Wolf Robes a
specialty
MERRY, the Hatter, 237 Middle St

OWEN, MOORE

MTHEKT,

5* K**

,!•*•

BOSTON

connection with

1UG

From Gorham, So. Paris, & Norway, £.30 n. tu.
and 12.30 p. ui.
From
Lewiston and Auburn, £.30 a. ui.,
3.15 p. ui., 0.00 p. tu.
From Chicago, Montreal & Quebec, 12.30 p. ui.
From Lewiston Junction, mixed, 9.30 a. cu.

New

JEWELRY",

T. S>. McGOWAX, Bookseller,
Q

^

Wbl *F. A'!><?*' A Vo, t General Managers,
N. ill.', ttel&'f tr*'. Ave. Philadelphia.,

To Auburn and Lewiston,
7.10 a. in., 12.35
and 5.i5 p. ui.
To Montreal and Quebec, 9.30 u. mi.
To Lewiston Junction, mixed, 4.00 p. ua.
To Norway, So. Paris and Gorham, £.45 a. in.,
1.30 and 5.15 p ui.
AB1SIVALM.

HAIR

CARTER BROS., 521 Congress, cor. Casco St
Diamonds,
Watches, Clocks.
Silverware Manuf’rs, Gold and Silver Platers.
ATWOOD & WENTWORTH, 508 Congress St
«VELR\ , Watche*. Clock*, Milvei A
Plated Ware, Fine Watch Repairing.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, 513 Congress
TEWELRY, Watche*, Clock* and &ilve.
O
Ware, Manufacturers ot Masonic Goods, Ac.
J. A. MERRILL & CO., 238 Middle St

Cabin aud Steerage Ti ket? by the
«*»d
Iiiudiu, While Hiai*
Aucbor Liue*t of Euio[kiiu Slfa»i®rB
F°r
mailing weeklv from Boston and New iork.
further particulars call on or address
Cimnril, AILiu,

COLONY HAH.
HOAD.
BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,
rime. I.oiv
Semi-Weekly Line, <}uicb
Rateoi, Frequesf S>epimnre><.
and
received
forwarded
Freight
daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde SteamsailiDK
WEDNDSDAY
and SATURers,
ever;
DAY to Philmielphin direct, connecting at
with
Steam
Lines
to UlmHetiPhiladelphia
Clyde
ton, M.
Wndiin^ton, D. (!., Gear^vtow n. B>. f’., Alexandria, V»., and all liai
and Water Lines.
Through Rates named and Bills of Lading iven
from any point In New England to Phiiadelj hi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply to
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
\u

trains will leave Por;^j|H^p|l830, passenger
follows:

J.
—

Monday,

On and after

Store. Hair Jewelry ami Human
Hair Goods of all kinds made to order.
A. BLOCKLINUEK, 6-7 Congress St.

JEWELRY,
Solid Silver and Plated Ware.

European Ticket Office.

STEAMSHIP LINES

FROM

/~_1 ROC CRIES, Clour, Fine Tea*, ansi
VA
Coffee, Pure Spices, Butter, &c.f &c.
WILLLIM. MILLLKEN & CO., 683 Congress St

XTOUEOPATHIC PHARMACY.
Uomeo. Medicines, Books and Cases.
S. E. SYLVESTER, M. D. 410 Congress St
Watches, Chronometer*,
Clocks, Charts, and Silverware.
WM. SEN TER & CO., 54 Exchange St
WatcheN, Diamond*,

Acapulco..Ian. 31 I 8. S. Colon... .Feb. 2p
Crescent City for Isthmus of Panama only

Feb. 10.
Info*
For freight 01 passage rates and the frJlesi
mation, apply to the General Eastern Agoutis
<C. Si. tiAKTLETT A CO.,
2 15 Mime Mlreel, cor. Kfroiid Mi., Kenton^
or t
W. D. UTTUS & CU.f
?-l Ksefcango St.. Portland.
j«38dtf

Riag’ls.md

_

IVlanul'rw. ami dealer*
HARNESS
Harness Leather, Wholesale and Retail.
CHAS. J.

below.

S.S.
S. S.

novGdtf

Philadelphia

dtf

and
Flour.
& CO.,
47 Free Street.

cutlery, Toot*,
Hardware,
Glass and Builder^’ Supplies.
T. L.

Whar:

©LYRE’S
&.

iut

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF
CANADA,

GROCERIES,

Tea*

iu

R

_

«

HOOPER. EATON & CO., 123 Exchange St
AS 4: K.ero*ene Fixture*, Lamp* Ac.
Old Fixtures Rebronzcd.
CLEVELAND & MAKSTON, 128 Exchange St

H.cro*ene Lamp* A
Fixt
GAS Fixture*,
Rebronzed and Gilded.
LEVI S.

niu

morning trains South and West.
a. an. Daily except Sundays.
For

ccl8

-v-

bt'ngsiHiiutl

STUBBS, Agent. R

7.30 a. m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m.f arriving
in Portland at 12.05, 5 and 11 p. m.
The 7 p. in. train runs daily.
Through ticket? to all point* Mouth and
West at lowest rates at Depot Ticket Office, Commercial street, J. M. French, Ticket Master, and
at the Union Ticket Office, E. A. Waldron, Agt.,
4.0 Exchange street.
Pullman C'nr Ticket? for Mean nuJ
Berth* *iGd at Depot Ticket Office.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Pas.jer and Ticket Agent.
I>- W. SANBORN, Masiei Transportation

Goods.

COMPANY. 229 Middle St

u*.

Boston and
way stations, * itli parlor car arriving at 1.15 p.ro.
I. 09 p. tn. Daily except Sundays, for Boston and
way stations, with parlor car, arriving at 5.80
p.m. in season for Sound and Kali connections
South and West.
For Portland, leave Uomiou,

MERRILL, 467 Congress St

&

On find after Monday. Nov 8th.,
lithe steamers Falmoutli, Capt. D.
S. Hall, and New Brunswick,

%■

J. Thompson, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street .every Monday
and Thursday, at G p. m., for
Easton and
St. John, with connections for Calais, Robbinstou,

11
and will be
attached
p. m. Sundays,
to this train. Passengers have a night’s
rest

China and Gins* Ware.
R. S. RAND,
*9 Congress St.

QTOYEN, Range*, Furnace*

TWO Titles PEIS WEEK..
fftmm
K

fraiiia Leuv«i P«rUau«l
Daily (Night Express from Bangor) for
Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newbnryport, Salem, Lynn and Boston. A special Pullman Sleeping Car will be ready for occupancy in Portland
at
9
m.
and
at
p.
(Week
days),

2

■

£. H.

17th,

ARRANGEMKN X

on*?

Zealand

splendid steamers sail rrcm r*ev
lCth, 20th and 30th of each month
Iranci^cv
passengers and freight for San

York
carrying
as

Iulnmix.

new an
on tlie

Si.

COAL

Goods.
Glai» Eyes
AS BLLE FLANNEL GARMENTS OPTICAIj
Variety Shape and Color,

blood.

*

F. fi, 9

Grand

JE

RICH,

TRY THE BOSTON BATTERY.

SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

in full variety and at Speeinly Smi.factory Pric«*.
JOS. H. POOR, No. 253 Commercial St.

HATS,

of the best streets at
near

~OCT.

C'faorioUr!«wB,

h’ALL

FARRINGTON, 182 Middle St

F. K.

N. N.,

I

Railroad,

COMMENCING

and Fur*, manufacturer
and Dealer in Furs, Robes, &c.
G. A. SUsSKKAUT, 232 Middle St.

FOR SALE.

janll

FOR

J.

WALKER &

nov2i) dGm

BURLEIGH & Co.

We., Uaiuis, Mf„ Yarmouth,
Nf.Jobu, N. £1., Halifax,

NT. S.

1V1NTHR Schedule.

Furni*hing Goodf.

MERRILL &

on

F4L.li and

The

ISTERMTIOS.iL STEAMSHIP E0.
feastpoH,

New
Australia.

Munduicli

-A.viKKS._

_

the

IMen’ii, Youth’s & Boyi’
(UOTHING.
J Fine Goods & Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
C.
&

*

4x5 miles square, covered with
quantities of original Yellow Pine. Cypress,
Juniper, etc; situated near the Atlantic Const 20

X

Eastern

CIGARS*

J.

and

the Weft.
Close connections made ar Wes>i!>rook Jimctiou with through trains of Ate. Central K. K.. and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with trains
of G rami Trunk R. U.
tickets
to all points South and West, at
Through
*»lixi8 A Adams’, No. 22 ExDepot offices and at
Street.
change
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WEi
ocl6dt
f, Supt.

Mannf"Ctiii’er and Importer
of Havana <1gars,- Wholesale and Retail.
ERNESTO PONCE, cor. Exchange and Middle St.

G*

111,800 Acres Timber Land.
mins

phtxt, Raltiiuore, WKfliiugtou,

South and with Boston A- Albany R. R» foi

Middle St

183 & 185

DYE HOUSE 13Preble St, op., Preble House.
Wedding' and Calling

On Gray Street, brick, with all modern improvement?!, hot and cold water.
First-class in every respect.
Wilt he
sold low.
W. II. WALDRON,
Real Estate Agent, 180 Kiddle St.
jan‘28
eod2w*

CHARLES

A Book sent free. Dr.
Sanford, 162 Broadway, N. Y.

SANBORN,

Worsteds, Yarns, &c.
A. B. BUTLER, 247 Middle St.
Cleaning, Carpet Cleaning
and Feather-Bed Renovating at FOREST CITY
DYKING,

Mouse For Sale.

jan2G

Street

DRY
Gloves,

ESTATE.

FIRST CLASS 2V2 stery house, with stable
25x25 feet, lienery, etc. All nearly new and
perfect order, lot 100x150 feet, nicely fenced,
large number of trees and shrubs, bouse is heated
by furnace, up-stai s and down, excellent well of
water, and large eistern. One of the finest residences
in Doering. Cost about $0,000 two years
ago when
all material was cheap. Will be sold at a
bargain,
Appv to

gestion, strengthens the system,
regulates the bowels, purifies the

(T

l.LETT &

A

dice, Biliousness, Malaria, Costiveness, Headache. Itassists di-

ANDIES and Fine Coufcctiou«,
J
1. F. LORD, successor to
Allen Gow, 506 Congress

GOODS, Silk*, Shawl*,
DRY
Good*. Woolens, Linens, &c.
Mi

GOOD rent containing six rooms, in centre of
city. Also two on Slunjoy bill. Apply to W.
W. CARR, 197 Newbury street.
jan2(i dtf

REAL

222 Middle St.

Kid Glove*, Ribbon*,
CORSETS,
Laces, Embroideries, Worsted Crewels, &c

in

Only Vegetable Compound that
acts directly upon the Liver, and
cures Liver Complaints,
Jaun-

Boots

W. E.

family,

Woodford’s Corner,

invigorator

Co.,

Shoes: Fine and Medium Goods at
low prices.
J H. WETHERELL & CO.,
Successors to CYRUS LOWELL, 225 Middle St.
and

E. S.

To a small

located

live*

&

CLARK, 515 Co gress St.
Shoe*, Fine Cis-ti ns Work,

CLOTHING,

dtf

dlv

Dr.SANFORD’S

Clank Book».
Stationery
Clark’s Circulating Library.
BOOKS,
FRANK B.
and

the Night train between Bang r and St. John,
two trains each way every week day, ami one
every Sund iy (night ) between llo-tosi. Pr.rtlauil
and St. John, Halifax, and all par.h <4 the
.tfariiiuir Province; trains leaving Portland n'
The latter making con12.4o and 11 15 p. iu.
nections with trains for SI<xiteen. WooiUtoi'k,
Wi* AoJitwn,
At. Atephru. Frrdn icton,

Men’s Boys’ and Childdren’s, Wholesale and Retail.
BOSTON & PORTLAND Clothing Co., 255 Middle.

Let.
rooms

TO

Congress St

for Ladies and Gents to Measure.
BOOTS
B. F. WH1INKY &

by

offers

(ieiuiou,
Ayer June., Tiickbui^,
Nn*htm, IjOwcII, Uiodhiiru, autS SipFori
airfield Ai*<i C aribou.
ping at 7.20 n. tn. and 1.25 p. in.
Limitfd Tickrtn f*)r Ml. .lokn nod HaliFor .7|nurtieKter. t oai orsl and points North, at !
fax on -.ale iti reduced rate*.
1.25 p. in.
Fi«%*t*«»yt’r Traiu* arrive iu Pertlaud a*
For liockefter,
NpiiojfTak, Alfred, Wnl- ! follows:—The morning trains from Augusta,Bath,
trboronDd Nnco Kivrr.L20 a. os.. 1.23
'I he day
and Lewiston at 8.35 and 8.40 a. in.
j
p. m., &ud (mixed) at +1.45 p. su. Returning !
trains from Bangor, and all intermediate and
leavellochesterat (mixed) 6.45 a. in., u.oO :
branch Htaiions and connecting roads at 12.45
». m., and 3.56 y. m.; arriving at Portland !
and 12..V p ra. The afternoon train--from Au(mixed) 9.35 a. in., 1.10 y. in? ami 6.10 y. m.
The
m
and I>ewiston at 5.4.'
gusta, Bu
For IbirbciH, Snrcnmppu, Puiubtrl»uii
Express train at 1.60 a. ra. Fom
Night Pv.
.75a 11m,
Wealbrooh
and
Woodford’m. !
and Halifax at 12.50 p. m. and 1.60
St.
John
at 7.20 a. in., 1.25, 0.20 and (mixed) 0.45
a. m.
p. m.
BATSON TLa-J; FiK. Sup*t
The 1.23 p. m. tiain from Portland connects at
Portland. Dec 13. 1880.
Ayer June, with IIeo*nc Tunnel Route for
dtf
dec 13
the West, and at Fnion Repot. Worcester, for
New York via Norwich l.iac, and all rail,
via 8pringAeld, also with N. V. Ar N. EL K.
Tf
K, (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for I’hilurict*

St.

184 Middle Street.

dtf

To
or

Congress

Portland

leave

^

cn,riA’

at 7.00 a. m. and 11.15 p. m.
Fo-r itnugcr, SJcxter, Wji tervillc. Belfn«t
Skon began n' 12.30,12.40, and 11.16 p. in.
For Aui'iisiu, dZaliotvell,
and
llruu»«viek at 7.00 a. m. 12.40, 5.1o, and
11.16 p. m.
For Korklaisd and all stations on Knjx & Lincoln R. It., and for Faviti»u»tun, via Brunswick
at 7.00 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
For Until at 7.00 a. in.. m<l 12.40 and 5.15 p. m.
For Faiuiincioa.
Phi!! j*<. .72 mmoulli,
'IVinilnop. Kcu.Sflt 1 i, %Vr«t VFaterville,
North Au'osi an:! AVulcrville \ia Lewiston
at 12.30 p. in.
For Wat**rvll!r via Augu-ta, 7.00 a. m.
The 11.15 p. m. train is -.he Night Express, with
Pullman sleeping car attached asul runs every
night, Sundays included.
Close connections are made at Bangor, for all
stations on the Bucksport & Bangor. Bangor & Piscataquis and E- & N. A. Railways: the Maine CenSi. John,
tral It. It. forming with the K. & N. A.
nd Maine Railways,

now-

For

A POTIIEPABY; The Careful Prepnrsi*
1 jL tion of Prescriptions a Specialty.
589

Tlooduy,

Q).

Chemical*,
Toilet Articles &o.
FRED T. MKAJHER & CO.. 473 Congress St

JR.,

Trains

_

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO
FOR CALIFORNIA,

SOth, !SMO,

The Provincial & New England All fail Line
re-establishment
of
the

AKKAj\«EHENT.

On and after

On. 18,
1880, Passenger Trains will leave
fw^wiPorlland at 7 20 n. in., and
“L‘25 p. m arriving af Worcester
at 2.16 p, m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. in. ami 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p.

OT'HEl'AlllEX ;

CLOTHING and

HENRY DEERING,
No. 37 Exchange 8t.

suitable for ladies
pleasant
ONEgentlemen.
Enquire at 4 PROSPECT ST.

STREET,

pndA;w1 mn

r

BROS.

J. D. & F. FESSEISDEW,

feb‘2

4

Maker*
and CpholMtererN,
Dealers in Fine and Medium Furniture.
CABINET
DEANE

<>a and. al'tcr Oct. I, 1880, the
premises now occupied by F. O.
Bailey A Co., No.’s 35 & 37 ExSt.

PORTLAND A ROCHESTER R. R.

x'jLlrnported Perfumes, Soaps,

au>I>yer Sts.

To be Let.

change

Portland and Worcester Line. I

4 FO'S'HSCARBJES; £>rujg*. pp.iut^OiU,
Agts. Pratt’s Astral Oil.
w. w. WHIPPLE & CO., 21 Market Square

DAVIS,

corner

STORE

J. W. P TERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WESCOTT. Suyt.
oclCdtf

WiKTER

r.

linrdiner,

—

Depot*.

«--.

lii

after

For Auburu am* I e%vi«ton, at 12.30 ami
6.05 p. in. and for Lovmau via OruiiNwick,

Now York next morning at 6 o’clock.
Tickets and State Room* secured iu advance at
Rollins & Adams*, 22 Exchange Street, and at the

ARTISTS’
Engineers’ Supplies, Picture Frames, Art Goods
CYRUS F.
No. 593

Congress and Chestnut streets.
Has been occupied for the past 12 years by
Samuel Rolfe, Esq. as an apothecary store.
This is
au excellent location for a Fancy
Grocery or Pro-

change

MEW YORK.

American

TO LET.

To Let.

l»C

AOKICILTI’IUI.

K. DANA

Store No. 51 Exchange St., chambors

18 BEATER

TOOLS,
Furnishing Goods, Plant Stands, Bulbs. &c,
WM. C. SAWYER & CO.. 22 Markot Square
watches, Fine
Jewelry Silverware, Clock*. Ac.
CHAS. II. LAMSON, 201 Middle sirecHOISE

AND

railroI

mm

aud

Passeuger

Express Train loaves Portland at 1.25 p. m.,
connecting at New London sauic evening with the
tost steamer* of the Norwich Line, arriving at

\ KT PHOTOGRAPHY
by LAM SON, opposite Falmouth Hotel.
Absolutely permanent Phot*.‘graphs a specialty.
MAT ERIA LS, A re h i tec t«’ A

FOR SALE.

SCHNAPPS.

of Maine.
tit Parties not prepared to visit Port
land, may order goods from the following classifications with perfect reiianee
that their orders will be promptly attended to.
Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded.

jan25 tl3w*

1881.

WANTED,
a good second girl.
Both
capable
must bring satisfactory references.
Inquire

A

PRUNES.

AND LEVER TROUBLES.

The following Trade Circular i» respectfully presented by the undersigned Retail Houses of Portland, with a view to
show the extent and variety of articles
handled, and the names ot those large
dealers who make this City the best
market and trade centre for the people

land.

%

BILIOUSNESS,

^

&wlv49

A Small Farm Wanted,
ten to fifteen acres, with good buildings,
within two or three miles of Portland.
A
cash customer. Address WM. 11. JERKJS, Port-

CONSTIPATION,

/
/

MW

Jan31

A FRUIT REMEDY AND SURE

»R

U0V29

d3t*

To Let.

%

ocl3

Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debility, Fever and
Ague, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and all diseases originating
in a bad State of the Blood, or
accompanied by Debility or a low
Btate of the System.

EloiS Top Desk Wanted. Address Box 1138

%

#
4

ively.
Virginia

we

of Catarrh for

Elephants Playing Possum.
[New York Sun.]

■

m'

octll

be tried in Boston without serious injury to
the bridges, and with a decided improvement
the description Mr. Lathrop gave of Boston’s great
men and women, and gazed on their faces,
residences and earthly surroundings, we felt
when we got through like the charity boy after
he had learned the alphabet, whether it was
really worth while to go through so much to
learn so little. But this list, which at the
time seemed much too enlarged for personal
comfort or valuablo information now turns
out to be entirely too much curtailed to meet
the simple demands of either truth or justice.
The face, residence aud outbuildings of a Mr.
Underwood were left entirely out of the account. This fatal omission, which might not
have been noticed by anyone else, was most
f rtunately discovered by Mr. Underwood
himself, and his prompt and manly letter requesting the public to suspend their opinion
until ho had time to prove himself as big a
man as the rest of them, is in the best
style of
a Boston man laboring under an oppressive
load of unappreciated ability.
We are all familiar with that sad case of a
wasted life, where a man had a fine hack, but
never obtained money enough to get the
horses to move it about and bring it face to
face with public patronage; and how much
this reminds us of Boston merit, unable to get
its face'fairly before the public in some monthly
magazine. Unless you can look at the face
and residence of a man, how aro you going to
know that he is a fine writer, but to read his
writings, and it is much safer never to do this,
if you can get the statement of some innocent
third party upon that. Looking at the matter
in this light, we pity Mr. Underwood, and
hope the time is not far distant when his claim
as one of the moulders of modern thought
will be sustained by all the engravers and
we
photographers in the land.
pity
Mr. Lathrop too. His case is like a woman
who has given a large party and left out one
of her dearest friends. Apologies are but so
many more insults, and under the Mosaic dispensation an eye for an eye and a tooth for a
tooth, was highly recommended to restore the
social and literary equilibrium. The only way
now left is for Mr. Underwood to write an account for some other magazine aud leave out
Mr. Lathrop’s name. Then, aud not till then,
will they be even in the run after fame.
How different things are here in Rhode Island! So far from wishing to see our faces in
a magazine, a number of us are not anxious to
expose our countenances, even upon our own
familiar streets, until after suing time has
passed, and we cease to attract attention and
respectful solicitude.
Modesty becomes a man under certain circumstances as much as it does a woman, and
the surest way to get into difficulties is to seek
prominence at the expense of peace. Let our
Boston friends in future imitate the modesty
of our own Dr. Spencer, who. when he years
ago introduced to us his celebrat -d pills, did
not sound the trumpet before him, as the
apothecaries do, but simply stated the fact of
their invention, and only observed “that to
eulogize their virtues would not add to their
merits.” If Boston people would only practise this self-evident and modost assertion of
Spencer, they would make themselves happy
by contributing to the happiness of others.

SITUATION by a steady man, in a grocery
can b generalstore, r.r Janitor, or a place lm
ly useful. 24 years strictly temperate. C.ood refer;
otiko.
jau31dlw*
cnees.
Address CL T.. at this

refer to:

Lewis, 220 Pleasant St., Boston;
H. A. Choate, Revere House;
B. F. Bradbury, Washington St.;
Geo. C. Goodwin, Hanover St.;
W. Geeachty, 51 White St., Lawrence.;
Mrs. A. J. Whittlesey, Sheffield, Mass.;
Caswell & Massey, Newport, R. I.;
Mrs. Susan B. Leighton, New Market, N. II.;
Mrs. Edgar Moores, Friendship, Me.;
Mrs. Geo. Webster, 69Exchange St., Portland;
Sirs. George Hayden, West Roxbury, Mass.
Mrs. A. M. Partridge, Jamaica Plains, Mass.
Mille. Alxiee, Opera Prma Donna;
Paul Boyton, the great swimmer, Flushing, L. I
Rev. C. H. Taylor, 140 Noble St., Brooklyn, N. Y
Sam’l Benedict. Jr. 697 Broadway, N. Y„ etc.

a

in the general tone of literature.
When wo read in the last Harper's

Wanted.

membrane and

bridge. Any suggestions of Coleridge
always valuable, and we think these might

over

jan31

a

so

many men and women keep on writing weak
books is because it reconciles their love of
sloth with their hatred of vacancy, passing
time without mental exertion, and, he says,
the same result could be attained with less

Murray Hirer House, P. E. Island.
il'Jw

S.

Vermont sent to England for one of her
representatives, and contributed out of her
own stock Haskell.
Kellogg, Field and Russell, Horr, Smith, Morton, Carpenter and
Caswell to Kansas, Louisiana, Massachusetts,
Michigan, New York and Wisconsin, respect-

Asa

mucous

local, hut a constitutional
cure at any stage. One package generally suffices.
Delivered by Druggists or by L). B. Dewey & Co.,
40 Dey Street, N. Y., §1.00 complete, Six packages
§5.00. Treatise and remarkable statements by the
cured, mailed fcec.

per’s Magazine.

that

an experienced man to preserve lobin a Prince Edward’s Island factory.
Liberal wages given, iteferen cs, Messrs. T. & E,
Kenney, 11 tiifax, Merchant's Bank of l*. E. Island.
A. J. McINXIS & CO.,
Address

Unquestionably the most important
discovery since vaccination. A remedy

forms not

extraordinary men that all of their faces could
not be comfortably put into one issue of Har-

says

—

s'CI S

On

Portland & Worcester Line

PORTLAND, ME.,

Preserver Wanted.

»r

Mi

TO

$5.00

STEAMERS.

RAlLitOA i >S.

j

NEW YORK,
OF

A:so, to be let on and after Nov. 1st, 1880, the
Boarding house corner Fore and India streets. This
is one of the best locations in the city for a lodging
and victualing bouse.
Has been occupied by the
present tenant for the past 15 years.
Full particulars regarding the above can be obtained by applying to the subscriber.

which assimilates with the

was needed was a good thinBut neither Malthus nor Man ever
supposed that there would be such an increase
in Boston of what Sir James Mackintosh calls

Coleridge

pot.

vision store.

Cure.

0511

Eastern Defebl d3t*

To Let.

medical

CIRCULAR.

barber wanted at R. D. Berry’s,

at

Meyer’s

RAILROADS.

d3t*

349 Commercial street, opposite
JOURNEYMAN

Ead's ship railroad is no new idea.
Didn’t Charon pull a boat over Styx?—Lowell
Courier.

Wei Be

GUIDE.

Itarbcr Wanted.

Captain

ning out.

public.

store

are

The 8 year old daughter of a family which
has the decorative craze the worst way, was
discovered the other day daubing the faces of
the photographs of iter parents, brothers and
sisters with water colors. Wheu the little inno cent was scolded, she replied that site was
only decorating the family mugs.—Norristown
Herald.

TRADE

experience in a drug and
preferred. Apply to BOX 1M>7.
some

»VH "ant

Two Organs.
Regulate first the stomach, second the liver;
especially the first, so as to perform their
functions perfectly and you will remove at
least nineteen twentieths of all the ills that
mankind is heir to, in this or any other climate.
Hop Bitters is the only thing that will
give |>erfectly healthy natural action to these
two organs.—Maine Farmer.

bers, when what

But the time lias arrived when Mr. Man’s
thinning-out process could be put into force
upon the superfluous literary ability of Boston
to the great benefit of a long-suffering
reading

ONE
paint
febl

five thousand five hundred and fifty cars with
ten tons each. We can’t believe it. If it was
so, why isn’t it done?—Danbury News.

place.

furnished a birthplace to her own
delegation, with one exception, and also to
each of the several members and one Senator,
Hereford, from West Virginia.
She has done tho same for Williams of Alabama, Singleton of Illinois, Bruco and Chalmers of
Mississippi. Buckner of Missouri,
Thurman and Hill of Ohio, and Coke of
Texas.

says the national debt in silver

Drag Clerk Wanted.
who has had

dollars, could be removed by rail by loading

Boston’s Surplus Genius.
[‘‘E. J. C.” in Providence Journal.]
Malthus had fears that population would
outstrip production, and Mr. Thomas Man, in
a conversation with Deacon
Wardwell, strongly objected to the church taking in new mem-

exchange

THE BUYERS

WANTS.

v-.J

6.45

On a ad .iJtrr Of T. *Jfst,
will leave the Fast side of Custom House Whnrf, for IVaL*.
ami (*real
t (»f

a. m.

1.15
for Peaks ouly.
12.30 P. M.
eturn immediately after each

R00I8

trip.

dtf

A Sovereign rnrelnallformsof Nervoti*
EJefcliity, Broken Bowii Conutltutlons, Vertigo, Heart Affections, Nervous
Dyspentia, Weakness of the Kidneys, Bladdcrand1
Urinary Organs, Impotcncy, Barrenness, Female
Weakness, Arresting iossp, trout tl:e
System, and Restoring Fall Vigor and Jlau ]
hood.
Sold oval! Druggists, $1 pet bcttle-SU bottles $5 !
f:'i to Shirr.:: a Harwich, Hartford, Ct., for Circular. I
> J“U»e Dr SCOTT’S Liv r. Kldne
and Rhein
malic PliASTKB, ros he W orld.
Price
I
{25

c^ntu,_

11011

dTli&MAwlw

S. R. SILKS,
A geu t,
« TBKMONT AT.,
BOSTON
Contracts for Advertisements Newspapers In al

Advertising1

cities and towns of the United
Briti-u Province**.

cates, Canada ap

*.

